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Abstract 

Gynephilic (attracted to women) men’s sexual responses are strongly dependent upon the 

gender of a sexual target, while androphilic (attracted to men) women’s sexual responses may be 

more dependent upon contextual cues other than gender (like physical attractiveness). Research 

suggests that our nervous systems have been shaped through sexual selection to respond 

preferentially to cues of attractiveness (as they provide meaningful cues of health and 

reproductive viability of potential sexual partners).  Research also suggests that women’s 

preference for cues of attractiveness may be highest during periods of the menstrual cycle when 

conception is most likely.  The effect of attractiveness cues on men and women’s sexual arousal 

has never been tested directly.  

This dissertation employs one large, within-subjects design, using concurrent 

measurement of self-reported arousal, genital arousal, self-reported attention, and visual attention 

patterns to examine three objectives: (1) men and women’s genital and self-reported arousal to 

cues of attractiveness and gender; (2) women’s sexual arousal to these cues across the menstrual 

cycle; and (3) men and women’s attention to cues of attractiveness and gender and its 

relationship with sexual response.   

Gender and attractiveness proved to be important determinants in men and women’s self-

reported and genital arousal, self-reported attention, and visual attention patterns.  Though 

patterns of response varied somewhat between dependent measure and participants’ gender, 

generally, men and women were found to respond more to attractive than unattractive stimulus 

types and to their preferred, relative to their non-preferred, genders. Though clear menstrual 

cycle effects did not emerge among women’s responses to cues of attractiveness and gender, 

women’s self-reported arousal, genital arousal, and self-reported attention were found to vary by 
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testing order (if they were tested first in the follicular or luteal phase of their menstrual cycles), 

such that women tested in their follicular phase first showed greater differentiation in their 

responding to attractive relative to unattractive sexual targets, than women tested in their luteal 

phase first. Finally, self-reported (but not visual) attention patterns were found to be 

meaningfully related to men and women’s self-reported and genital arousal to cues of gender 

(but not cues of attractiveness).  Implications and future directions are discussed.   
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Preface 

 This dissertation uses a multi-method approach to examine the salience of stimulus features on 

men and women’s sexual responses.  Importantly, this dissertation adds to a growing body of literature 

(e.g., Chivers, 2017) that seeks to understand within- and between-gender variation in sexual arousal, as 

well as the mechanisms that underlie sexual responding in men and women, more broadly.  Indeed, early 

research examining physiological and emotional components of sexual response only began investigating 

these questions in earnest in the early 1960s and, then, focused exclusively on men’s sexual arousal 

patterns (e.g., Freund, 1963; Fisher, Gross & Zuch, 1965).  This early gender bias in sexuality research is 

attributable to a variety of factors (including early difficulties measuring physiological arousal in women; 

see Suschinsky, 2011 for a full discussion), but generally follows an early trend in research more broadly, 

wherein one sex was studied (usually males) and then findings were generalized and applied to both 

sexes, leading to a number of negative health, social, and other consequences for women (see Holdcroft, 

2007 for a review).  Though research interest in women’s sexuality has blossomed, and models of sexual 

response have evolved (e.g., Basson, 2000), since these early days, the stimulus features that elicit sexual 

response for men and women are still not well understood.  Thus, this dissertation’s multi-method 

approach of examining sexual responses among men and women is poised to contribute significantly to 

our understanding of men and women’s sexual responses, and to help us to better develop gender-specific 

models of sexual response, as well as to improve our understanding of within-gender variance in 

responding.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Sexual arousal 

Sexual arousal can be understood as a complex state involving interacting 

physiological (e.g., genital vasocongestion, increased heart rate), cognitive (e.g., 

attention), emotional (e.g., excitement), and motivated behaviour (e.g., sexual activity) 

changes that are elicited by sexually competent stimuli (Chivers, 2005; Dawson, 2018). 

Though researchers’ understanding of what cues are competent to elicit sexual arousal 

(and for whom) is still unfolding (e.g., Spape, Timmers, Yoon, Ponseti, & Chivers, 2014; 

Chivers, 2017), models of sexual response have begun to articulate the mechanisms by 

which sexual cues elicit sexual arousal. Notably, Toates’ (2009) Incentive Motivation 

Model (IMM) argues that the magnitude of one’s sexual response is determined, in part, 

by the “incentive value” of the sexual cue that activates it.  That is, some stimuli are more 

incentivized than others for our sexual response systems (i.e., are more likely to be 

assessed as sexually rewarding or valuable), and thus, are more likely to elicit sexual 

arousal and to motivate sexual behaviour.   

Toates argued that the incentive value of a stimulus is driven, to some extent, by 

experience, with positive “consequences” (e.g., improved mood, pleasure, orgasm) of real 

or imagined interactions with the stimulus (e.g., through sexual activity, fantasy) further 

strengthening the incentive value attributed to the stimulus (Toates, 2009).  However, 

Toates also noted that some stimuli may be more easily incentivized than others, as 

humans may be prepared to form particular associations between stimuli and arousal 
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more readily than others, presumably through evolutionary mechanisms (i.e., our nervous 

systems may be predisposed to attribute incentive value or to sexually respond to cues 

that confer a reproductive advantage).  Thus, the incentive value of a stimulus may be 

determined, at least in part, through learning, with some (evolutionarily-relevant) stimuli 

more readily incentivized than others.  Recent studies of sexual psychophysiology – 

studies examining changes in participants’ psychological (e.g., subjective feelings of 

arousal) and physiological (e.g., genital vasocongestion: Laan, Everaerd, & Evers, 1995) 

sexual responses – have begun to examine hypotheses relevant to the IMM by evaluating 

self-reported and genital arousal to cues of differing hypothesized incentive values (e.g., 

preferred and non-preferred gender). 

Gender-specificity of sexual arousal 

Gender cues are important determinants of men’s sexual arousal patterns: both 

androphilic (sexual interest in men) and gynephilic (sexual interest in women) men 

exhibit greater genital and self-reported sexual arousal in response to cues of their 

preferred, relative to non-preferred, gender (e.g., Chivers, Seto, & Blanchard, 2007) – a 

response profile that has been termed “gender-specific.”  Gender-specificity in men’s 

sexual responding is a well-replicated phenomenon (e.g., Chivers & Bailey, 2005; 

Chivers, Rieger, Latty, & Bailey, 2004; Chivers et al., 2007; Freund, 1963; Freund, 1967; 

Freund, Watson, & Rienzo, 1989; Peterson, Janssen & Laan, 2010; Suschinsky, 

Lalumière, & Chivers, 2009) and exists as one component of a larger body of literature 

that has found strong alignment between men’s self-stated sexual interests (stimulus 

categories that arguably hold greater “incentive value”) and sexual response patterns.  

Indeed, men have been found to exhibit greater sexual response to a variety of preferred 
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categories (beyond gender) such as preferred age (e.g., Seto, Lalumière, & Blanchard, 

2000), species of the sexual target (Chivers & Bailey, 2005), and sexual activities, such 

as violence and injury in the case of male sadists (e.g., Seto, Lalumière, Harris, & 

Chivers, 2012).   

In stark contrast to men’s response patterns, androphilic women have been found 

to show a “gender-nonspecific” pattern of sexual response; demonstrating little 

discrimination in terms of genital arousal to stimuli depicting their preferred and non-

preferred genders (e.g., Chivers, 2010; Chivers & Bailey, 2005; Chivers et al., 2004; 

Laan et al., 1995; see Chivers, 2017 for a review). Women’s self-reported arousal is 

somewhat more complex, with a mixture of gender-specific (Chivers, 2005; Chivers et 

al., 2007) and gender-nonspecific (e.g., Chivers, Bouchard, & Timmers, 2015) patterns 

being reported. Even among those studies finding gender-specific responses, however, 

substantial heightened arousal to both genders was reported (Chivers, 2005; Chivers et 

al., 2007).  Of note, gender-nonspecificity among androphilic women has been proven to 

be a robust effect that does not appear to be an artifact of stimulus modality (the same 

effects have been observed using audio and audiovisual stimuli; see Chivers & Timmers, 

2012) or measurement type, as these results have been replicated when viewing time 

(e.g., Ebsworth & Lalumière, 2012, Israel & Strassberg, 2008; Xu, Rahman, & Zheng, 

2017), implicit association (e.g., Snowden & Gray, 2013), pupil dilation (Rieger, Cash, 

Merrill, Jones-Rounds, Dharmavaran, & Savin-Williams, 2015), memory for faces 

(Steffens, Landmann, & Mecklenbrauker, 2013), neuroimaging of reward circuitry (e.g., 

Sylva et al., 2013), and thermal imaging of the genitals (Huberman & Chivers, 2015) 

were used as objective measures of sexual interest.  
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Interestingly, gender-nonspecific sexual responses appear to be limited to those 

women who are exclusively androphilic.  Recent research has found that women 

reporting any degree of gynephilic sexual attraction showed significantly greater genital 

response to female than male stimuli (Chivers, Bouchard, & Timmers, 2015).  

Importantly, though these women’s sexual responses did differentiate to cues of gender, 

they were not always in alignment with their stated sexual attractions and sexual 

identities.  That is, women who reported some small degree of gynephilic sexual 

attraction, but still self-identified as “heterosexual” were found to demonstrate greater 

genital arousal to female than male stimuli, similar to predominantly or exclusively 

gynephilic women (who generally self-identified as “lesbian” or “gay”; Chivers et al., 

2015).  Similarly, ambiphilic (sexual interest in both men and women) women have been 

found to exhibit greater sexual responses to female than male stimuli, despite substantial 

sexual attraction to both genders and a wide variety of self-stated sexual identities (e.g., 

“bisexual,” “queer,” “pansexual”; Bouchard, Timmers, & Chivers, 2015; Timmers, 

Bouchard, & Chivers, 2015).  Complicating this picture somewhat, even among 

predominantly gynephilic women, a complex pattern of gender-specificity has been 

found.  Chivers and colleagues (2007) found that gynephilic women demonstrated a 

gender-specific pattern of sexual response only in less sexually intense depictions of men 

and women masturbating or exercising naked; when films of couples engaging in oral 

and penetrative intercourse were presented, gynephilic women’s patterns of sexual 

responses were found to be gender-nonspecific.  These findings led Chivers and 

colleagues to suggest that the sexual intensity of the coupled stimuli may have 
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overwhelmed gender-specific patterns of arousal, creating a ceiling effect in their 

responses.   

Taken together, these findings suggest that the stimulus features associated with 

sexual arousal may be different for men and for women.  Men’s sexual arousal is clearly 

and strongly dependent upon gender features of the actors (i.e., primary and secondary 

sex characteristics).  Androphilic women’s arousal, by contrast, does not clearly 

differentiate to cues of gender, and women with (any degree of) gynephilic interest’s 

arousal patterns do not always clearly map onto gender cues in a way that aligns with 

their self-stated sexual interests (see Chivers et al., 2007 and Timmers et al., 2015).  This 

complex pattern seems to suggest that women’s (or at the very least, androphilic 

women’s) sexual arousal may be more dependent upon cues other than gender.  Indeed, 

research has found that while androphilic women’s genital arousal does not discriminate 

to gender, it does discriminate to other cues, such as the level of sexual activity (Chivers 

et al., 2007), type of sexual activity (conventional relative to masochistic activities: 

Chivers, Roy, Grimbos, Cantor, & Seto, 2014), the relationship context depicted in the 

stimuli (Chivers & Timmers, 2012; Timmers & Chivers, 2012), or other contextual 

features of a stimulus (e.g., clothing, background; Rupp & Wallen, 2007).  Further, 

women’s tendency to respond to contextual cues (i.e., cues other than primary and 

secondary sex characteristics) is so strong that both gynephilic and androphilic women 

have been found to demonstrate heightened genital arousal to sexual content, even when 

the featured sexual targets were a non-preferred species (i.e., bonobos), whereas men 

have not (Chivers & Bailey, 2005; Chivers et al., 2007).  In this way, women’s arousal to 
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contextual cues may mask or otherwise distort sexual responses to cues of gender, 

leading to a gender-nonspecific pattern of sexual response.   

Indeed, in a recent study, when contextual cues (cues other than primary or 

secondary sex characteristics) were limited and women were exposed solely to images of 

male and female genitals, an unprecedented gender-specific pattern of genital and self-

reported arousal emerged for androphilic women (Spape, Timmers, Yoon, Ponseti, & 

Chivers, 2014); that is, androphilic women demonstrated and reported greater sexual 

arousal to male than to female stimuli, congruent with their sexual orientation.  This 

finding mirrors that by Ponseti and colleagues (2006) who found that when contextual 

elements of sexual stimuli were limited, men and women (regardless of sexual orientation 

or preferences) showed identical patterns of neural activation.  Similarly, Ponseti and 

colleagues (2018) recently tested the effect of contextual cues on men and women’s self-

reported sexual responses, directly.  Ponseti and colleagues primed men and women with 

images featuring contextual cues thought to be evolutionarily-relevant to mating 

strategies (i.e., economic resources, social interactions/caretaking), before showing 

images of heterosexual intercourse and soliciting self-reported ratings of sexual response 

from participants.  Priming conditions were found to have a greater effect on women’s 

self-reported sexual responses than men’s, leading Ponseti and colleagues to posit that the 

brain module controlling sexual responses (termed the “sexual module”) is functionally 

connected to contextual modules, and responds differently to contextual cues for men and 

for women (likely in accordance with gender-dimorphic mating strategies).   

Given this emerging research on the importance of contextual cues on 

(particularly) women’s sexual responses, it is likely that in previous studies of gender-
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specificity, androphilic women’s arousal to (non-preferred) female stimuli was enhanced 

by contextual cues present in the sexual stimuli.  Here we suggest that one such 

contextual cue (i.e., cue other than primary or secondary sex characteristics that is 

significantly influencing women’s sexual responses) may be the attractiveness of the 

sexual actors present in the films. That is, the female actors in the audiovisual sexual 

stimuli presented in previous studies may have been perceived as more attractive than the 

male actors, which may have increased women’s responses to the female stimuli.   

Attractiveness 

Attractiveness has long been theorized to be an important determinant in sexual 

response processes. Singer (1984), for instance, proposed that sexual arousal is comprised 

of three sequential components, the first of which is termed the “aesthetic response”; a 

“hedonistic” reaction to a sexual stimulus such as “an attractive face or figure” (p. 233).  

Though models of sexual arousal and response have been updated since Singer’s (1984) 

conceptualization (e.g., Basson, 2000), an assumption in the research literature has 

remained that physical attractiveness is a sexually relevant cue that is important in the 

process of sexual response.  Though (surprisingly), we are unaware of any research that 

has directly tested this assumption on men and women’s sexual arousal patterns, the 

theory holds a certain amount of logical appeal, particularly when one considers how 

perceptions of physical attractiveness pervade into and influence other aspects of our 

cognitions, responses, and behaviours.  For instance, physical attractiveness has long 

been noted to be one important determinant in deciding what applicants are hired or 

promoted (e.g., Dipboye, Arvey, & Terpstra, 1977; Landy & Sigall, 1974), with recent 

findings even illustrating that, among academics, more attractive professors obtain better 
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placements after they achieve their PhD, and are more likely to be granted tenure in a 

shorter period of time (Liu, Lu, & Veenstra, 2018).  Indeed, physically attractive 

individuals are attributed with more positive personality traits and are generally 

anticipated to have more successful outcomes in life (Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & 

Longo, 1991).  Even mothers have been found to treat attractive and unattractive babies 

differently: Mothers of physically attractive infants have been found to be more 

affectionate and playful with their infants than mothers of physically unattractive infants 

(Langlois, Ritter, Casey, & Sawin, 1995).  Similarly, infants as young as six months old 

have been found to show preferences for attractive faces (e.g., Langlois, Ritter, Roggman, 

& Vaughn, 1991; Ramsey, Langlois, Hoss, Rubenstein, & Griffin, 2004).  Given the 

ubiquitous effects of attractiveness and the early age at which they begin to appear, 

researchers have argued that much of our perceptions and responses to physical 

attractiveness are largely innate and may be based on evolutionary underpinnings (e.g., 

Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999). 

Indeed, there is an argument to be made that sexual arousal to cues of 

attractiveness may be an evolutionarily advantageous attribute, and furthermore, that 

evolution may have actually shaped certain characteristics to be appraised as attractive 

and to elicit sexual responses: Cues of attractiveness (e.g., waist-to-hip ratio, shoulder-to-

waist ratio, bilateral symmetry, skin quality) communicate important reproductive 

information, as they have been found to be reflective of overall health and reproductive 

viability (see Gallup & Frederick, 2010). As a result, our nervous systems are theorized 

to have been shaped through sexual selection to respond preferentially to cues of 

attractiveness or “beauty.”  Consider, for example, Gallup and Frederick’s (2010) 
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explanation that the taste “sweet” is not an inherent property of sugar.  Rather, organisms 

that developed receptors and neurological mechanisms that experienced the taste of sugar 

(a strong source of calories) as being sweet or pleasant, were at a strong evolutionary 

advantage as they would selectively seek out foods containing calorie-rich sugars.  In this 

way, the experience of sugar tasting “sweet” is an evolved property of our nervous 

systems (Barash, 1979; Gallup & Frederick, 2010).  Similarly, attractiveness may not be 

an inherent property of human bodies, but rather, a by-product of a nervous system that 

has been organized, through evolution, to respond preferentially to cues of health and 

fertility, which we, consequently, perceive as sexually appealing or beautiful. 

Though what is perceived as attractive or beautiful may be, in some ways, 

socially or culturally contrived (e.g., Frith, Shaw, & Cheng, 2005), researchers have 

found remarkable consistency among cultures for what is considered to be attractive (e.g., 

Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999), suggesting some universality in attractiveness cues.  This 

universality may be linked to sexual selection, as cues of attractiveness (e.g., facial 

symmetry, waist-to-hip ratio, sexual dimorphism, averageness, health) have been linked 

with a variety of evolutionarily advantageous qualities, including (but not limited to): 

longevity of life (Henderson & Anglin, 2003); high sperm quality (e.g., Soler et al., 

2003); greater intelligence and cognitive abilities (Lassek & Gaulin, 2008; Zebrowitz, 

Hall, Murphy, & Rhodes, 2002); better immune functioning (Roberts et al., 2005); and 

fecundity (e.g., Jasienska et al., 2004; Marlowe & Wetsman, 2001; see Gallup & 

Frederick (2010) for a full discussion).  Thus, many researchers agree that cues of 

attractiveness confer benefits in terms of reproductive success (e.g., Jokela, 2009; Gallup 

& Frederick, 2010);  men and women who prefer cues of attractiveness may be likelier to 
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select mates and produce offspring of higher genetic quality, lending support to the idea 

that our nervous systems have evolved through sexual selection to respond preferentially 

to cues of attractiveness.   

Interestingly, some researchers have recently questioned the validity of genetic 

fitness cues in men (see Jones, Hahn, & DeBruine, 2019 for a review), noting that, while 

attractiveness is certainly positively associated with perceptions of health (e.g., Kalick, 

Zebrowitz, Langlois, & Johnson, 1998), some attractiveness cues may not always be 

related to one’s actual current physical condition (e.g., Getty, 2002; Kalick et al., 1998).  

Indeed, one study found that the genetic factors that increase facial masculinity in men 

(typically considered both a cue of genetic fitness and attractiveness) also decreased 

facial attractiveness ratings among female relatives, indicating that women who select 

masculine-faced men as sexual partners may incur a potential cost on future daughters 

(Lee et al., 2014).  Jones and colleagues (2019) did note, however, that, while findings of 

genetic fitness in men are arguably equivocal, reliable results of men’s genetic fitness 

cues were observed when aspects of men’s facial, bodily, and vocal appearance were 

associated with physical strength (e.g., Sell et al., 2008); a cue that has been found to be 

linked with both genetic fitness and attractiveness (e.g., Gallup & Fink, 2018).   

Due, in part, to criticisms of evolutionary models of attractiveness, social 

constructivist models of attractiveness have emerged, arguing that mating practises and 

standards of attractiveness are a result of socialization, and reflect sociocultural values 

(e.g., Bissell & Chung, 2009), economic and social structures, and the division of 

household labour typical to a culture (see DeLamater & Hyde, 1998).  Thus, social 

constructivist models do not necessitate a link between attractiveness and genetic fitness, 
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but instead, theorize that evaluations of attractiveness reflect social ideals that may be 

influenced, by, among other factors, shifting representations of what is considered to be 

“attractive” in mass media (e.g., Englis et al., 1994; Law & Labre, 2002).  Indeed, the 

association between concepts of attractiveness portrayed in popular media and 

individuals’ internalizations of beauty standards is well documented, with body image 

and disordered eating disturbances often manifesting as a result of one’s own believed 

discrepancy from (often unattainable) sociocultural attractiveness ideals (e.g., Derenne & 

Beresin, 2006; Fredrickson & Roberts, 1997).   

   Though the relative contributions of evolutionary and sociocultural factors on 

the conceptualization of what is and is not perceived to be attractive is currently unclear, 

research does suggest that our nervous systems have been organized through sexual 

selection to respond preferentially to certain cues (e.g., strength, waist-to-hip ratio) that 

may proffer genetic advantages to one’s potential offspring (and which are consequently 

perceived as “attractive”; see Gallup & Frederick, 2010).  Likewise, sociocultural 

influences may further shape our conceptualization of what is “attractive” through a 

variety of means, including eroticized and sexualized representations of certain sets of 

“desirable” physical attributes in the media (e.g., Englis et al., 1994).  Consequently, by 

either model (social constructivist or evolutionary), we would argue that, consistent with 

Toates’ (2009) IMM (described above), attractiveness cues are likely to hold a strong 

“incentive value” and to, therefore, be relevant to sexual response.  That is, cues of 

attractiveness may be cues that (through sexual selection) are more readily associated 

with sexual response, and that through repeated positive “interactions” (e.g., eroticization 

of these cues through media; Chivers, 2017), gain further incentive value, increasing their 
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potency on the sexual response system (Toates, 2009).  It is, therefore, our contention that 

cues of attractiveness are strong determinants of sexual response in men and women. 

Indeed, in previous studies employing viewing time as an objective measure of 

sexual interest, androphilic women and gynephilic men’s viewing times for male and 

female models were found to increase as the attractiveness of the models increased 

(Lippa, Patterson, & Marelich, 2010; Lippa, 2012).  Interestingly, women’s viewing 

times were better predicted by the attractiveness of the models than by the models’ 

gender, whereas men’s were not (Lippa et al., 2010; the role of attractiveness and gender 

on viewing time and visual attention is discussed in greater detail below). Similarly (and 

in keeping with research examining gender-specificity of sexual response; e.g., Chivers et 

al., 2007), men have been found to expend more effort (in a key-press task) to view 

attractive female than attractive male faces, whereas women did not significantly differ in 

their effort to view attractive male and female faces (Levy et al., 2008).  Both men and 

women, however, were found to expend more effort to view attractive than average faces, 

suggesting that attractive faces are more incentivized and motivating than average faces, 

overall.  Converging evidence from brain imaging studies using functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) have found that areas of the brain associated with reward (e.g., 

the nucleus accumbens and orbito-frontal cortex) show greater activation in response to 

more attractive faces (e.g., Cloutier, Heatherton, Whalen, & Kelley, 2008; O’Doherty, 

Winston, Critchley, Perrett, Burt, & Dolan, 2003).  Interestingly, consistent with our 

hypothesis regarding the relative importance of contextual cues for women, a recent 

study found that women, but not men, rated faces as significantly more attractive and 

desirable to date after having listened to music (relative to a silent control group; Marin, 
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Schober, Gingras, & Leder, 2017).  Together, these findings lend support to the 

hypothesis that attractiveness is: a) relevant to sexual responding, and b) may be a more 

important determinant of sexual response for androphilic women than gender (i.e., 

primary or secondary sex characteristics). To date, no one has examined the effects of 

attractiveness on men and women’s self-reported and genital sexual arousal patterns. 

Effects of the menstrual cycle on responses to cues of attractiveness and gender 

among naturally-cycling androphilic women 

Interestingly, what androphilic women find to be physically attractive has been 

found to vary with the phase of their menstrual cycles; a phenomenon referred to as the 

“Ovulatory Shift hypothesis” (Gangestad & Thornhill, 1998; Gangestad, Thornhill, & 

Garver-Apgar, 2005).  The female menstrual cycle lasts an average of 28 days (Chiazze, 

Brayer, Macisco, Parker, & Duffy, 1968) and can be broken down into four distinct 

phases (menstruation, follicular phase, ovulation, luteal phase; Hyde, DeLamater, & 

Byers, 2004; Mihm, Gongooly, & Muttukrishna, 2011). Menstruation involves the 

shedding and subsequent repair of the uterine lining (endometrium) over a period of days 

after pregnancy has failed to occur. This process readies the uterus to be receptive to the 

implantation of an embryo during the next cycle and is regulated, in part, through the 

ovarian steroids, oestradiol (E2; an estrogen) and progesterone (P) (Corner & Allen, 

1929; Markee, 1940).  The follicular phase follows menstruation and is characterized by 

a period of unopposed estrogen (Critchley et al., 2001) and a higher likelihood of 

conception that peaks with the release of an ovum from the follicle midway through the 

cycle (approximately 14 to 15 days prior to the next expected menstruation; Bakos, 

Lundkvist, Wide, & Bergh, 1994; Wilcox, Dunson, Weinberg, Trussell, & Baird, 2001).  
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Following ovulation, progesterone is secreted by the corpus luteum (the mass of cells of 

the remaining follicle) and induces changes that make the uterus receptive to implantation 

(Corner & Allen, 1929; Hyde et al., 2004).  If the woman does not become pregnant, a 

rapid fall in progesterone leads to menstruation (Critchley et al., 2001).  

The Ovulatory Shift hypothesis (Gangestad & Thornhill, 1998; Gangestad, 

Thornhill, & Garver-Apgar, 2005) proposes that cyclic shifts in women’s mate 

preferences will occur, such that women will be more sexually attracted to characteristics 

signaling good gene quality (e.g., masculine male faces; Johnston, Hagel, Franklin, Fink, 

& Grammer, 2001; Penton-Voak et al., 1999) during high-fertility (i.e., follicular phase 

and ovulation) relative to low-fertility days (e.g., luteal phase) of the menstrual cycle, as 

an adaptive mechanism to ensure reproductive success and the long-term viability of 

offspring.  This preference for features of gene quality during high-fertility days of the 

menstrual cycle is posited to be most applicable for evaluating short-term relative to 

long-term relationship partners, as the cycle shift does not depend on whether women 

expect a relationship to last, but rather, on whether the relationship is expected to involve 

sex in the immediate future (Gangestad et al., 2005).  Indeed, in a recent meta-analysis by 

Gildersleeve, Haselton, and Fales (2014), women were found to exhibit a stronger 

preference for characteristics widely thought to be indicative of attractiveness (and 

genetic quality) during high-fertility relative to low-fertility days of their menstrual cycle.  

These cyclic shifts in women’s mate preferences for cues indicative of 

attractiveness/genetic quality were only found to be present when women evaluated male 

stimuli as prospective partners for short-term relationships.  No cycle effects were found 
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when women were asked to evaluate male stimuli as prospective long-term relationship 

partners.   

It could be argued that a preference for genetically superior male attributes would 

be adaptive: (a) regardless of cycle phase, and (b) independent of relationship context, as 

long-term relationships are ostensibly just as likely to lead to sex during fertile periods as 

short-term relationships.  Certainly, if a woman selected a long-term male partner with 

physical attributes indicative of strong genetic quality, it is reasonable to assume that she 

would plausibly engage in sexual activity with him and have higher reproductive success 

on average than a woman who was not in a long-term relationship with a man with high-

genetic quality.  It has been proposed, however, that this cyclic shift in preferences may 

be vestigial - an adaptation that remains from a time (pre-dating humans) when lower 

rates of pair bonding occurred, and strategies involving a preference for male sexual 

partners of high genetic quality during fertile periods and male sexual partners offering 

nongenetic reproductive benefits on all other occasions would be met with the most 

reproductive success (Gangestad & Garver-Apgar, 2013; Gildersleeve et al., 2014).   

Still another hypothesis, the Dual Mating Strategy hypothesis, proposes that these 

cyclic shifts are not merely vestigial, but may be an adaptive characteristic attributable to 

the higher relative reproductive success of ancestral females who formed long-term pair 

bonds with partners offering substantial nongenetic advantages (e.g., resources, 

protection) but also occasionally engaged in extra-pair sexual activity with males of high 

genetic quality during fertile periods (without detection; Pillsworth & Haselton, 2006a).  

Indeed, research has found that women in longer relationships, or whose primary partner 

is low in sexual attractiveness, are more likely to experience desire for extra-pair partners 
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during periods of high fertility (Pillsworth & Haselton, 2006b; Pillsworth, Haselton, & 

Buss, 2004).  Likewise, women have been found to be more likely to report greater 

commitment to their primary partner during periods when progesterone was high (and 

fertility was low; Jones et al., 2005). 

Recent research, however, suggests that many studies examining the Dual Mating 

Strategy hypothesis have been underpowered, have utilized sub-optimal methods to 

estimate women’s menstrual cycle phase (i.e., self-report data of the date of onset of last 

menstrual bleeding and next expected date of menstruation, which has found to be 

problematic for detecting fertile phases: see Blake, Dixson, O’Dean, & Denson, 2016), 

and have used between-subjects designs that may be unsuitable to detect potentially 

subtle effects of hormones on preferences (Jones et al., 2019).  Recent, large-scale studies 

utilizing within-subjects designs and that have addressed these methodological concerns 

have failed to find significant effects of menstrual cycle phase on preferences for 

masculine or symmetric men (Dixson et al., 2018; Dixson, Lee, Blake, Jasienska, & 

Marcinkowska, 2018; Jünger  et al., 2018; Jünger, Kordsmeyer, Gerlach, & Penke, 2018; 

Marcinkowska et al., 2016; Marcinkowska, Galbarcyzk, & Jasienska, 2018; see Jones et 

al., 2019).  Consequently, Jones and colleagues (2019) have put forth an “estrous” model 

of sexuality (Gangestad & Thornhill, 2008) proposing that ovulation represents a phase in 

women’s menstrual cycle characterized by increased sexual motivation (e.g., an overall 

increase in interest in sex with attractive men, including those not known well by the 

woman; Gangestad, Thornhill, & Garver-Apgar, 2010).  Jones and colleagues (2019) 

noted that this model does not predict that women experience specific changes in the 

types of men they prefer during high- relative to low-fertility periods (i.e., greater 
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resources and greater genetic quality, respectively) and, similarly, does not emphasize 

potential benefits of extra-pair sex.  Further research is needed to clarify the effects of 

hormonal shifts during the menstrual cycle on women’s sexual preferences and 

responses. 

 Of note, research examining menstrual cycle shifts in responses to cues of 

attractiveness has largely focused on strategies of mate selection instead of sexual 

response and arousal.  Existing research on cyclic shifts in sexual arousal have focused 

largely on overall arousability (i.e., examining overall magnitude of arousal) during high 

and low fertility periods (with mixed results; e.g., Meuwissen & Over, 1992; Slob, Bax, 

Hop, & Rowland, 1996).  Similar research examining sexual desire (i.e., the motivational 

drive to engage in solitary or dyadic sexual activity) across the menstrual cycle supports 

increased self-reported sexual desire during periods of higher fertility (e.g., Jones, Hahn, 

Fisher, Wang, Kandrik, & DeBruine, 2018; Roney & Simmons, 2016; Shimoda, 

Campbell, & Barton, 2017).  Other studies on sexual arousal have found that, though 

women’s genital and self-reported arousal to cues of gender has not been found to vary 

significantly across the menstrual cycle (Bossio, Suschinsky, Puts, & Chivers, 2014), the 

number of male fantasies (but not female fantasies) women experienced increased during 

periods of high fertility (Dawson, Suschinsky, & Lalumière, 2012).  Similarly, women 

who were tested first in the follicular (fertile) period of their menstrual cycle have been 

found to demonstrate greater genital (but not self-reported) arousal to conceptive (penile-

vaginal intercourse) than nonconceptive (fellatio) sex (Suschinsky, Bossio, & Chivers, 

2014).   
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Research using visual attention as a proxy for sexual interest and response have 

found that women in the peri-ovulatory phase of their menstrual cycle (a highly fertile 

phase) gaze longer at attractive male faces (and more to male faces than female faces, 

generally) than women in other stages of their menstrual cycle (Anderson et al., 2010).  

Similarly, naturally-cycling women have been found to gaze more at genitals while 

women on oral contraceptives have been found to gaze more at contextual cues such as 

backgrounds and clothing (though, interestingly, gaze patterns did not vary across cycle 

phase for naturally cycling women; Rupp & Wallen, 2007).  Yet another study found that 

increases in women’s conceptive risk (the probability of pregnancy on a given cycle day, 

counting from onset of previous menses, estimated using mean probability of pregnancy 

values by Wilcox, Dunson, Weinberg, Trussell, and Baird (2001)) had a statistically 

significant, but very weak predictive effect on increased ratings of attractiveness of male 

torsos (Garza, Heredia, & Cieślicka, 2017).  Curiously, this same study found an inverse 

relationship with conceptive risk and total viewing time of men (Garza et al., 2017), 

though the study used non-hormonal methods of calculating cycle phase/conceptive risk.  

When the same authors used ovulation detection kits to determine cycle phase, mixed 

results emerged:  in a first study of Latinx women, the authors found that low-fertile 

women viewed men with body hair longer than high-fertile women; however, in a second 

study of Caucasian women, the authors found that, though women’s viewing times did 

not vary by waist-to-chest ratios or body hair compositions across their menstrual cycles, 

they did spend more time viewing male images, overall, in their fertile period than non-

fertile period (Garza & Byrd-Craven, 2019).  Another recent study found that 

heterosexual women viewed male images longer than female images during the follicular 
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phase of their menstrual cycles; however women’s viewing times toward male and 

female images did not significantly differ in their luteal phases (Xu, Rahman, & Zheng, 

2017).  Thus, research on women’s viewing time and visual attention patterns across the 

menstrual cycle has been mixed.  To date, no one has examined cyclic shifts in women’s 

genital and self-reported sexual arousal patterns to cues of attractiveness. 

The role of attention in sexual response 

The information processing model of sexual arousal posits that attention is an 

important component of sexual response (Janssen, Everaerd, Spiering, & Janssen, 2000), 

with sexual arousal as a product of an unconscious or automatic appraisal stage and a 

response generation stage. During the appraisal stage, attention is first oriented on a 

stimulus, then is encoded and given emotional meaning through matching stimuli from 

memory (e.g., a stimulus is encoded as “sexual” or “nonsexual”). The response 

generation stage then integrates meaning of the stimulus with response generation or 

motor plans (e.g., a sexual stimulus elicits genital arousal).  The appraisal and response 

generation stages are purported to operate on a largely preattentive and unconscious 

level.  Attentional processes and other higher-order mechanisms may affect or be 

triggered by the appraisal and response-generation stages, feeding back into the model. 

For example, participants may focus and maintain attention toward cues they find the 

most sexually appealing, subsequently increasing their sexual responses. 
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Figure 1. The information processing model of sexual arousal (from Janssen, Everaerd, 

Spiering, & Janssen, 2000, pp.9). 

 

Janssen and colleagues (2000) assert that generated responses (e.g., physiological 

sexual arousal) may also become the object of appraisals themselves. As such, self-

reported arousal may increase due to an awareness and appraisal of one’s automatic and 

unconscious genital responding to sexual cues.  In this way, attention is believed to play a 

greater role in self-reported than in genital responses.  Indeed, when attention was 

sustained throughout repeated exposure of a sexual stimulus (sexual positions and 

activities were varied in the sexual stimuli to hold attention), genital responses were 

found to habituate, but self-reported arousal was not (Dawson, Lalumière, Allen, Vasey, 

& Suschinsky, 2013).  In a more direct test of the information processing model, 

Huberman and colleagues (2015) found that the level of gender-specific self-reported 

attention to sexual stimuli (i.e., level of attention to male vs. female stimuli) significantly 

mediated the relationship between the level of gender-specific genital and self-reported 

arousal in men, but not women.  

 The relationship between attention and sexual arousal has been substantiated by a 

considerable body of research.  Studies exploring the role of attention on physiological 
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and self-reported sexual response have found that inhibiting attention through distraction 

has been found to decrease sexual responding (e.g., Adams, Haynes, & Brayer, 1985; 

deJong, 2009; Geer & Fuhr, 1976; Lalumière & Earls, 1992; Salemink & van Lankveld, 

2006).  Similarly, in habituation paradigms, decreases in attention to and absorption into 

the sexual stimulus has been found to be associated with decreases in genital responses 

(e.g., Koukounas & Over, 1999; Koukounas & Over, 2001; Laan & Everaerd, 1995).  

Conversely, higher focused attention (e.g., Koukounas & McCabe, 1997) and increased 

absorption into a stimulus (e.g., by imagining oneself as a participant in the sexual 

stimulus rather than simply a spectator) may enhance sexual response (e.g., Bossio, 

Spape, Lykins, & Chivers, 2014; Sheen & Koukounas, 2009).   

 Eye-tracking technology is a reliable and valid measure of visual attention 

(Rayner, 1995) that uses fixations (a measure of time wherein a visual point of interest 

remains unchanged) as a dependent measure (Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998).  Eye 

movements are less contingent upon explicit processes than many other measures of 

attention (e.g., self-reported attention) and, consequently, may be less susceptible to 

demand characteristics like impression management (Richardson & Spivey, 2000).  

Consistent with findings of sexual arousal (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007), studies using eye-

tracking have found that gynephilic men orient quicker to and look longer at female than 

male images (e.g., Dawson, Fretz & Chivers 2017; Fromberger et al., 2012; 

Nummenmaa, Hietanen, Santtila, & Hyönä, 2012) while androphilic women are equally 

as likely to first orient toward male or female images (Dawson et al., 2017) and generally 

disperse their overall viewing time evenly to male and female images (Lykins, Meana, & 

Strauss, 2008; Nummenmaa et al., 2012) –  or at the very least, view the bodies of non-
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preferred targets longer than men do (e.g., Rupp & Wallen, 2007).  Consistent with the 

hypothesis that contextual cues (such as sexual activity level) may overwhelm arousal to 

gender cues, women’s total fixation duration becomes somewhat more gender non-

specific when dynamic stimuli (i.e., videos of sexual activity) are used as opposed to still 

images of nudes (Dawson & Chivers, 2018).  

 Eye tracking has also been extensively used to examine visual attention to cues of 

attractiveness.  For instance, eye-tracking research has shown that men and women tend 

to orient quicker to and fixate preferentially on attractive relative to unattractive female 

faces (Fink et al., 2008; Maner, Gailliot, & DeWall, 2007; Maner, DeWall, & Gaillot, 

2008; Sui & Liu, 2009).  Similarly, women have been found to gaze longer at attractive 

male faces than at male faces of average attractiveness (Anderson et al., 2010).  In studies 

examining visual attention to full body images, men have been found to allocate most 

attention to those images judged to be the most attractive (Suschinsky, Elias, & Krupp, 

2007), with men attending longer to breasts (a sexually relevant cue) when judging the 

more attractive images with lower waist-to-hip ratios (an evolutionarily adaptive cue of 

fertility; Dixson, Grimshaw, Linklater, & Dixson, 2010; Suschinsky et al., 2007).  More 

recently, Dawson and Chivers (2015) found that both men and women have been found 

to show an overall bias toward viewing sexual targets (i.e., images of aroused, naked men 

and women) that were pre-rated as attractive relative to those pre-rated as unattractive.   

One concern of eye-tracking as a measure of visual attention (and visual attention 

more broadly), however, is that one must be careful with the inferences that are made 

about the underlying cognitive processes directing gaze patterns; one cannot assume that 

visual attention to a sexual stimulus is always associated with self-reported or 
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physiological sexual arousal (Rupp & Wallen, 2008).  For instance, increased visual 

attention toward attractive faces may indicate sexual interest and arousal but may also be 

indicative of other cognitive processes, like intrasexual competition (vigilantly processing 

romantic rivals; e.g., Maner, Miller, Rouby, & Gailliot, 2009).  Consequently, concurrent 

measurement of sexual arousal and visual attention would be the best method to make 

inferences about the relationship between gaze patterns and sexual response.  To date, 

however, no one has concurrently measured visual attention and genital and self-reported 

arousal to cues of gender and attractiveness.  

Summary: Current study 

This dissertation employs one large, within-subjects design, using concurrent 

measurement of self-reported arousal, genital arousal, visual attention, and self-reported 

attention patterns to examines three objectives: (1) to examine men and women’s genital 

and self-reported arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender; (2) to examine women’s 

sexual arousal to these cues across the menstrual cycle; and (3) to examine men and 

women’s attention (an important mechanism in sexual responding; Janssen et al., 2000) 

to cues of attractiveness and gender and its relationship with sexual response.   

Previous research has found that while cues gender are an important determinant 

of men’s sexual arousal (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007; Freund, 1963; Freund, 1967; Freund et 

al., 1989), contextual cues other than gender (such as relationship context or sexual 

activity level; Chivers et al., 2007; Chivers & Timmers, 2012) may be more important for 

androphilic women’s sexual arousal.  Here, we propose that physical attractiveness is one 

such contextual cue.  Indeed, research suggests that cues of attractiveness hold strong 

incentive value (Toates, 2009), as our nervous systems may have been shaped through 
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selection to respond preferentially to cues of attractiveness (which have been shown to 

provide meaningful cues of health and reproductive viability; see Gallup & Frederick, 

2010), and as sociocultural factors (e.g., eroticization of these “attractiveness cues” 

through media) may then further reinforce preferences for these cues (e.g., Chivers, 

2017).  Thus, we would expect that men and women will demonstrate greater sexual 

responses to physically attractive sexual targets than physically unattractive sexual 

targets.  We also propose that gynephilic men will demonstrate gender-specific patterns 

of sexual arousal, while androphilic women will demonstrate gender-nonspecific patterns 

of sexual arousal, in line with previous research (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007).   

Theories of evolutionary mating psychology (e.g., the Ovulatory Shift hypothesis, 

the Dual Mating Strategy hypothesis) posit that women may be more sexually attracted to 

characteristics signaling good gene quality (e.g., attractive, masculine faces: Johnston, 

Hagel, Franklin, Fink, & Grammer, 2001; Penton-Voak et al., 1999) during high-fertility 

(i.e., follicular phase and ovulation) relative to low-fertility days (e.g., luteal phase) of the 

menstrual cycle, as an adaptive mechanism to ensure reproductive success and the long-

term viability of offspring. Though some research supports these assertions (see 

Gildersleeve et al., 2014), recent studies addressing methodological flaws in previous 

research have failed to replicate shifts in women’s mating preferences (e.g., for cues of 

masculinity) across the menstrual cycle, though women may experience overall increases 

in  sexual desire during periods of higher fertility (see Jones et al., 2019).  Importantly, to 

date, no one has examined cyclic shifts in women’s genital and self-reported sexual 

arousal patterns to cues of attractiveness.  Thus, we intend to address this gap in the 

literature and propose that women will demonstrate greatest sexual arousal to attractive, 
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male targets (a stimulus group representing strong reproductive relevance and fitness), as 

per the Ovulatory Shift hypothesis (Gildersleeve et al., 2014), during highly fertile 

(relative to less fertile) periods of the menstrual cycle. 

The Information Processing Model of sexual response states that attention to 

sexual cues is an important precursor to sexual responding, as well as an important 

mechanism for maintaining sexual response to sexual cues (Janssen et al., 2000).  Thus, 

we argue that men and women’s self-reported and visual attention patterns will mirror 

those of men and women’s genital and self-reported arousal patterns (i.e., gender-specific 

patterns of attention in men and gender-nonspecific patterns of attention in women; 

greater attention to attractive relative to unattractive sexual targets among both men and 

women; greater attention to attractive, male targets during higher fertile periods of 

women’s menstrual cycles).  Further, the Information Processing Model states that 

genital arousal is automatically elicited by a sexual target, and that this arousal may then 

influence or trigger participants to focus and maintain controlled attention toward cues 

found most sexually appealing, subsequently increasing self-reported arousal in response 

to these cues (Janssen et al., 2000).  Thus, attention may serve a mediating role between 

genital and self-reported arousal, as genital arousal influences participants to direct 

attention toward sexual cues, which then increases self-reported arousal (and also further 

genital responding).  Indeed, Huberman and colleagues (2015) found that the level of 

gender-specific self-reported attention to sexual stimuli (i.e., level of attention to male vs. 

female stimuli) significantly mediated the relationship between the level of gender-

specific genital and self-reported arousal in men (though not in women).  We propose 

that both self-reported and visual attention to sexual cues (cues of attractiveness and 
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gender) will mediate the relationship of genital and self-reported arousal to sexual cues 

(of attractiveness and gender). 

Research objectives and hypotheses 

Objective 1. To evaluate the importance of cues of attractiveness and gender for 

genital and self-reported arousal, androphilic women and gynephilic men will be exposed 

to sexual images, wherein the sexual targets vary by attractiveness (attractive, 

unattractive) and gender (male, female), while their genital and self-reported arousal is 

assessed.  

Hypotheses: We predict that: (1) gynephilic men and androphilic women will rate 

the attractive images as significantly more attractive than the unattractive images (further 

validating our stimulus set); (2) gynephilic men will demonstrate a gender-specific 

pattern of genital and self-reported arousal; (3) androphilic women will demonstrate a 

gender-nonspecific pattern of genital and self-reported arousal; and (4) gynephilic men 

and androphilic women will demonstrate greater genital and self-reported arousal in 

response to attractive relative to unattractive sexual targets. 

Objective 2. To examine women’s sexual arousal to cues of attractiveness across 

the menstrual cycle, androphilic women’s genital and self-reported sexual responses to 

cues of attractiveness and gender will be assessed during both the follicular (more fertile) 

and luteal (less fertile) phases of their menstrual cycles.  Half of the women will be 

randomly assigned to participate in the follicular phase first, while half will be randomly 

assigned to participate first in the luteal phases of their menstrual cycle, to rule out any 

testing order effects (e.g., Suschinsky et al., 2014). 
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Hypothesis: We predict that women will demonstrate greatest genital and self-

reported arousal to attractive relative to unattractive male sexual targets during the 

follicular relative to luteal phase of their menstrual cycles. 

Objective 3. To examine visual and self-reported attention to cues of gender and 

attractiveness and assess their relationship with sexual response, we will monitor the 

visual attention patterns of androphilic men and gynephilic women using eyetracking 

technology and participants’ own self-reported attention, while their genital and self-

reported arousal to cues of gender and attractiveness are assessed.   

Hypotheses: We predict that: (1) gynephilic men will demonstrate a gender-

specific pattern of self-reported and visual attention; (2) androphilic women will 

demonstrate a gender-nonspecific pattern of self-reported and visual attention; (3) 

gynephilic men and androphilic women will demonstrate greater self-reported and visual 

attention to attractive relative to unattractive sexual targets; (4) Women will demonstrate 

greater self-reported and visual attention to attractive male sexual targets in the follicular 

phase than in the luteal phase; (5) Self-reported attention to male vs. female sexual 

targets will mediate the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to male vs. 

female stimuli, at least for men (as in previous research; Huberman et al., 2015); (6) Self-

reported attention to attractive vs. unattractive sexual targets will mediate the relationship 

between genital and self-reported arousal to attractive vs. unattractive sexual targets; (7) 

The relative amount of time spent viewing male vs. female sexual targets will mediate the 

relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to male vs. female stimuli, at least 

for men; (8) The relative amount of time spent viewing attractive vs. unattractive sexual 
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targets will mediate the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to 

attractive vs. unattractive sexual targets. 
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Chapter 2 

Method 

Participants 

We recruited 60 androphilic women and 31 gynephilic men through 

advertisements posted around Queen’s University and the surrounding community, as 

well as messages posted on Facebook and Twitter.  Participants were eligible for the 

study if they were: (1) between 18 and 40 years of age; (2) able to read, write, and 

understand English; (3) did not have a history of mental illness or substance abuse; (4) 

had no history of sexual dysfunction (including no history of deep or superficial pain 

during vaginal penetration); (5) did not have an active sexually transmitted infection; (6) 

were not taking any medications that are known to interfere with sexual responding 

(Meston & Frohlich, 2000); and (7) reported exclusively or predominantly heterosexual 

attractions (i.e., scores of 0 to 2 on the Kinsey Sexual Attraction Scale; Kinsey, Pomeroy, 

Martin, & Gebhard, 1953).  Additionally, women who had never experienced vaginal 

penetration (during sexual activity, tampon insertion, or a pelvic examination), were 

pregnant or nursing (or had been pregnant in the last 6 months), did not have a regular 

menstrual cycle (between 27 and 33 days on average; Chiazze et al., 1968), or were 

taking hormonal contraceptives, were ineligible to participate in the study.   

Measures 

Personal information. Participants completed a questionnaire assessing age, 

ethnicity, relationship status, sexual identity, and education level.  Participant 

demographic information can be found in Table 1. 
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Table 1 

Participant demographic information, shown separately for men and women. 

 Men (n = 31) Women (n = 60) 

Age (yrs.) 23.13 (4.87) 22.67 (5.22) 

Relationship status (in %)   

       Single 42 (13) 45 (27) 

       Dating 42 (13) 47 (28) 

       Engaged --   2 (1) 

       Common law   6 (2)   3 (2) 

       Married   6 (2)   2 (1) 

       Divorced --   2 (1) 

       Did not disclose   3 (1) -- 

Length of relationship (mos.) 17 (55.40) 16 (34.71) 

Ethnicity (in %)   

       First nations --   7 (4) 

       African-Canadian   6 (2) -- 

       Asian-Canadian 23 (6) 18 (11) 

       European-Canadian 58 (18) 58 (35) 

       Other  13 (4) 17 (10) 

Highest level of education (in %)   

       High school   6 (2) 17 (10) 

       Community college   3 (1)   7 (4) 

       University 74 (23) 60 (36) 

       Graduate/professional    

       School 

16 (5) 17 (10) 

Sexual identity (in %)   

       Heterosexual 94 (29) 95 (57) 

       Bisexual   1 (3) -- 

       Lesbian or gay -- -- 

       Queer   1 (3) -- 

       Do not use a label   1 (3) 10 (6) 

Note. Table presents means of all items unless otherwise specified as percentages, with 

the exception of relationship length; median relationship length is supplied due to large 

standard deviations.  Standard deviations (when means /medians are presented) or 

number of participants (when frequencies are provided) are presented in parentheses 

where applicable.  Sexual identity frequencies may exceed 100%, as participants had the 

option to endorse more than one identity.  Other frequencies may exceed 100% slightly 

due to rounding error. 
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Sexual attraction.  All women reported exclusively or predominantly androphilic 

sexual attraction on the Kinsey Sexual Attraction Scale (KSAS; Kinsey et al., 1953).  Of 

the 60 women who participated, 36 women (60%) reported sexual attractions to “men 

only,” 21 (35%) reported sexual attraction toward “men mostly, but women occasionally 

too,” and 2 women reported sexual attractions toward “men mostly, but women 

frequently (but not more than toward men).”  Similarly, all men reported exclusively or 

predominantly gynephilic sexual attraction on the KSAS (Kinsey, Pomeroy, & Martin, 

1948).  Of the 31 men who participated, 26 men (84%) reported sexual attractions to 

“women only” and 5 men (16%) reported sexual attractions to “women mostly but men 

occasionally too.” 

Apparatus and Materials 

LH surge tests. Luteinizing hormone (LH) surge (prior to ovulation, indicating a 

high likelihood of conception; Guermandi et al., 2001; Wilcox, Weinberg, & Baird, 

1995) were detected in female participants using commercially available testing kits 

(http://www.opktests.com/OPK_LH_Ovulation_Tests_p/50%20lh.htm).  Testing kits 

consisted of strips that contained an immunoassay sensitive to LH levels in urine.  LH 

test kits have been found to be quite accurate (detecting 99% of LH surges) and are 

recommended for use in confirming cycle phase and fertility status (see Gangestad et al., 

2015). 

Attractiveness of sexual targets.  After each stimulus, participants rated the 

physical attractiveness of the sexual targets on a 10-point Likert-type scale ranging from 

0 (e.g., “very unattractive”) to 9 (e.g., “very attractive”). 
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Discrete self-reported attention.  Participants completed a post-stimulus 

question (“How much attention did you pay to the slideshow?”) on a 10-point scale 

ranging from 0 (“no attention”) to 9 (“100% attention”). 

Discrete self-reported arousal.  Participants completed pre-stimulus (“How 

sexually aroused do you feel?”) and post-stimulus (“How high was your sexual arousal 

during the slideshow?”) items, rated on a 10-point scale ranging from 0 (“no sexual 

arousal”) to 9 (“most sexual arousal ever experienced”). Self-reported arousal was 

calculated as the difference between post- and pre-stimulus sexual arousal ratings. 

Visual attention.  Eye movements were measured using a Tobii T60 eye tracker 

in combination with the Tobii StudioTM 2.2 program. The Tobii T60 is a contact-free, 

remote sensor eye-tracking device that measures bright and dark pupil tracking with an 

infrared eye camera. It has an automatic eye and head tracker inbuilt into the 17-inch 

monitor, which automatically compensates for small head movements rendering it 

unnecessary to immobilize the head using a chin rest. The Tobii StudioTM 2.2 program 

works with a spatial resolution of 0.2o of visual angle, a temporal resolution of 60Hz, and 

a gaze position accuracy of 0.5o of visual angle. The system is compatible with most 

glasses and contact lenses. 

Fixation identification was calculated using the Tobii Fixation Filter, which uses 

an inbuilt mathematical algorithm to calculate fixations. The program measures the 

distance between neighboring gaze points and calculates the eye movement velocity for 

all of the eye movements sampled. From there, the raw data points are assigned to the 

same fixation if the velocity remains below a set threshold or to a new fixation when the 
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velocity rises above this threshold. This enables accurate calculation of fixations and does 

not include saccadic movements in the calculation of fixations.   

 Data acquisition. Genital responses were continuously sampled and recorded 

using a BioPac system. The BioPac software and hardware was installed on a Pentium 

Dell desktop computer (Dell Canada Inc., North York, Ontario, Canada).  

Female genital response. Genital sexual response was assessed in women using 

vaginal photoplethysmography.  Vaginal pulse amplitude (VPA), which measures the 

changes in blood engorgement in vaginal tissue as a function of heart rate (Laan et al., 

1995) was used for the current study.  Higher amplitudes indicate greater vaginal 

vasocongestion, which has been shown to be an indicator of sexual response (Laan et al., 

1995).  The photoplethysmograph signal was sampled at a rate of 250 samples per second 

and filtered (high-pass 1 Hz, low-pass 1.5 Hz).  VPA was measured as peak-to-trough 

amplitude for each vaginal pulse.  Movement artifacts in the VPA were found by visual 

inspection of the waveforms and deleted prior to data analysis.  

Male genital response. Genital response in men was measured with a mercury-

in-rubber strain gauge (manufactured by DM Davis) calibrated over six 5mm steps, 

sampled at a rate of 1.0kHz, low pass filtered at 300 Hz, and transformed into millimeters 

change in circumference. Movement artifacts were detected by visual inspection and 

deleted prior to analysis.  

Experimental stimuli.  

Validation.  To validate the physical attractiveness levels of the 

experimental stimuli for the current study, we hosted a pilot validation study on 

an online psychology testing website run by Dr. Lisa DeBruine of the Institute of 
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Neuroscience and Psychology at the University of Glasgow (http://facelab.org/), a 

collaborator on our project. Study procedures were approved by the General 

Research Ethics Board at Queen’s University (see Appendix A). Ninety-six 

participants (36 men, 60 women) who were 18 years of age and above (Mage = 

30; SD = 11.51) were presented with 240 images of nude men (120) and women 

(120). All participants rated exclusively or predominantly heterosexual sexual 

attractions on the KSAS (Kinsey et al., 1948; 1953).  Half of the images presented 

were preselected with the expectation they would be rated as highly “attractive,” 

while the other half were expected to garner highly “unattractive” ratings.  All 

nude men and women depicted in the photographs were posed similarly, with legs 

spread and with prominent, aroused, genitals (i.e., erect penises or engorged, 

exposed vulvas) on display.  Efforts were made to include a variety of 

ethnicities/racial backgrounds, though the sexual targets in the images were 

predominantly white.  Images were cropped such that the male or female sexual 

target was displayed isolated against a plain white background.  Low level 

features of the images (luminance, image file size and complexity) were adjusted 

to remain consistent across all stimuli, using Adobe Premier software, to avoid 

pulling visual attention due to these extraneous factors (e.g., Henderson, 2003).  

The width of all of the images was set between 250 and 300 pixels and the height 

of all images was 400 pixels.  A subset of photographic images for the validation 

study were taken from previous research (Dawson et al., 2017; Dawson & 

Chivers, 2018) and were pre-rated on attractiveness and validated in an eye-

tracking methodology.  Additional images were collected from freely available 
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internet sites.  Participants in the validation study were asked to: “Please evaluate 

the physical attractiveness of the individual in this image on a 1 to 7 scale (1 = not 

at all physically attractive; 2 = slightly physically attractive; 3 = somewhat 

physically attractive; 4 = moderately physically attractive; 5 = more than 

moderately physically attractive; 6 = very physically attractive; 7 = extremely 

physically attractive.)” 

Thirty-two of the highest rated images were selected for the attractive 

male and 32 of the highest rated images were selected for the attractive female 

stimulus sets; male and female images were matched based on attractiveness 

ratings, while maintaining the highest possible attractiveness ratings, to ensure 

male and female stimulus sets did not vary on attractiveness levels.  An identical 

process was undertaken for the unattractive male and unattractive female stimulus 

sets – selecting 32 images from among the lowest rated images for each set and 

matching based on attractiveness scores between male and female stimulus sets.  

Paired samples t-tests revealed no significant differences between attractiveness 

ratings of the male and female images for the attractive and unattractive stimulus 

sets, respectively; please refer to Table 2.  Images in the “attractive” category 

were rated as significantly more physically attractive than images selected in our 

“unattractive” stimulus set; please refer to Table 3.   
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Table 2 

Attractiveness rating comparisons between male and female stimulus types among men 

and women with exclusive or predominant heterosexual sexual attractions. 

Stimulus set Attractiveness ratings  t(df) p Cohen’s d 

AM 4.04 (1.66)    

  0.16(95) .87 0.03 

AF 4.09 (1.67)    

     

UM 1.81 (0.95)    

  0.26(95) .80 0.04 

UF 1.78 (0.92)    

Note. Table presents mean attractiveness ratings of attractive male (AM), attractive 

female (AF), unattractive male (UM), and unattractive female (UF) stimulus sets. Images 

were rated on a 1 (“not at all physically attractive”) to 7 (“extremely physically 

attractive”) scale.  Standard deviations are presented in parentheses.  Analyses include 

ratings from 36 men and 60 women (N = 96) with predominantly or exclusively 

heterosexual sexual attractions.  

 

Table 3 

Attractiveness rating comparisons between attractive and unattractive stimulus types 

among men and women with exclusive or predominant heterosexual sexual attractions. 

Stimulus set Attractiveness ratings  t(df) p Cohen’s d 

AF 4.09 (1.67)    

  17.53(95) < .001 2.96 

UF 1.78 (0.92)    

     

AM 4.04 (1.66)    

  15.06(95) < .001 2.39 

UM 1.81 (0.95)    

Note. Table presents mean attractiveness ratings of attractive male (AM), attractive 

female (AF), unattractive male (UM), and unattractive female (UF) stimulus sets. Images 

were rated on a 1 (“not at all physically attractive”) to 7 (“extremely physically 

attractive”) scale. Standard deviations are presented in parentheses.  Analyses include 

ratings from 36 men and 60 women (N = 96) with predominantly or exclusively 

heterosexual sexual attractions.  
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Images within each stimulus set (attractive male, attractive female, 

unattractive male, unattractive female), were then split into two equal groups of 

16 images, matched based on attractiveness ratings, to create two exemplar trials 

of each category.  Paired samples t-tests revealed no significant differences 

between attractiveness ratings of the two exemplars of each category, all ts(95)  

0.99, ps  .33, ds ≤  0.14. 

To further validate the images, the same analyses were later run among a 

larger sample of men (n = 79) and women (n = 125) with any degree of 

gynephilic and/or androphilic sexual attractions (Mage = 28.53; SD = 10.96). 

Again, paired samples t-tests revealed no significant differences between 

attractiveness ratings of the male and female images for the attractive and 

unattractive stimulus sets, respectively; please refer to Table 4.  Similarly, images 

in the “attractive” category were rated as significantly more physically attractive 

than images selected in our “unattractive” stimulus set; please refer to Table 5.  

When comparing the two exemplars of each stimulus category, one significant 

difference was found between the first (M = 4.23, SD = 1.59) and second (M = 

4.15, SD = 1.61) trial of attractive female images, t(203) = 2.79, p = .006, d = 

0.28, though the effect size of this 0.08 point mean difference was small.  No 

other statistically significant differences in the attractiveness ratings of the two 

exemplars of each category was found, all ts(95)  1.79, ps  .08, ds ≤  0.18. 
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Table 4 

Attractiveness rating comparisons between male and female stimulus types among men 

and women with any sexual attractions. 

Stimulus set Attractiveness ratings  t(df) p Cohen’s d 

AM 4.07 (1.59)    

  0.77(203) .44 0.07 

AF 4.19 (1.59)    

     

UM 1.97 (1.04)    

  0.84(203) .40 0.08 

UF 1.90 (1.07)    

Note. Table presents mean attractiveness ratings of attractive male (AM), attractive 

female (AF), unattractive male (UM), and unattractive female (UF) stimulus sets. Images 

were rated on a 1 (“not at all physically attractive”) to 7 (“extremely physically 

attractive”) scale. Standard deviations are presented in parentheses.  Analyses include 

ratings from 79 men and 125 women (N = 204) with any degree of gynephilic and/or 

androphilic sexual attractions.  

 

Table 5 

Attractiveness rating comparisons between attractive and unattractive stimulus types 

among men and women with any sexual attractions. 

Stimulus set Attractiveness ratings  t(df) p Cohen’s d 

AF 4.19 (1.59)    

  24.68(203) < .001 2.60 

UF 1.90 (1.07)    

     

AM 4.07 (1.59)    

  22.33(203) < .001 2.37 

UM 1.97 (1.04)    

Note. Table presents mean attractiveness ratings of attractive male (AM), attractive 

female (AF), unattractive male (UM), and unattractive female (UF) stimulus sets. Images 

were rated on a 1 (“not at all physically attractive”) to 7 (“extremely physically 

attractive”) scale  Standard deviations are presented in parentheses.  Analyses include 

ratings from 79 men and 125 women (N = 204) with any degree of gynephilic and/or 

androphilic sexual attractions.  
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Presentation.  Experimental stimuli consisted of 10 photographic 

slideshows presenting: a) attractive nude males; b) attractive nude females; c) 

unattractive nude males; d) unattractive nude females; and e) neutral stimuli 

(nonsexual household items).  Two exemplars of each stimulus category were 

presented.  Each slideshow was 96s in length and consisted of 16 photographs, 

presented for 6s each.  One additional slideshow featured 24 images of neutral 

landscapes, presented for 6s each (for a total slideshow length of 144s).  

Similar to the sexual images of nude men and women, neutral stimuli were 

cropped such that the household item or landscape was displayed isolated against 

a plain white background.  An equal number of images within each stimulus set 

were then randomly selected to be presented in the top right, top left, bottom 

right, or bottom left corner of the participants’ screen.  The presentation of each 

image was then ordered such that participants would not see two sequential 

images in the same corner of the screen.  This was done to ensure that total 

fixation durations were capturing visual attention to the stimulus itself, rather than 

a passive stare at the screen; every 6s participants would have to orient to a new 

corner of the screen to view the experimental image. 

Neutral images of household items were selected to have similar contrast 

levels to images of nude men and women (all neutral images were in 

colours/shades that were represented in the natural variance in skin tones present 

in our sexual stimuli). Low level features of the images (luminance, image file 

size and complexity) were again adjusted to remain consistent across all stimuli, 

using Adobe Premier software, to avoid pulling visual attention due to these 
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extraneous factors (e.g., Henderson, 2003).  The width of all of the images was set 

between 250 and 300 pixels and the height of all images was 400 pixels.  

Examples of experimental stimuli can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Procedure 

Cycle phase procedures for women.  Female participants were randomly 

assigned to attend their first session during the follicular (n = 30) or luteal (n = 30) phase 

of their menstrual cycle.  The second laboratory session took place during the opposite 

phase of the menstrual cycle from which they were originally tested, approximately two 

weeks after their first session (median number of days between sessions = 15; SD = 

11.031).   Female participants were screened for eligibility via email or phone and typical 

menstrual cycle length and current menstrual cycle phase were determined.  Participants 

were then booked into a brief orientation session, as an opportunity to orient participants 

to the study procedures, obtain informed consent, and to give women LH surge tests to 

take home (if she was booked for the follicular phase first - if not, she received the LH 

tests after her luteal phase testing session).  Participants were then booked for the first 

testing session with the experimenter (for either the follicular or luteal phase of her cycle, 

depending on which she was randomly assigned).  Second sessions were also booked at 

this time, or were booked following their first testing session.  To help confirm cycle 

phase, the experimenter followed up with all participants to determine the date their next 

period arrived, following their appointments. 

 
1 Note that the somewhat large standard deviation is attributable to women who were unable to attend their 

second session during the same cycle due to scheduling conflicts and, as such, were booked in the 

appropriate cycle phase of their next menstrual cycle. 
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As per Gangestad, Thornhill, and Garver (2002) and Pillsworth and Haselton 

(2006), follicular phase testing sessions was scheduled to occur between 16 and 19 days 

prior to the expected onset of women’s next menstrual bleeding (with the expectation that 

ovulation typically occurs about 14-15 days prior to next menstruation; Bakos et al., 

1994; Wilcox et al., 1995).  Cycle phase was confirmed using LH test kits (described 

above).  Women completed the LH surge urine tests at home, beginning two days prior to 

her booked follicular session time and continuing for at least five days (or until an LH 

surge was detected; participants were reminded to take their tests via email and were 

asked to respond with their results).  An LH surge usually occurs 24-36 hours prior to 

ovulation (e.g., Guermandi et al., 2001); it was expected that a surge would be observed 

for most women on or shortly following their scheduled follicular phase session.  Given 

that conception may occur as a result of intercourse up to 5 to 7 days prior to ovulation 

(e.g., Wilcox et al., 1995), if women tested positive for ovulation within two days prior to 

their follicular session, or up to four days after their session, it was considered likely that 

our participants were tested during a high-fertility period in their menstrual cycles.  

Consistent with Pillsworth and Haselton (2006), luteal phase sessions were scheduled 3 

to 10 days prior to next expected menstrual onset. 

Testing sessions.  All participants were asked to refrain from all sexual activity 

for 24 hours and exercising for three hours prior to their appointment time.  Before 

testing, the experimenter taught the participant how to use the vaginal 

photoplethysmograph or penile strain gauge, asked the participant to pay attention to the 

photographic slideshow, to not touch their genitals or manipulate their genital responding 

in any way, and to sit as still as possible, to reduce movement artifacts in the genital 
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response data (Hatch, 1979).  The participants, seated in a comfortable recliner in a dimly 

lit room, inserted or attached the plethysmograph themselves, in private.  Once 

participants were comfortably positioned in the recliner with the gauge inserted, s/he 

covered him/herself with a sheet while the experimenter re-entered the room to position 

the eye-tracker.  When the eye-tracker was positioned, the experimenter left the 

participant alone in the room.  The experimenter then tested the equipment devices to 

ensure they were working properly and notified the participant that calibration for the 

eye-tracker would begin momentarily. Calibration of the eye-tracker involved a standard 

9-point calibration procedure.  From there, the participant watched the short adaptation 

stimulus consisting of neutral images of landscapes, to orient them to the study 

procedures and become accustomed to the genital gauge.   

Participants were then exposed to the experimental stimuli.  Stimuli were blocked 

such that participants were presented with the first exemplar of each stimulus category in 

a pre-determined, random order before being presented with the second exemplar of each 

stimulus category in a pre-determined, random order.  Before and after every stimulus, 

participants indicated their subjective arousal using the method described above.  After 

each stimulus, participants also self-reported their attention and (after the sexual stimuli) 

rated the attractiveness of the sexual targets, using the method described above.  During 

an inter-stimulus period of approximately one minute, participants were told to relax, so 

as to allow their genital arousal to return to its pre-trial level.  If the genital responses did 

not return to pre-trial levels, the participant was asked to engage in a distraction task 

(e.g., reading aloud from a neutral magazine, counting backwards in groups of sevens 

from 300) for up to three minutes, or until genital responding returned to baseline. The 
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eye-tracker was re-calibrated before each subsequent stimulus presentation. After the 

sexual arousal assessment was completed, participants completed the questionnaires and 

measures described above, and, if they rated their sexual arousal as a 3 or greater on a 9-

point scale, were asked to watch a short neutral film to ensure that they did not leave the 

lab in a state of arousal.  Genital gauges were cleaned using a high-level disinfectant. 

Study procedures were approved by the Health Sciences Research Ethics Board at 

Queen’s University (see Appendix C).  Female participants were compensated $10 for 

their orientation session, $40 for their first session, and $50 for their second session.  

Male participants were compensated $50 for participation in the study. 

Data Reduction  

Menstrual cycle data. On average, women participated in their follicular phase 

session on day 14 of their menstrual cycle (M = 13.93; SD = 3.15), with LH surges 

generally being detected around day 16 of their cycle (M = 15.74; SD = 4.06), 

corresponding to approximately 15 days prior to their next documented menstruation (M 

= 15.15; SD = 3.26).  An LH surge was not detected in 14 of our 60 participants: two 

participants did not participate in their follicular session or use the LH surge test strips; 

seven participants were not found to have an LH surge in the window tested (between 

two days prior to their appointment and the date of their next menstruation); and five 

participants did not continue using their test strips for the full window that was asked, 

leading us to have incomplete data about if and when an LH surge may have occurred.  

Of the 46 women for whom LH surges were detected, 34 were found to ovulate within 

the expected window 2 days prior and four days following their follicular appointment 

(three participants experienced their LH surge on day 5; six participants on day 6; one 
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participant on day 7; one participant on day 12; and one participant on day 13 following 

their follicular appointment).  Data for the 14 participants in whom we did not detect an 

LH surge and for the 12 participants who did not experience an LH surge in the expected 

range were excluded from menstrual cycle analyses.   

On average, women participated in their luteal phase session on day 26 of their 

menstrual cycle (M = 25.61; SD = 2.65), corresponding to approximately five days prior 

to their next documented menstruation (M = 4.93; SD = 3.27).  Four participants’ periods 

arrived later than anticipated, leading to luteal sessions that fell eleven days (n = 2), 14 

days (n = 1), and 16 days (n = 1) prior to the next documented menstruation.  Three of 

these four participants were already excluded from menstrual cycle analyses as they did 

not experience an LH surge in the expected window.  The remaining woman participated 

in her luteal session on day 30 of her menstrual cycle, 11 days prior to her next 

documented period; in her next cycle, she experienced an LH surge in the expected 

window, two days prior to her follicular session and 22 days before her next documented 

period began. Consequently, her data are retained in menstrual cycle analyses.  

Additionally, one woman chose to end her participation in the study partway through her 

second session (in her luteal phase).  Consequently, her data is excluded from menstrual 

cycle analyses, leading to a final sample size of 33 women. 

Genital and self-reported arousal. Change in genital response was calculated by 

subtracting baseline responding from mean genital arousal to the stimulus.  Baseline 

responding was established during the 20s interval before each stimulus slideshow onset, 

while the participant was still answering pretrial questions.  Discrete ratings of self-

reported arousal were determined by creating contrast scores, whereby participants’ self-
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reported post-stimulus perceptions of sexual arousal were subtracted from pre-stimulus 

self-reported sexual arousal. Genital and self-reported responding to each context 

(attractive male, unattractive female, etc.) was determined by averaging across the two 

trials of each.  Final genital change scores were standardized within subjects using z-

scores to control for individual differences in responding (Harris, Rice, Quinsey, Chaplin, 

& Earls, 1991). 

Discrete self-reported attention.  Self-reported attention to each context 

(attractive male, unattractive female, etc.) was determined by averaging across the two 

trials of each. 

Attractiveness of sexual targets. Participants’ ratings of the attractiveness of the 

sexual targets in each context (attractive male, unattractive female, etc.) was determined 

by averaging across the two trials of each.2 

Visual attention.  For each of the images, regions of interest (ROIs) were 

generated.  Stimulus target regions were defined as the regions encompassing the man or 

woman (or neutral object) in the stimulus.  Background content regions encompassed the 

portions of the stimulus that did not include any part of the actor or neutral object.  Mean 

total fixation duration (TFD) was calculated for each of these ROIs.  Average fixation 

duration on the stimulus target regions was used as the dependent measure of visual 

attention.   

 

 

 

 

 
2 Paired samples t-tests revealed no significant differences between participants’ ratings of attractiveness 

for the two exemplars of each stimulus category. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

Objective 1: Sexual responding to cues of attractiveness and gender 

Validation: Attractiveness ratings of sexual targets. 

To examine hypotheses related to men and women’s sexual responses to cues of 

attractiveness and gender, we first conducted a 2 (Participant Gender) by 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) by 2 (Attractiveness) mixed-model ANOVA of participants’ ratings of the 

attractiveness of the sexual targets: The two within-subjects factors were Stimulus 

Gender (male, female) and Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive).  The between-subjects 

factor was Participant Gender (man, woman).  Data from all women’s first sessions were 

included in the current analyses (an a priori decision – for consistency with men’s 

analyses).  The ANOVA revealed statistically significant three- and two-way interactions 

between Stimulus Gender, Attractiveness, and Participant Gender, Wilks’ λ = .594, F(1, 

89) = 60.90,  p < .001, p2 = .41, between Stimulus Gender and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = 

.648, F(1, 89) = 48.40,  p < .001, p2= .35, between Stimulus Gender and Participant 

Gender, Wilks’ λ = .394, F(1, 89) = 136.64,  p < .001, p2= .61, and between 

Attractiveness and Participant Gender, Wilks’ λ = .863, F(1, 89) = 14.11,  p < .001, p2= 

.14. 

To further investigate this three-way interaction, we conducted two, 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) x 2 (Attractiveness) repeated measures ANOVAs, separated by Participant 

Gender.  For gynephilic men, a main effect of Attractiveness, such that men rated 

attractive images as significantly more attractive (M = 4.78, SE = 0.21) than unattractive 
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images (M = 1.22, SE = 0.18) was found, Wilks’ λ = .063, F(1, 30) = 448.08,  p < .001, 

p2= .94.  Similarly, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, whereby men rated female images 

(M = 4.28, SE = 0.20) as significantly more attractive than male images (M = 1.72, SE = 

0.29), was observed, Wilks’ λ = .349, F(1, 30) = 55.92,  p < .001, p2= .65.  However, 

these main effects were superseded by a significant interaction between Attractiveness 

and Stimulus Gender, Wilks’ λ = .291, F(1, 30) = 72.95,  p < .001, p2= .71.  To follow 

up this significant interaction, paired samples t-tests were conducted, revealing that men 

rated attractive males (M = 2.63, SE = 0.40) as significantly more attractive than 

unattractive males (M = 0.81, SE = 1.17), t(30) = 6.45, p < .001, d = 2.11.  Similarly, men 

rated attractive females (M = 6.94, SE = 0.19) as significantly more attractive than 

unattractive females (M = 1.63, SE = 1.47), t(30) = 21.66, p < .001, d = 5.68; our 

significant interaction appears to be driven by the difference in magnitude between these 

two effects.  Please refer to Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Men’s ratings of attractiveness of sexual targets (on a 0 to 9 scale). Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means for n = 31. 
 

For androphilic women, a main effect of Attractiveness was found, Wilks’ λ = 

.107, F(1, 59) = 490.34,  p < .001, p2= .89, such that women rated attractive images as 

significantly more attractive (M = 6.10, SE = 0.17) than unattractive images (M = 1.31, 

SE = 0.16).  A main effect of Stimulus Gender was also observed, Wilks’ λ = .500, F(1, 

59) = 59.01,  p < .001, p2= .50, whereby women rated male images (M = 4.20, SE = 

0.13) as significantly more attractive than female images (M = 3.21, SE = 0.15).  No 

significant interaction between Attractiveness and Stimulus Gender was found, Wilks’ λ 

= .991, F(1, 59) = 0.57,  p = .46, p2= .01.  Please refer to Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Women’s ratings of attractiveness of sexual targets (on a 0 to 9 scale). Error 

bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means for n = 60. 

 

 

 

Self-reported arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender 

To examine hypotheses related to men and women’s self-reported arousal to cues 

of attractiveness and gender, we first conducted a 2 (Participant Gender) by 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) by 2 (Attractiveness) mixed-model ANOVA of participants’ self-reported 

arousal: The two within-subjects factors were Stimulus Gender (male, female) and 

Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive).  The between-subjects factor was Participant 

Gender (man, woman).  Data from all women’s first sessions were included in the current 

analyses.  The ANOVA revealed statistically significant three- and two-way interactions 

between Stimulus Gender, Attractiveness, and Participant Gender, Wilks’ λ = .644, F(1, 

89) = 49.12,  p < .001, p2 = .36, between Stimulus Gender and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = 
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.923, F(1, 89) = 7.39,  p = .008, p2= .08, and between Stimulus Gender and Participant 

Gender, Wilks’ λ = .341, F(1, 89) = 171.92,  p < .001, p2= .66. The two-way interaction 

between Attractiveness and Participant Gender was not found to be statistically 

significant, Wilks’ λ = .998, F(1, 89) = 0.19,  p = .66, p2= .00. 

To further investigate this three-way interaction, we conducted two, 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) x 2 (Attractiveness) repeated measures ANOVAs, separated by Participant 

Gender.  For gynephilic men, a main effect of Attractiveness, such that men reported 

greater self-reported arousal to the attractive (M = 2.48, SE = 0.16) than unattractive 

images (M = 0.71, SE = 0.21) was found, Wilks’ λ = .337, F(1, 30) = 59.06,  p < .001, 

p2= .66.  Similarly, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, whereby men rated greater arousal 

to female images (M = 3.03, SE = 0.23) than male images (M = 0.15, SE = 0.24) was 

observed, Wilks’ λ = .324, F(1, 30) = 62.62,  p < .001, p2= .68.  However, these main 

effects were superseded by a significant interaction between Attractiveness and Stimulus 

Gender, Wilks’ λ = .559, F(1, 30) = 23.72,  p < .001, p2= .44.  To follow up this 

significant interaction, paired samples t-tests were conducted, revealing that men reported 

greater arousal to the attractive males (M = 0.40, SE = 0.27) than unattractive males (M = 

-0.10, SE = 0.26), t(30) = 2.43, p = .02, d = 0.62.  Similarly, men reported greater arousal 

to the attractive females (M = 4.55, SE = 0.28) than unattractive females (M = 1.52, SE = 

0.35), t(30) = 6.81, p < .001, d = 1.74; our significant interaction appears to be driven by 

the difference in magnitude between these two effects.  Paired samples t-tests also 

revealed that men reported greater sexual arousal to attractive male stimuli than neutral 

stimuli (M = -0.44, SE = 0.15), t(30) = 2.76, p = .01, d = 0.73, but men’s self-reported 

arousal to unattractive male stimuli did not significantly differ from their reported sexual 
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arousal to neutral stimuli, t(30) =1.12, p = .27, d = 0.29. Interestingly, a paired samples t-

test revealed that men reported greater sexual arousal to unattractive females than 

attractive males, t(30) = 2.69, p = .01, d = 0.69. Please refer to Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Men’s self-reported sexual arousal (calculated as the difference between 

reported pre- and post-trial arousal) for all stimulus categories. Error bars represent the 

standard error of the mean. Figure presents means for n = 31.  

 

 

For androphilic women, a main effect of Attractiveness, such that women 

reported greater self-reported arousal to the attractive (M = 2.12, SE = 0.16) than 

unattractive images (M = 0.23, SE = 0.13) was found, Wilks’ λ = .321, F(1, 59) = 124.59,  

p < .001, p2= .68.  Similarly, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, whereby women rated 

greater arousal to male images (M = 2.10, SE = 0.17) than female images (M = 0.25, SE = 

0.12) was observed, Wilks’ λ = .356, F(1, 59) = 106.72,  p < .001, p2= .64.  However, 

these main effects were superseded by a significant interaction between Attractiveness 
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and Stimulus Gender, Wilks’ λ = .764, F(1, 59) = 18.26,  p < .001, p2= .24.  To follow 

up this significant interaction, paired samples t-tests were conducted, revealing that 

women reported greater arousal to the attractive males (M = 3.33, SE = 0.22) than 

unattractive males (M = 0.88, SE = 0.19), t(59) = 10.61, p < .001, d = 1.94.  Similarly, 

women reported greater arousal to the attractive females (M = 0.92, SE = 0.17) than 

unattractive females (M = -0.42, SE = 0.13), t(59) = 6.82, p < .001, d = 1.26; our 

significant interaction appears to be driven by the difference in magnitude between these 

two effects.  Paired samples t-tests also revealed that women reported greater sexual 

arousal to attractive female stimuli than neutral stimuli (M = -0.73, SE = 0.13), t(59) = 

6.59, p < .001, d = 1.21, but women’s self-reported arousal to unattractive female stimuli 

did not differ from their reported sexual arousal to neutral stimuli, t(59) = 1.89, p = .06, d 

= 0.34.  Interestingly, a paired samples t-test revealed that women reported no significant 

difference in their sexual arousal to unattractive male and attractive female stimuli, t(59) 

= 0.19, p = .85, d = 0.04.  Please refer to Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Women’s self-reported sexual arousal (calculated as the difference between 

reported pre- and post-trial arousal) for all stimulus categories. Error bars represent the 

standard error of the mean. Figure presents means for n = 60.  

 

Genital arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender 

To examine hypotheses related to men and women’s genital arousal to cues of 

attractiveness and gender, we first conducted a 2 (Participant Gender) by 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) by 2 (Attractiveness) mixed-model ANOVA of participants’ genital arousal: The 

two within-subjects factors were Stimulus Gender (male, female) and Attractiveness 

(attractive, unattractive).  The between-subjects factor was Participant Gender (man, 

woman). After excluding data from one man who experienced technical issues with the 

genital gauge during testing, data for 30 gynephilic men were analyzed.  Data from the 

women’s first session were included in the current analyses.  Of note, however, two 

androphilic women were excluded from genital arousal analyses due to technical issues 
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with the equipment that led to missing data.  Consequently, genital analyses are based on 

data from 58 androphilic women. 

The ANOVA revealed statistically significant three- and two-way interactions 

between Stimulus Gender, Attractiveness, and Participant Gender, Wilks’ λ = .782, F(1, 

86) = 24.02,  p < .001, p2 = .22, between Stimulus Gender and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = 

.831, F(1, 86) = 17.55,  p < .001, p2= .17, and between Stimulus Gender and Participant 

Gender, Wilks’ λ = .383, F(1, 86) = 138.72,  p < .001, p2= .62. The two-way interaction 

between Attractiveness and Participant Gender was not found to be statistically 

significant, Wilks’ λ = .990, F(1, 86) = 0.91,  p = .34, p2= .01. 

To further investigate this three-way interaction, we conducted two, 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) x 2 (Attractiveness) repeated measures ANOVAs, separated by Participant 

Gender.  For gynephilic men, a main effect of Attractiveness, such that men demonstrated 

greater genital arousal to the attractive (M = 0.46, SE = 0.05) than unattractive images (M 

= -0.18, SE = 0.05) was found, Wilks’ λ = .329, F(1, 29) = 59.07,  p < .001, p2= .67.  

Similarly, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, whereby men demonstrated greater genital 

arousal to female images (M = 0.64, SE = 0.08) than male images (M = -0.37, SE = 0.07) 

was observed, Wilks’ λ = .390, F(1, 29) = 45.28,  p < .001, p2= .61.  However, these 

main effects were superseded by a significant interaction between Attractiveness and 

Stimulus Gender, Wilks’ λ = .411, F(1, 29) = 41.61,  p < .001, p2= .59.  To follow up 

this significant interaction, paired samples t-tests were conducted, revealing that men did 

not demonstrate any significant difference in their genital arousal to the attractive male 

(M = -0.37, SE = 0.08) and unattractive male (M = -0.37, SE = 0.09) images, t(29) = 0.00, 

p = 1.00, d = 0.00.  Men did demonstrate significantly greater arousal to the attractive 
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females (M = 1.28, SE = 0.12) than unattractive females (M = 0.00, SE = 0.11), however, 

t(29) = 8.12, p < .001, d = 2.10.  Paired samples t-tests also revealed that men did not 

demonstrate significantly greater sexual arousal to attractive male stimuli than neutral 

stimuli (M = -0.52, SE = 0.08), t(29) = 1.24, p = .22, d = 0.32.  Similarly, men’s genital 

arousal did not significantly discriminate to unattractive male stimuli and neutral stimuli, 

t(29) =1.30, p = .21, d = 0.34. A paired samples t-test also revealed that men 

demonstrated greater genital arousal to unattractive females than attractive males, t(29) = 

2.41, p = .02, d = 0.63. Please refer to Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Men’s standardized genital arousal for all stimulus categories. Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means for n = 30. 
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unattractive images (M = -0.08, SE = 0.04) was found, Wilks’ λ = .617, F(1, 57) = 35.40,  

p < .001, p2= .38.  Similarly, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, whereby women 

demonstrated greater genital arousal to male images (M = 0.55, SE = 0.04) than female 

images (M = -0.20, SE = 0.04) was observed, Wilks’ λ = .360, F(1, 57) = 101.29,  p < 

.001, p2= .64.  No significant interaction between Attractiveness and Stimulus Gender 

was detected, Wilks’ λ = .994, F(1, 57) = 0.33,  p = .57, p2= .01.  Paired samples t-tests 

revealed that women demonstrated greater genital arousal to attractive female stimuli (M 

= 0.03, SE = 0.08) than neutral stimuli (M = -0.70, SE = 0.05), t(57) = 6.95, p < .001, d = 

1.31, and greater genital arousal to unattractive female (M = -0.43, SE = 0.07) than 

neutral stimuli, t(57) = 3.12, p = .003, d = 0.59.  Interestingly, a paired samples t-test 

revealed that women demonstrated significantly greater genital arousal unattractive male 

(M = 0.27, SE = 0.07) than attractive female stimuli, t(57) = 2.08, p = .04, d = 0.39.  

Please refer to Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Women’s standardized genital arousal for all stimulus categories. Error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means for n = 58. 

 

 

Objective 1: Summary 

 Objective one evaluated the importance of cues of attractiveness and gender for 

genital and self-reported arousal among androphilic women and gynephilic men.  Please 

see Table 6 for a summary of the results for Objective 1. 
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Table 6 

Summary of results for Objective 1. 

 Self-reported arousal Genital arousal 

 Outcome p2 Outcome p2 

Attractiveness      

Men Attractive stimuli > 

unattractive stimuli 

.66*** Attractive stimuli > 

unattractive stimuli 

.67*** 

Women Attractive stimuli > 

unattractive stimuli 

.68*** Attractive stimuli > 

unattractive stimuli 

.38*** 

Gender-specificity     

Men Gender-specific .68*** Gender-specific .61*** 

Women Gender-specific .64*** Gender-specific .64*** 

Attractiveness x Gender  

Interaction  

 

   

Men Attractiveness effect 

stronger for 

preferred gender 

.44*** Attractiveness effect 

only for preferred 

gender 

.59*** 

Women Attractiveness effect 

stronger for 

preferred gender 

.24*** No interaction .01 

Note. Table presents outcomes and effect sizes from ANOVAs examining self-reported 

and genital arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender among gynephilic men and 

androphilic women.  *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 

 

 

Objective 2: Menstrual cycle variations in sexual arousal 

Self-reported arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender across the menstrual cycle 

 To examine women’s self-reported sexual responding to cues of attractiveness 

and gender across the menstrual cycle, androphilic women’s self-reported arousal was 

subjected to a 2 (Testing Order) by 2 (Cycle Phase) by 2 (Attractiveness) by 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) mixed-model ANOVA: The three within-subjects factors were Cycle Phase 
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(follicular, luteal), Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive), and Stimulus Gender (male, 

female).  The between-subjects factor was Testing Order (follicular phase first, luteal 

phase first). After data exclusions due to menstrual cycle phase (see previous Data 

Reduction section) data for 33 androphilic women were analyzed. 

The ANOVA revealed statistically significant two-way interactions between 

Stimulus Gender and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = .784, F(1, 31) = 8.56,  p = .006, p2= .22, 

and between Testing Order and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = .875, F(1, 31) = 4.44,  p = .04, 

p2 = .13.  All other two- and three-way interactions were not found to be statistically 

significant, all Wilks’ λs ≥ .940, all Fs ≤ 1.97, all  ps ≥ .17, all p2 s ≤ .06.  To follow up 

this significant interaction between Stimulus Gender and Attractiveness, paired samples 

t-tests were conducted, revealing that women reported significant differences in their 

sexual arousal to the attractive male (M = 2.97, SE =0.27) and unattractive male (M = 

0.70, SE = 0.19) images, t(32) = 7.46, p < .001, d = 1.87.  Similarly, women reported 

significantly greater arousal to the attractive females (M = 0.74, SE = 0.20) than 

unattractive females (M = -0.51, SE = 0.13), t(32) = 5.21, p < .001, d = 1.31.  Paired 

samples t-tests also revealed that women reported significantly greater sexual arousal to 

attractive female stimuli than neutral stimuli (M = -0.76, SE = 0.15), t(32) = 5.16, p < 

.001, d = 1.28.  However, women’s self-reported arousal did not significantly 

discriminate between unattractive female stimuli and neutral stimuli, t(32) = 1.37, p = 

.18, d = 0.34. A paired samples t-test also revealed that women did not significantly differ 

in their self-reported sexual arousal to unattractive males and attractive females, t(32) = 

0.17, p = .87, d = 0.04. Please refer to Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Women’s self-reported arousal for all stimulus categories, averaged across both 

cycle phase testing sessions. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 

represents means for n = 33. 

 

The significant interaction between Testing Order and Attractiveness was 

followed up using Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests, which account for the error terms 

from the omnibus ANOVA (Toothaker, 1991).  Women tested in their follicular phase 

first reported significantly greater sexual arousal to the attractive slideshows (M = 2.06, 

SE = 0.24) than the unattractive slideshows (M = -0.10, SE = 0.17) overall, t(17) = 3.68, p 

< .001, d = 2.15.  While women tested in their luteal phase first also reported greater 

sexual arousal to the attractive slideshows (M = 1.62, SE = 0.26) than the unattractive 

slideshows (M = 0.33, SE = 0.18), this difference did not quite reach statistical 

significance, t(14) = 2.02, p = .05, d = 1.85, though a large effect size was observed.  

Paired sample t-tests revealed that women in both groups reported greater sexual arousal 
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to the unattractive slideshows than to the neutral slideshows, all ts ≥ 2.79, all ps ≤ .01, all 

ds ≥ 0.94.  Please refer to Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9. Women’s self-reported arousal to attractive, unattractive, and neutral stimulus 

types, separated by testing order. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 

Figure represents means for n = 18 women tested during the follicular phase first and n = 

15 women tested during the luteal phase first. 

 

 Though we did not detect any cycle phase interactions in women’s self-reported 

sexual arousal patterns, given the complexity of our data, we also provide a figure 

presenting average self-reported arousal to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle phase 

and testing order, to help visualize our data (please refer to Figure 10).   
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Figure 10. Women’s self-reported arousal to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle 

phase and testing order.  Bars with borders present data for women’s follicular phases; 

bars without borders present data for women’s luteal phases.  Dark grey bars present data 

for male sexual targets, while light grey bars present data for female sexual targets.  Solid 

grey bars present data for attractive sexual targets and striped bars present data for 

unattractive sexual targets.  Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 

represents means for n = 18 women tested during the follicular phase first and n = 15 

women tested during the luteal phase first. 
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tested in the follicular phase of their menstrual cycles first appear to report greater self-

reported arousal to attractive female sexual targets than to unattractive male targets, and 

women tested in their luteal phase of their menstrual cycles first report a reversed pattern.  

A post-hoc 2 (Testing Order: follicular phase first, luteal phase first) by 2 (Stimulus 
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Wilks’ λ =.774, F(1, 31) = 9.03, p = .005, p2= .23.  No other statistically significant 

interactions or main effects were found, all Wilks’ λs   .987, all Fs  3.94, all ps   .54, 

all p2s  .01.  The significant interaction between Testing Order and Stimulus Type was 

followed up using Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests, which account for the error terms 

from the omnibus ANOVA (Toothaker, 1991).  Women tested in the follicular phase first 

reported greater arousal to attractive female (M = 1.07, SE = 0.31) than unattractive male 

(M = 0.38, SE = 0.26) targets, though this difference did not reach statistical significance, 

t(17) = 1.84, p = .08, d = 0.57.  Women tested in the luteal phase first, by contrast, 

reported greater arousal to unattractive male (M = 1.08, SE = 0.25) than attractive female 

(M = 0.35, SE = 0.21) targets, though this difference also did not reach statistical 

significance, t(14) = 1.77, p = .09, d = 0.82. 

 

Genital arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender across the menstrual cycle 

 To examine women’s genital sexual responding to cues of attractiveness and 

gender across the menstrual cycle, androphilic women’s genital arousal was subjected to 

a 2 (Testing Order) by 2 (Cycle Phase) by 2 (Attractiveness) by 2 (Stimulus Gender) 

mixed-model ANOVA: The three within-subjects factors were Cycle Phase (follicular, 

luteal), Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive), and Stimulus Gender (male, female).  The 

between-subjects factor was Testing Order (follicular phase first, luteal phase first). After 

data exclusions due to menstrual cycle phase (see previous Data Reduction section), as 

well as missing data due to technical issues for two women’s genital data, data for 31 

androphilic women were analyzed. 
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The ANOVA revealed a statistically significant three-way interaction between 

Testing Order, Cycle Phase, and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = .865, F(1, 29) = 4.54,  p = 

.04, p2 = .14.  All other two- and three-way interactions were not found to be statistically 

significant, all Wilks’ λs ≥ .937, all Fs ≤ 1.94, all  ps ≥ .18, all p2 s ≤ .06.  To further 

investigate this three-way interaction, we conducted two, 2 (Cycle Phase) x 2 

(Attractiveness) repeated measures ANOVAs, separated by Testing Order.  For women 

who were tested in the follicular phase first, a main effect of Attractiveness was found, 

such that women demonstrated greater genital arousal to the attractive (M = 0.40, SE = 

0.05) than unattractive images (M = -0.15, SE = 0.07), Wilks’ λ = .432, F(1, 16) = 21.03,  

p < .001, p2= .57.  A paired samples t-test revealed that women demonstrated greater 

genital arousal to the unattractive than neutral (M = -0.50, SE = 0.09) images, t(16) = 

2.30, p = .04, d = 0.79.  The main effect of Cycle Phase, Wilks’ λ = .860, F(1, 16) = 2.60,  

p = .13, p2 = .14, and interaction between Cycle Phase and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = 

.939, F(1, 16) = 1.03,  p = .33, p2 = .06, were not found to be statistically significant.  

For women tested in the luteal phase first, there was a main effect of Attractiveness, such 

that women demonstrated greater genital arousal to the attractive (M = 0.36, SE = 0.08) 

than unattractive images (M = -0.04, SE = 0.09), Wilks’ λ = .677, F(1, 13) = 6.21,  p = 

.03, p2= .32. A paired samples t-test revealed that women demonstrated greater genital 

arousal to the unattractive than neutral (M = -0.68, SE = 0.13) images, t(13) = 3.26, p = 

.006, d = 1.24.  The main effect of Cycle Phase, Wilks’ λ = .991, F(1, 13) = 0.12,  p = 

.74, p2 = .01, and interaction between Cycle Phase and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = .801, 

F(1, 13) = 3.23,  p = .10, p2 = .20, were not found to be statistically significant.  Please 

refer to Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Women’s genital arousal to attractive and unattractive stimulus types, 

separated by testing order. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 

represents means for n = 17 women tested during the follicular phase first and n = 14 

women tested during the luteal phase first. 

 

Given the complexity of our data, we also provide a figure presenting average 

self-reported arousal to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle phase and testing order, 

to help visualize our data (please refer to Figure 12).   
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Figure 12. Women’s genital arousal to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle phase and 

testing order.  Bars with borders present data for women’s follicular phases; bars without 

borders present data for women’s luteal phases.  Dark grey bars present data for male 

sexual targets, while light grey bars present data for female sexual targets.  Solid grey 

bars present data for attractive sexual targets and striped bars present data for unattractive 

sexual targets.  Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents 

means for n = 17 women tested during the follicular phase first and n = 14 women tested 

during the luteal phase first. 

 

 

Objective 2: Summary 

Objective 2 examined women’s self-reported and genital arousal to cues of 

attractiveness and gender during both the follicular (more fertile) and luteal (less fertile) 

phases of their menstrual cycles.  Please see Table 7 for a brief summary of the results for 

Objective 2. 
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Table 7 

Brief summary of results for Objective 2. 

 Self-reported arousal Genital arousal 

 Outcome Effect Size Outcome Effect Size 

Cycle Phase x 

Testing Order x 

Attractiveness 

 

No interaction p2 = .01 Significant interaction   

 

Cycle phase x 

Attractiveness 

ANOVAs separated by 

Testing Order reveal 

only main effects of 

attractiveness 

(attractive > 

unattractive) for 

follicular phase first 

and luteal phase first 

 

p2 = .14* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p2 = .57*** 

p2 = .32*  

Testing Order x 

Attractiveness 

Significant interaction 

 

Magnitude of 

attractiveness effect larger 

when tested in follicular 

phase first  

(though also large effect 

for luteal phase) 

 p2 = .13* 

 

 

 

d = 2.15*** 

 

 

d = 1.85 

No interaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p2 =.02 

 

Post-hoc Testing  

 

Interaction between 

Testing Order and arousal 

to attractive 

female/unattractive male 

targets 

 

Attractive female > 

unattractive male when 

follicular phase first 

Attractive female < 

unattractive male when 

luteal phase first 

 

 

p2 = .23** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d = 0.57 

 

 

d = 0.82 

 

Not applicable 

 

 

Note. Table presents outcomes and effect sizes from ANOVAs examining self-reported 

and genital arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender across the menstrual cycle.  

 *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
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Objective 3: Self-reported and visual attention patterns of men and women 

Self-reported attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

To examine hypotheses related to men and women’s self-reported attention to 

cues of attractiveness and gender, we first conducted a 2 (Participant Gender) by 2 

(Stimulus Gender) by 2 (Attractiveness) mixed-model ANOVA of participants’ self-

reported attention to the slideshows: The two within-subjects factors were Stimulus 

Gender (male, female) and Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive).  The between-subjects 

factor was Participant Gender (man, woman).  Data from all women’s first sessions were 

included in the current analyses.  The ANOVA revealed a statistically significant main 

effect of Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = .681, F(1, 89) = 41.63,  p < .001, p2 = .32, such that 

participants reported greater self-reported attention to attractive (M = 7.70, SE = 0.12) 

relative to unattractive (M = 6.84, SE = 0.19) slideshows.  A statistically significant two-

way interaction was also found between Stimulus Gender and Participant Gender, Wilks’ 

λ = .594, F(1, 89) = 60.83,  p < .001, p2 = .41.  No other three- or two-way interactions 

were found to be statistically significant, all Wilks’ λs ≥ .966, all F(1, 89)s ≤ 3.09, all ps 

≥ .08, all p2s ≤ .03. The significant interaction between Stimulus Gender and Participant 

Gender was followed up using Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests. Men reported paying 

greater attention to the female slideshows (M = 7.84, SE = 0.26) than to the male 

slideshows (M = 6.84, SE = 0.25) at a level that approached statistical significance, t(30) 

= 1.98, p = .05, d = 0.64.  Women, by contrast, reported paying significantly greater 

attention to the male (M = 7.58, SE = 0.18) than to the female slideshows (M = 6.81, SE = 

0.19), t(59) = 2.13, p = .04, d = 0.59.  Post hoc paired samples t-tests revealed that 

women reported paying greater attention to the female stimuli than neutral stimuli (M = 
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5.88, SE = 0.28), t(59) = 3.93, p < .001, d = 0.76, and greater attention to the male stimuli 

than neutral stimuli, t(59) = 6.95, p < .001, d =1.48.  Men reported paying greater 

attention to female stimuli than neutral stimuli (M = 6.45, SE = 0.40), t(30) = 5.38, p < 

.001, d = 1.78. However, no significant difference was found between men’s self-

reported attention to male stimuli and neutral stimuli, t(59) = 1.24, p = .23, d = 0.32.  

Please refer to Figure 13. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Men and women’s self-reported attention to male, female, and neutral 

stimulus types. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents 

means for n = 60 women and n = 31 men. 
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Visual attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

To examine hypotheses related to men and women’s visual attention to cues of 

attractiveness and gender, we first conducted a 2 (Participant Gender) by 2 (Stimulus 

Gender) by 2 (Attractiveness) mixed-model ANOVA of participants’ visual attention to 

the slideshows: The two within-subjects factors were Stimulus Gender (male, female) and 

Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive).  The between-subjects factor was Participant 

Gender (man, woman).  Data from the women’s first session were included in the current 

analyses.  Of note, due to technical issues (e.g., inability to calibrate the eye tracker to 

participants’ eyes) resulting in missing data, analyses were conducted on 54 androphilic 

women and 30 gynephilic men.  The ANOVA revealed a statistically significant two-way 

interaction between Stimulus Gender and Participant Gender, Wilks’ λ = .864, F(1, 82) = 

12.90,  p = .001, p2 = .14.  This interaction was superseded, however, by a statistically 

significant three-way interaction between Stimulus Gender, Attractiveness, and 

Participant Gender, Wilks’ λ = .930, F(1, 82) = 6.21,  p = .02, p2 = .07.  All other two-

way interactions were not found to be statistically significant, all Wilks’ λs ≥ .987, all Fs 

≤ 1.11, all ps ≥ .29, all p2 s ≤ .01.  

To further investigate the three-way interaction between Stimulus Gender, 

Attractiveness, and Participant Gender, we conducted two, 2 (Stimulus Gender) x 2 

(Attractiveness) repeated measures ANOVAs, separated by Participant Gender. For 

gynephilic men, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, such that men demonstrated greater 

visual attention to female (M = 80.27, SE = 1.17) than male images (M = 74.05, SE = 

2.84) was found, Wilks’ λ = .821, F(1, 29) = 6.31,  p = .02, p2= .18.  However, this main 

effect was superseded by a significant interaction between Attractiveness and Stimulus 
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Gender, Wilks’ λ = .770, F(1, 29) = 8.65,  p = .006, p2 = .23. Men’s visual attention to 

Attractiveness was not found to be statistically significant, Wilks’ λ = .943, F(1, 29) = 

1.76,  p = .20, p2 = .06.  To follow up the significant interaction between Attractiveness 

and Stimulus Gender, paired samples t-tests were conducted, revealing that men 

demonstrated significantly greater visual attention to the attractive male (M = 76.20, SE = 

2.43) than to the unattractive male (M = 71.89, SE = 3.43) images, t(29) = 2.48, p = .02, d 

= 0.77.  By contrast, men did not demonstrate significantly different visual attention to 

the attractive female (M = 80.33, SE = 1.54) and unattractive female (M = 80.21, SE = 

1.46) images, t(29) = 0.06, p = .95, d = 0.02.  Paired samples t-tests also revealed that 

men did not demonstrate significantly greater visual attention to attractive male stimuli 

than neutral stimuli (M = 74.00, SE = 2.13), t(29) = 0.86, p = .40, d = 0.22.  Similarly, 

men’s visual attention did not significantly discriminate to unattractive male stimuli and 

neutral stimuli, t(29) = 0.55, p = .59, d = 0.15. A paired samples t-test also revealed that 

men demonstrated greater visual attention to unattractive females than attractive males, 

t(29) = 2.37, p = .03, d = 0.72. Please refer to Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Men’s visual attention to all stimulus categories (each stimulus was 96s in 

duration). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means 

for n = 30. 

 

For androphilic women, a main effect of Attractiveness, such that women 

demonstrated greater visual attention to the attractive (M = 82.09, SE = 1.18) than 

unattractive images (M = 77.42, SE = 2.12) was found, Wilks’ λ = .841, F(1, 53) = 10.03,  

p = .003, p2= .16.  Similarly, a main effect of Stimulus Gender, whereby women 

demonstrated greater visual attention to male images (M = 80.86, SE = 1.37) than female 

images (M = 78.65, SE = 1.87) was observed, Wilks’ λ = .928, F(1, 53) = 4.13,  p = .047, 

p2= .07.  No significant interaction between Attractiveness and Stimulus Gender was 

detected, Wilks’ λ = .970, F(1, 53) = 1.66,  p = .20, p2= .03.  Paired samples t-tests 

revealed that women demonstrated greater visual attention to attractive female stimuli (M 

= 81.40, SE = 1.58) than neutral stimuli (M = 76.26, SE =1.34), t(52) = 3.34, p = .002, d = 
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0.65.  Women’s visual attention to unattractive female stimuli (M = 75.92, SE = 2.62) and 

neutral stimuli did not significantly differ, t(52) = 0.12, p = .90, d = 0.03.  Interestingly, a 

paired samples t-test revealed that women did not demonstrate significant differences in 

their visual attention to unattractive male (M = 79.03, SE = 1.87) and attractive female 

stimuli, t(52) = 1.69, p = .10, d = 0.33.  Please refer to Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. Women’s visual attention to all stimulus categories (each stimulus was 96s in 

duration). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means 

for n = 53. 
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Menstrual cycle variations in women’s attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

Self-reported attention. 

To examine women’s self-reported attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

across the menstrual cycle, androphilic women’s self-reported attention was subjected to 

a 2 (Testing Order) by 2 (Cycle Phase) by 2 (Attractiveness) by 2 (Stimulus Gender) 

mixed-model ANOVA: The three within-subjects factors were Cycle Phase (follicular, 

luteal), Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive), and Stimulus Gender (male, female).  The 

between-subjects factor was Testing Order (follicular phase first, luteal phase first). After 

data exclusions due to menstrual cycle phase (see previous Data Reduction section), data 

for 33 androphilic women were analyzed. 

The ANOVA revealed statistically significant two-way interactions between 

Testing Order and Cycle Phase, Wilks’ λ = .817, F(1, 31) = 6.95,  p = .01, p2 = .18, and 

Testing Order and Attractiveness, Wilks’ λ = .839, F(1, 31) = 5.93,  p = .02, p2 = .16.  

All other two- and three-way interactions were not found to be statistically significant, all 

Wilks’ λs ≥ .920, all Fs ≤ 2.69, all ps ≥ .11, all p2 s ≤ .08.  To follow up the interaction 

between Testing Order and Cycle Phase, we conducted Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests 

(Toothaker, 1991).  Women tested in their follicular phase first reported levels of 

attention that did not significantly differ in their follicular (M = 7.19, SE = 0.34) and 

luteal (M = 6.84, SE = 0.36) phases of their menstrual cycles, t(17) = 0.36, p = .72, d = 

0.21.  Similarly, women tested in their luteal phase first reported attention that did not 

significantly differ between their follicular (M = 6.93, SE = 0.37) and luteal (M = 7.56, 

SE = 0.40) testing sessions, t(14) = 0.58, p = .57, d = 0.49.  The significant interaction 

appears to be driven by the inverse relationship of these statistically nonsignificant 
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comparisons.  Paired samples t-tests revealed that, whether participants were tested in 

their follicular or luteal phase first, their self-reported attention was significantly greater 

to the sexual slideshows than to the neutral slideshows, in both their follicular and luteal 

phases, all ts ≥ 2.71, all ps ≤ .02, all ds ≥ 1.14.  Please refer to Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16. Women’s self-reported attention to sexual and neutral slideshows during the 

follicular and luteal phases of their menstrual cycles, separated by testing order. Error 

bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means for n = 18 women 

tested during the follicular phase first and n = 15 women tested during the luteal phase 

first. 

 

 To further investigate this pattern of self-reported attention, we conducted a post-
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second session (M = 6.88, SE = 0.28), Wilks’ λ = .826, F(1, 32) = 6.76,  p = .01, p2 = 

.17.3  No other higher-order effects involving testing session were observed, all Wilks’ λs 

 .916, all Fs  2.94, all ps  .10, all p2s  .08.  

The significant interaction between Testing Order and Attractiveness was 

followed up using Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests (Toothaker, 1991).  Women tested in 

their follicular phase first reported attention to the attractive slideshows (M = 7.85, SE = 

0.25) that did not significantly differ from the unattractive slideshows (M = 6.19, SE = 

0.45) overall, t(17) = 1.62, p = .12, d = 0.93.  Similarly, women tested in their luteal 

phase first reported attention that did not significantly differ between the attractive (M = 

7.52, SE = 0.28) and unattractive (M = 6.98, SE = 0.49) slideshows, t(14) = 0.48, p = .63, 

d = 0.46.  The significant interaction appears to be driven by the difference in magnitude 

between these effects.  Paired samples t-tests revealed that, though participants’ ratings of 

attention were greater to the attractive stimuli than to the neutral stimuli for both groups 

of women, both ts ≥ 3.52, both ps ≤ .003, both ds ≥ 1.66, significant differences in self-

reported attention to the unattractive and neutral stimuli was only found for women tested 

in their luteal phase first, t(14) = 2.69, p = 0.02, d = 1.26, and not for women tested in 

their follicular phase first, t(17) =1.76, p = .10, d = 0.59.  Please refer to Figure 17. 

 

 

 
3 A similar analysis was done for self-reported and genital arousal that not find any significant testing 

session effects. 
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Figure 17. Women’s self-reported attention to attractive, unattractive, and neutral 

stimulus types, separated by testing order. Error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean. Figure represents means for n = 18 women tested during the follicular phase first 

and n = 15 women tested during the luteal phase first. 

 

Given the complexity of our data, we also provide a figure presenting mean self-

reported attention to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle phase and testing order, to 

help visualize our data (please refer to Figure 18).   
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Figure 18. Women’s self-reported attention to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle 

phase and testing order.  Bars with borders present data for women’s follicular phases; 

bars without borders present data for women’s luteal phases.  Dark grey bars present data 

for male sexual targets, while light grey bars present data for female sexual targets.  Solid 

grey bars present data for attractive sexual targets and striped bars present data for 

unattractive sexual targets.  Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 

represents means for n = 18 women tested during the follicular phase first and n = 15 

women tested during the luteal phase first. 

 

Visual examination of the data presents an interesting pattern, whereby women 

tested in the follicular phase of their menstrual cycles first appear to report greater self-

reported attention to attractive female sexual targets than to unattractive male targets, and 

women tested in their luteal phase of their menstrual cycles first report a reversed pattern, 

consistent with what was observed for self-reported arousal patterns.  A post-hoc 2 

(Testing Order: follicular phase first, luteal phase first) by 2 (Stimulus Type: attractive 

female, unattractive male) by 2 ( Cycle Phase: follicular, luteal) mixed-model ANOVA 

revealed a significant Testing Order by Stimulus Type interaction, Wilks’ λ =.762, F(1, 
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31) = 9.67, p = .004, p2= .24.  No other statistically significant interactions or main 

effects involving Stimulus Type were found, all Wilks’ λs   .914, all Fs  2.90, all ps   

.10, all p2s  .09.  The significant interaction between Testing Order and Stimulus Type 

was followed up using Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests, which account for the error 

terms from the omnibus ANOVA (Toothaker, 1991).  Women tested in the follicular 

phase first reported significantly greater attention to attractive female (M = 7.58, SE = 

0.34) than unattractive male (M = 6.56, SE = 0.41) targets, t(17) = 2.29, p = .03, d = 0.59.  

Women tested in the luteal phase first, by contrast, reported greater arousal to 

unattractive male (M = 7.38, SE = 0.45) than attractive female (M = 7.08, SE = 0.37) 

targets, though this difference did not reach statistical significance, t(14) = 0.61, p = .55, 

d = 0.22. 

 

Visual attention. 

To examine women’s visual attention to cues of attractiveness and gender across 

the menstrual cycle, androphilic women’s visual attention was subjected to a 2 (Testing 

Order) by 2 (Cycle Phase) by 2 (Attractiveness) by 2 (Stimulus Gender) mixed-model 

ANOVA: The three within-subjects factors were Cycle Phase (follicular, luteal), 

Attractiveness (attractive, unattractive), and Stimulus Gender (male, female).  The 

between-subjects factor was Testing Order (follicular phase first, luteal phase first). After 

data exclusions due to menstrual cycle phase (see previous Data Reduction section), data 

for 33 androphilic women were analyzed. 

The ANOVA revealed a statistically significant main effect of Gender, Wilks’ λ = 

.850, F(1, 31) = 5.46, p = .03, p2 = .15, whereby women fixated longer on male (M = 
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77.74, SE = 1.97) than female (M = 75.16, SE = 2.19) slideshows, overall. A paired 

samples t-test revealed that women fixated longer on the female than the neutral (M = 

69.96, SE = 2.37) stimuli, overall, t(32) = 2.53, p = .02, d = 0.63.  A significant main 

effect of Attractiveness was also found, Wilks’ λ = .806, F(1, 31) = 7.46, p = .01, p2 = 

.19, such that women fixated longer on attractive (M = 78.98, SE = 1.88) than 

unattractive (M = 73.92, SE = 2.51) images, overall.  A paired samples t-test revealed that 

women did not demonstrate any significant differences in their fixations toward 

unattractive and neutral images, overall, t(32) = 1.58, p = .12, d = 0.39.   Please refer to 

Figure 19.  A trend-level two-way interaction between Testing Order and Cycle Phase 

was also observed, Wilks’ λ = .882, F(1, 31) = 4.14, p = .05, p2 = .12.  All other two- 

and three-way interactions were not found to be statistically significant, all Wilks’ λs ≥ 

.917, all Fs ≤ 2.80, all ps ≥ .10, all p2 s ≤ .08. 
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Figure 19. Women’s visual attention for all stimulus categories, averaged across both 

cycle phase testing sessions. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 

represents means for n = 33. 

 

 To investigate the trend-level interaction between Testing Order and Cycle Phase, 

we conducted Toothaker’s mixed model t-tests (Toothaker, 1991).  Women tested in their 

follicular phase first demonstrated total fixation durations that did not significantly differ 

in their follicular (M = 78.70, SE = 2.50) and luteal (M = 70.85, SE = 4.47) phases of their 

menstrual cycles, t(17) = 0.88, p = .38, d = 0.51.  Similarly, women tested in their luteal 

phase first demonstrated visual attention that did not significantly differ between their 

follicular (M =77.28, SE = 2.56) and luteal (M = 78.98, SE = 2.77) testing sessions, t(14) 

= 0.17, p = .86, d = 0.16.  The trend level interaction appears to be driven by the inverse 

relationship of these statistically nonsignificant comparisons.  Paired samples t-tests 

revealed that, when participants were tested in their follicular phase first, their visual 
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attention was significantly greater to the sexual slideshows than the neutral slideshows 

(M = 73.44, SE = 3.08) during their follicular phase, t(17) = 2.62, p = .02, d = 0.91.  

However, during their luteal phase, their visual attention did not significantly differ to the 

sexual and neutral (M = 67.76, SE = 4.43) slideshows, t(17) = 0.64, p = .53, d = 0.21.  

Participants who were tested in their luteal phase first demonstrated significantly greater 

visual attention to sexual than neutral slideshows, regardless of cycle phase, both ts ≥ 

3.40, both ps ≤ .004, both ds ≥ 0.82.  Please refer to Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20. Women’s visual attention to sexual and neutral slideshows during the 

follicular and luteal phases of their menstrual cycles, separated by testing order. Error 

bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure represents means for n = 18 women 

tested during the follicular phase first and n = 15 women tested during the luteal phase 

first. 

 

To further investigate this pattern of visual attention, we conducted a post-hoc, 2 
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attractive, unattractive) x 2 (Gender: male, female) repeated measures ANOVA.  

Notably, a significant main effect of testing session emerged, such that participants 

demonstrated greater visual attention during their first session (M = 78.83, SE = 1.83) 

than during their second session (M = 73.77, SE = 2.72), Wilks’ λ = .875, F(1, 32) = 4.57,  

p = .04, p2 = .13.  No other higher-order effects involving testing session were observed, 

all Wilks’ λs  .985, all Fs  0.47, all ps  .50, all p2s  .02.  

Given the complexity of our data, we also provide a figure presenting mean visual 

attention to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle phase and testing order, to help 

visualize our data (please refer to Figure 21).  
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Figure 21. Women’s visual attention to each sexual stimulus category, by cycle phase 

and testing order.  Bars with borders present data for women’s follicular phases; bars 

without borders present data for women’s luteal phases.  Dark grey bars present data for 

male sexual targets, while light grey bars present data for female sexual targets.  Solid 

grey bars present data for attractive sexual targets and striped bars present data for 

unattractive sexual targets.  Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. Figure 

represents means for n = 18 women tested during the follicular phase first and n = 15 

women tested during the luteal phase first. 

 

 

Relationship between sexual arousal and attention to cues of gender 

Self-reported attention as a mediator between genital and self-reported arousal. 

 We conducted a moderated mediation analysis to test the hypothesis that self-

reported attention would significantly mediate the relationship between gender-specificity 

of genital response and gender-specificity of self-reported arousal, at least for men (as per 

the information processing model of sexual response; Janssen et al., 2000; and replicating 

Huberman et al., 2015).  Gender-specificity contrast scores were created for genital 
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arousal, self-reported arousal, and self-reported attention by computing the difference 

between men and women’s responses to the attractive male and attractive female stimulus 

types (such that a difference score of zero would indicate a gender nonspecific response).  

Responses to attractive stimuli only were used so as not to dampen the effects.  To reduce 

multicollinearity, we mean centered our variables.  After accounting for missing data, 88 

participants were included in analyses (30 men and 58 women; data from women’s first 

testing session was used for these analyses).   

 We used a bootstrapping approach (Hayes, 2018; Preacher & Hayes, 2004; 

Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007) to test the hypothesis that the effect of gender-

specificity of genital response (our predictor variable, X) on gender-specificity of self-

reported arousal (our outcome variable, Y) would be mediated by gender-specificity of 

self-reported attention (our mediator, M) and that this mediation effect would be 

contingent upon our participants’ gender (our moderator, W; please see Figures 22 and 23 

for visual representations of the conceptual and statistical models, respectively.  Figures 

22 and 23 are representative of Model 8 from Hayes, 2018).  Model coefficients for our 

moderated mediation analysis can be found in Table 8. 
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Figure 22. Visual depiction of the overall conceptual model of the moderated mediation, 

with gender-specificity of self-reported attention as mediator. 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Visual depiction of the overall statistical model of the moderated mediation, 

with gender-specificity of self-reported attention as mediator. 
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Table 8 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 22 and 23. 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Gender-specificity of self-

reported attention) 

 

Y 

(Gender-specificity of self-

reported arousal) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Gender-

specificity of 

genital arousal) 

a1 0.306 0.148 .042 c’1 0.803 0.241 .001 

M  

(Gender-

specificity of self-

reported 

attention) 

 – – – b 0.413 0.174 .020 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

a2 0.342 0.425 .423 c’2 3.29 0.679 < .001 

X x W a3 0.453 0.251 .074 c’3 0.353 0.407 .389 

Constant iM -0.366 0.187 .054 iY -1.315 0.305 < .001 

         

  R2 = 0.474  R2 = 0.802 

  F(3, 84) = 25.20, p < .001  F(4, 83) = 84.01, p < .001 

 

 

Given the complexity of our model, we offer a quick aside here to provide a brief 

statistical primer.  Traditional models of mediation, like the causal steps approach to 

mediation (e.g., Baron & Kenny, 1986), break mediation into four steps: First, 

establishing a significant relationship between predictor variable X and outcome variable 

Y (termed the “total effect,” c); second, establishing a significant relationship between X 

and mediator M (a); third, establishing a relationship between M and Y while controlling 

for X (b); and finally, comparing the total effect, c, to an estimate of how differences in X 

relate to differences in Y while holding constant the proposed mediator (termed the 
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“direct effect,” c’; please refer to Figure 24).  This approach has garnered criticism, 

however, for a number of reasons - most notable among them that it does not examine the 

effect of the mediation directly and instead requires a number of statistical tests to infer it 

(for a full discussion see Hayes, 2018). Another popular method, the Sobel test (e.g., 

Sobel, 1982), examines the effect of X on Y through M (termed the “indirect effect”) 

more pointedly by examining the products of the coefficients a and b, and estimating the 

standard error of ab to conduct an inferential test on its statistical significance (see Figure 

25).  However, this method has been found to be underpowered and relies on the 

assumption that the sampling distribution of ab is normal, when evidence suggests that it 

is not (see Hayes, 2018).  Thus, employing a bootstrapped approach to examine the 

statistical significance of our indirect effect (Hayes, 2018; Preacher & Hayes, 2004; 

Preacher et al., 2007) provides the most statistically pragmatic method for our model. 
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Figure 24. Visual depiction of the causal steps approach (e.g., Baron & Kenny, 1986) in a 

simple mediation model where X is the predictor variable, Y is the outcome variable, and 

M is the mediator.  Panel A represents the total effect (c) of X on Y, panel B depicts the 

effect of X on M (a), panel C depicts the effect of M on Y (b), and panel D depicts the 

direct effect of X on Y, controlling for M (c’). Notations eM and eY represent error in the 

estimation of M and Y, respectively. 
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Figure 25. Visual depiction of the indirect effect, or product of coefficients ab, in a 

simple mediation model. 

 

The above examples focus on simple mediation models for ease of explanation. 

However, our analysis employs a moderated mediation in that we have hypothesized that 

our indirect effect is conditional upon a moderator.  In other words, we have 

hypothesized that the effect of gender-specificity of genital arousal on gender-specificity 

of self-reported arousal through our mediator, gender-specificity of self-reported 

attention, is conditional upon (may vary by) participant gender.  Thus, our indirect effect 

(or, more accurately, our “conditional indirect effect”), 𝜃X → M b, can be conceptualized as 

the product of the effect of X on M (a1 + a3W) and the effect of M on Y controlling for X 

(b), which can be written as: (a1 + a3W)b, or its mathematical equivalent, a1b + a3bW 

(refer to Figure 26).  When conducting inferential statistical tests on our conditional 

indirect effect, we will test if the slope of the line of our conditional indirect effect, a3b 

(referred to by Hayes as the “Index of Moderated Mediation;” Hayes, 2018), deviates 

further from zero than would be expected by chance if Ta3Tb = 0, or the actual population 

slope of the conditional indirect effect is zero, meaning there is no linear relationship 

between the moderator and the size of the indirect effect.  Similarly, our direct effect 

(“conditional direct effect,” given our moderator), 𝜃X → Y, can be conceptualized as c’1 + 
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c’3W, with our inferential test examining the slope of the conditional direct effect, c’3.  

Our total effect, c, is the sum of our conditional indirect and conditional direct effects.   

 

 

Figure 26. Visual depiction of the conditional indirect effect, θX → M b, of our model.  

 

Our Index of Moderated Mediation, a3b = 0.187, was found to be statistically 

significant, 95% CI [0.007; 0.575], indicating that our indirect effects differed 

significantly for men and women.4   To further examine this effect, we evaluated the 

indirect effect separately for men and women.  For men, the model whereby gender-

specificity of self-reported attention mediated the relationship between gender-specificity 

of genital and self-reported arousal, was statistically significant, a3bm = 0.313, 95% CI 

[0.075; 0.681]. Similarly, for women, gender-specificity of self-reported attention was 

found to significantly mediate the relationship between gender-specificity of genital and 

self-reported arousal, a3bw = 0.126, 95% CI [.0025; 0.255].  Our statistically significant 

conditional indirect effect indicates that, though the indirect effect was statistically 

 
4 The 95% confidence interval did not contain the value zero; therefore, the overall mediation was 

statistically significant, p < .05. 
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significant for both men and women, the effect was significantly larger for men than for 

women.  Contrary to what we had proposed in our model, however, our conditional direct 

effect, c’3 = 0.353, was not found to be statistically significant, t(83) = 0.87, p = .39, 95% 

CI [-0.457; 1.162].5  That is, the relationship between gender-specificity of genital 

response and gender-specificity of self-reported attention was not significantly different 

for men, c’3m  = 1.16, t(83) = 3.32, p = .001, 95% CI [0.463; 1.849], and for women, c’3w 

= 0.80, t(83) = 3.33, p = .001, 95% CI [0.323; 1.283].   

Given that our conditional direct effect was not found to be statistically 

significant, we were able to prune our model and re-run our analyses without including 

Participant Gender as a moderator on our direct effect.  Please see Figures 27 and 28 for 

visual representations of the conceptual and statistical models, respectively.  Figures 27 

and 28 are representative of Model 7 from Hayes (2018).  In this new model, the equation 

for our conditional indirect effect remains unchanged, but our direct effect can be 

characterized simply by c’.  Model coefficients for our moderated mediation analysis can 

be found in Table 9. 

 

 

 
5 The 95% confidence interval contained the value zero; therefore, the direct effect was not statistically 

significant, p > .05 
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Figure 27. Visual depiction of the overall pruned conceptual model, with gender-

specificity of self-reported attention as mediator. 

 

 

Figure 28. Visual depiction of the overall pruned statistical model, with gender-

specificity of self-reported attention as mediator. 
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Table 9 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 27 and 28. 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Gender-specificity of self-

reported attention) 

 

Y 

(Gender-specificity of self-

reported arousal) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Gender-

specificity of 

genital arousal) 

a1i 0.306 0.148 .042 c’ 1.654 0.188 < .001 

M  

(Gender-

specificity of self-

reported 

attention) 

 – – – bi 0.629 0.196 .002 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

a2i 0.342 0.425 .423  – – – 

X x W a3i 0.453 0.251 .074  – – – 

Constant iMi -0.366 0.187 .054 iYi 0.000 0.213 1.00 

         

  R2 = 0.474  R2 = 0.721 

  F(3, 84) = 25.20, p < .001  
F(2, 85) = 109.89, p < 

.001 

 

 

In our new, pruned model, our Index of Moderated Mediation, a3b = 0.285, was 

found to be statistically significant, 95% CI [0.016; 0.833], indicating that our indirect 

effects differed significantly for men and for women.  To further examine this effect, we 

evaluated the mediation separately for men and women.  For men, the model whereby 

gender-specificity of self-reported attention mediated the relationship between gender-

specificity of genital and self-reported arousal, was statistically significant, a3bm = 0.477, 
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95% CI [0.170; 0.921].  Similarly, for women, gender-specificity of self-reported 

attention was also found to significantly mediate the relationship between gender-

specificity of genital and self-reported arousal, a3bw = 0.192, 95% CI [0.010; 0.320].  Our 

significant conditional indirect effect then indicates that the indirect effect was 

significantly stronger for men than for women (though still statistically significant for 

both, overall).  In other words, the mediation effect (or the effect of the gender-specificity 

of genital response on self-reported arousal through the gender-specificity of self-

reported attention) was stronger in men than women – though statistically significant for 

both genders.  Our direct effect, c’ = 1.654, was found to be statistically significant, t(85) 

= 8.79, p < .001, 95% CI [1.2803; 2.0283], indicating a significant relationship between 

gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal when our mediator (gender-

specificity of self-reported attention) is controlled for.  That is, gender-specificity of self-

reported attention does not account for all of the variance in the relationship between 

gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal, as the relationship between 

gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal is still significant when the 

variance attributable to gender-specificity of self-reported attention is accounted for. 

Visual attention as a mediator between genital and self-reported arousal. 

 We conducted a moderated mediation analysis to test the hypothesis that visual 

attention would significantly mediate the relationship between gender-specificity of 

genital response and gender-specificity of self-reported arousal, at least for men (as per 

the information processing model of sexual response; Janssen et al., 2000).  Gender-

specificity contrast scores were created for genital arousal, self-reported arousal, and 

visual attention by computing the difference between men and women’s responses to the 
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attractive male and attractive female stimulus types (such that a difference score of zero 

would indicate a gender nonspecific response).  Responses to attractive stimuli only were 

used so as not to dampen the effects. To reduce multicollinearity, we mean centered our 

variables.  When missing data was accounted for, data for 85 participants (29 men and 56 

women; data from women’s first cycle phase was used for these analyses) were retained.   

We used a bootstrapping approach (Hayes, 2018; Preacher & Hayes, 2004; 

Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007) to test the hypothesis that the effect of gender-

specificity of genital response (our predictor variable, X) on gender-specificity of self-

reported arousal (our outcome variable, Y) would be mediated by gender-specificity of 

visual attention (our mediator, M) and that this mediation effect would be contingent on 

our participants’ gender (our moderator, W; please see Figures 29 and 30 for visual 

representations of the conceptual and statistical models, respectively.  Figures 29 and 30 

are representative of Model 8 from Hayes, 2018).  Model coefficients for our moderated 

mediation analysis can be found in Table 10. 
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Figure 29. Visual depiction of the overall conceptual model of the moderated mediation, 

with gender-specificity of visual attention as mediator. 

 

Figure 30. Visual depiction of the overall statistical model of the moderated mediation, 

with gender-specificity of visual attention as mediator. 
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Table 10 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 29 and 30. 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Gender-specificity of 

visual attention) 

 

Y 

(Gender-specificity of self-

reported arousal) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Gender-

specificity of 

genital arousal) 

a1 0.686 1.627 .674 c’1 0.951 0.243 < .001 

M  

(Gender-

specificity of 

visual attention) 

 – – – b 0.019 0.017 .266 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

a2 2.624 4.676 .576 c’2 3.379 0.698 < .001 

X x W a3 0.706 2.767 .799 c’3 0.497 0.413 .232 

Constant iM -1.280 2.069 .538 iY -1.424 0.309 < .001 

         

  R2 = 0.054  R2 = 0.793 

  F(3, 81) = 1.54, p = .210  F(4, 80) = 76.71, p < .001 

 

Our Index of Moderated Mediation, a3b = 0.013, was not found to be statistically 

significant, 95% CI [-0.084; 0.195], indicating there was no significant difference in the 

indirect effects for men and women.  Indeed, the model whereby gender-specificity of 

visual attention mediated the relationship between gender-specificity of genital and self-

reported arousal was not statistically significant for men, a3bm = 0.026, 95% CI [-0.057; 

0.178], or women, a3bw = 0.013, 95% CI [-0.077; 0.084].  Our conditional direct effect, 

c’3 = 0.497, was also not found to be statistically significant, t(80) = 1.20, p = .232, 95% 

CI [-0.324; 1.318].  That is, the relationship between gender-specificity of genital 

response and gender-specificity of self-reported arousal (controlling for our mediator, 
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gender-specificity of visual attention) was not significantly different for men, c’3m = 

1.448, t(80) = 4.33, p < .001, 95% CI [0.782; 2.113], and for women, c’3w = 0.951, t(80) 

= 3.92, p < .001, 95% CI [0.468; 1.434].   

Given that our conditional direct and indirect effects were not found to be 

statistically significant, we were able to prune our model and re-run our analyses without 

including Participant Gender as a moderator on our direct or indirect effects.  Please see 

Figures 31 and 32 for visual representations of the conceptual and statistical models, 

respectively.  Figures 31 and 32 are representative of Model 4 from Hayes (2018).  In this 

new model, the equation for our indirect effect can be conceptualized simply as abi, and 

our direct effect can be characterized simply by c’.  No significant indirect effect was 

found, abi = 0.047, 95% CI [-0.023; 0.152], indicating that gender-specificity of visual 

attention did not significantly mediate the relationship between gender-specificity of 

genital and self-reported arousal. Our direct effect, however, was statistically significant, 

c’i = 2.014,  t(82) = 13.01, p < .001, 95% CI [1.706; 2.322], indicating that a significant 

relationship between gender-specificity of genital and self-report arousal was found when 

controlling for our mediator, gender-specificity of visual attention (an unsurprising effect, 

as we would not have expected that controlling for our mediator would eliminate the 

relationship between gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal, when we did 

not find a mediation effect).  Model coefficients for our simple mediation analysis can be 

found in Table 11. 
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Figure 31. Visual depiction of the overall conceptual model of the mediation, with 

gender-specificity of visual attention as mediator. 

 

Figure 32. Visual depiction of the overall statistical model of the mediation, with gender-

specificity of visual attention as mediator. 
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Table 11 

Model coefficients for the process model in Figures 31 and 32. 

 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Gender-specificity of 

visual attention) 

 

Y 

(Gender-specificity of self-

reported arousal) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Gender-

specificity of 

genital arousal) 

a 1.693 0.840 .047 c’ 2.014 0.155 < .001 

M  

(Gender-

specificity of 

visual attention) 

 – – – bi 0.028 0.020 .168 

Constant 

 

iMi -0.000 1.263 1.000 iYi 0.000 0.227 1.000 

         

  R2 = 0.047  R2 = 0.696 

  F(1, 83) = 4.06, p = .047  F(2, 82) = 93.85, p < .001 

 

Relationship between sexual arousal and attention to cues of attractiveness 

Self-reported attention as a mediator between genital and self-reported arousal. 

We conducted a moderated mediation analysis to test the hypothesis that self-

reported attention to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli would significantly mediate 

the relationship between genital response to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli and 

self-reported arousal to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli, at least for men (as per 

the information processing model of sexual response; Janssen et al., 2000).  Response to 

attractiveness contrast scores were created for genital arousal, self-reported arousal, and 

self-reported attention by computing the difference between men and women’s responses 

to the attractive stimulus types of their preferred gender (i.e., the difference between 
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response to attractive female and unattractive female stimulus types for men and 

attractive male and unattractive male stimulus types for women).  A difference score of 

zero would indicate no effect of attractiveness on participants’ responses.  Responses to 

participants’ preferred stimuli only were used, given interactions between responses to 

gender and attractiveness cues found in analyses above. To reduce multicollinearity, we 

mean centered our variables.  When missing data was accounted for, data for 88 

participants (31 men and 57 women; data from women’s first cycle phase was used for 

these analyses) were retained.   

We used a bootstrapping approach (Hayes, 2018; Preacher & Hayes, 2004; 

Preacher et al., 2007) to test the hypothesis that genital response to attractive relative to 

unattractive stimuli (our predictor variable, X) on self-reported arousal to attractive 

relative to unattractive stimuli (our outcome variable, Y) would be mediated by self-

reported attention to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli (our mediator, M) and that 

this mediation effect would be contingent upon our participants’ gender (our moderator, 

W; please see Figures 33 and 34 for visual representations of the conceptual and 

statistical models, respectively.  Figures 33 and 34 are representative of Model 8 from 

Hayes (2018).  Model coefficients for our moderated mediation analysis can be found in 

Table 12. 
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Figure 33. Visual depiction of the overall conceptual model of the moderated mediation, 

with self-reported attention to attractiveness cues as mediator. 

 

 

Figure 34. Visual depiction of the overall statistical model of the moderated mediation, 

with self-reported attention to attractiveness cues as mediator. 
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Table 12 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 33 and 34. 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Self-reported attention to 

attractiveness cues) 

 

Y 

(Self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Genital arousal 

to attractiveness 

cues) 

a1 0.315 0.176 .077 c’1 0.768 0.244 .002 

M  

(Self-reported 

attention to 

attractiveness 

cues) 

 – – – b 0.236 0.149 .118 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

a2 -0.504 0.310 .108 c’2 -0.219 0.429 .612 

X x W a3 0.163 0.320 .611 c’3 0.892 0.438 .045 

Constant iM 0.145 0.169 .391 iY -0.069 0.231 .766 

         

  R2 = 0.076  R2 = 0.335 

  F(3, 84) = 2.30, p = .08  F(4, 83) = 10.44, p < .001 

 

Our Index of Moderated Mediation, a3b = 0.039, was not found to be statistically 

significant, 95% CI [-0.080; 0.348], indicating there was no significant difference in the 

indirect effects for men and women.  Indeed, the model whereby self-reported attention 

to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli mediated the relationship between genital and 

self-reported arousal to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli was not statistically 

significant for men, a3bm = 0.113, 95% CI [-0.016; 0.447], or women, a3bw = 0.074, 95% 

CI [-0.018; 0.224].  Our conditional direct effect, c’3 = 0.892, however, was found to be 

statistically significant, t(83) = 2.04, p = .04, 95% CI [0.021; 1.763].  That is, the 

relationship between genital response to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli and 
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self-reported arousal to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli (controlling for self-

reported attention to attractiveness cues) was significantly stronger for men, c’3m = 1.660, 

t(83) = 4.46, p < .001, 95% CI [0.919; 2.402], than for women, c’3w = 0.768, t(83) = 3.15, 

p = .002, 95% CI [0.283; 1.254].   

Given that our conditional indirect effect was not found to be statistically 

significant, we were able to prune our model and re-run our analyses without including 

Participant Gender as a moderator on our indirect effects.  Please see Figures 35 and 36 

for visual representations of the conceptual and statistical models, respectively.  Figures 

35 and 36 are representative of Model 5 from Hayes (2018).  In this new model, the 

equation for our indirect effect can be conceptualized simply as abi.  No significant 

indirect effect was found, abi = 0.067, 95% CI [-0.008; 0.205].  We did, however, find 

the same conditional direct effect, c’3i = 0.892,  t(83) = 2.04, p = .04, 95% CI [0.021; 

1.763], whereby the effect was stronger for men, c’3mi = 1.660, t(83) = 4.46, p < .001, 

95% CI [0.919; 2.402], than for women, c’3wi = 0.768, t(83) = 3.15, p = .002, 95% CI 

[0.283; 1.254].  In other words, no significant mediation effect was found, and so 

controlling for self-reported attention to attractiveness cues did not eliminate the 

relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to attractiveness cues.  Of 

peripheral interest, the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues (when controlling for self-reported attention to these cues) was greater 

for men than for women.  Model coefficients can be found in Table 13. 
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Figure 35. Visual depiction of the overall pruned conceptual model, with self-reported 

attention to attractiveness cues as mediator. 

 

 

Figure 36. Visual depiction of the overall pruned statistical model, with self-reported 

attention to attractiveness cues as mediator. 
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Table 13 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 35 and 36. 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Self-reported attention to 

attractiveness cues) 

 

Y 

(Self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Genital arousal 

to attractiveness 

cues) 

A 0.284 0.138 .043 c’1i 0.768 0.244 .002 

M  

(Self-reported 

attention to 

attractiveness 

cues) 

 – – – bi 0.236 0.149 .118 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

 – – – c’2i -0.219 0.429 .612 

X x W  – – – c’3i 0.892 0.438 .045 

Constant iMi 0.000 0.133 1.000 iYi -0.069 0.231 .766 

         

  R2 = 0.047  R2 = 0.335 

  F(1, 86) = 4.23, p = .04  F(4, 83) = 10.44, p < .001 

 

Visual attention as a mediator between genital and self-reported arousal. 

We conducted a moderated mediation analysis to test the hypothesis that visual 

attention to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli would significantly mediate the 

relationship between genital response to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli and 

self-reported arousal to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli, at least for men (as per 

the information processing model of sexual response; Janssen et al., 2000).  Response to 

attractiveness contrast scores were created for genital arousal, self-reported arousal, and 

visual attention by computing the difference between men and women’s responses to the 

attractive stimulus types of their preferred gender (i.e., the difference between response to 
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attractive female and unattractive female stimulus types for men and attractive male and 

unattractive male stimulus types for women).  A difference score of zero would again 

indicate no effect of attractiveness on participants’ responses.  Responses to participants’ 

preferred stimuli only were used, given interactions between responses to gender and 

attractiveness cues found in analyses above. To reduce multicollinearity, we mean 

centered our variables.  When missing data was accounted for, data for 85 participants 

(29 men and 56 women; data from women’s first cycle phase was used for these 

analyses) were retained.   

We used a bootstrapping approach (Hayes, 2018; Preacher & Hayes, 2004; 

Preacher et al., 2007) to test the hypothesis that genital response to attractive relative to 

unattractive stimuli (our predictor variable, X) on self-reported arousal to attractive 

relative to unattractive stimuli (our outcome variable, Y) would be mediated by visual 

attention to attractive relative to unattractive stimuli (our mediator, M) and that this 

mediation effect would be contingent on our participants’ gender (our moderator, W; 

please see Figures 37 and 38 for visual representations of the conceptual and statistical 

models, respectively).  Figures 37 and 38 are representative of Model 8 from Hayes 

(2018).  Model coefficients for our moderated mediation analysis can be found in Table 

14. 
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Figure 37. Visual depiction of the overall conceptual model of the moderated mediation, 

with visual attention to attractiveness cues as mediator.  

 

 

Figure 38. Visual depiction of the overall statistical model of the moderated mediation, 

with visual attention to attractiveness cues as mediator. 
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Table 14 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 37 and 38. 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Visual attention to 

attractiveness cues) 

 

Y 

(Self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Genital arousal 

to attractiveness 

cues) 

a1  0.036 1.488 .981 c’1  0.890 0.263 .001 

M  

(Visual attention 

to attractiveness 

cues) 

 – – – b  0.021 0.020 .286 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

a2 -1.890 2.465 .445 c’2 -0.329 0.437 .454 

X x W a3 -1.890 2.590 .468 c’3  0.932 0.459 .046 

Constant iM  0.943 1.352 .488 iY -0.346 0.240 .886 

         

  R2 = 0.027  R2 = 0.323 

  F(3, 81) = 0.76, p = .522  F(4, 80) = 9.52, p < .001 

 

Our Index of Moderated Mediation, a3b = -0.040, was not found to be statistically 

significant, 95% CI [-0.234; 0.058], indicating there was no significant difference in the 

indirect effects for men and women.  Indeed, the model whereby visual attention to 

attractiveness cues mediated the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues was not statistically significant for men, a3bm = -0.039, 95% CI [-

0.191; 0.061], or women, a3bw = 0.001, 95% CI [-0.054; 0.093].  Our conditional direct 

effect, c’3 = 0.932, was, however, found to be statistically significant, t(80) = 2.03, p = 

.046, 95% CI [0.018; 1.846].  That is, the relationship between genital response to 

attractiveness cues and self-reported arousal to attractiveness cues (holding constant the 
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mediator, visual attention to attractiveness cues) was significantly different for men, c’3m 

= 1.822, t(80) = 4.84, p < .001, 95% CI [1.072; 2.571], and for women, c’3w = 0.890, 

t(80) = 3.38, p = .001, 95% CI [0.366; 1.414].   

Given that our conditional indirect effect was not found to be statistically 

significant, we were able to prune our model and re-run our analyses without including 

Participant Gender as a moderator on our indirect effects.  Please see Figures 39 and 40 

for visual representations of the conceptual and statistical models, respectively.  Figures 

39 and 40 are representative of Model 5 from Hayes (2018).  In this new model, the 

equation for our indirect effect can be conceptualized simply as abi.  No significant 

indirect effect was found, abi = -0.021, 95% CI [-0.083; 0.041].  We did, however, find 

the same conditional direct effect, c’3i = 0.932,  t(80) = 2.03, p = .046, 95% CI [0.018; 

1.846], whereby the effect was stronger for men, c’3mi = 1.822, t(80) = 4.84, p < .001, 

95% CI [1.072; 2.571], than for women, c’3wi = 0.890, t(80) = 3.38, p = .001, 95% CI 

[0.366; 1.414].  In other words, we did not find a significant mediation effect.  

Unsurprisingly, then, controlling for visual attention to attractiveness cues did not 

eliminate the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to attractiveness cues.  

Of peripheral interest, the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues (when controlling for visual attention to these cues) was stronger for 

men than for women.  Model coefficients can be found in Table 15. 
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Figure 39. Visual depiction of the overall pruned conceptual model, with visual attention 

to attractiveness cues as mediator. 

 

 
 

Figure 40. Visual depiction of the overall pruned statistical model, with visual attention 

to attractiveness cues as mediator. 
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Table 15 

Model coefficients for the conditional process model in Figures 39 and 40. 

 

  Consequent 

  

M 

(Visual attention to 

attractiveness cues) 

 

Y 

(Self-reported arousal to 

attractiveness cues) 

Antecedent  Coeff. SE p  Coeff. SE p 

         

X  

(Genital arousal 

to attractiveness 

cues) 

a  -1.011 1.134 .375 c’1i  0.890 0.263 .001 

M  

(Visual attention 

to attractiveness 

cues) 

 – – – bi  0.021 0.020 .286 

W  

(Participant 

gender) 

 – – – c’2i -0.329 0.437 .454 

X x W  – – – c’3i  0.932 0.459 .046 

Constant iMi  0.000 1.056 1.000 iYi -0.346 0.240 .886 

         

  R2 = 0.010  R2 = 0.323 

  F(1, 83) = 0.79, p = .375  F(4, 80) = 9.52, p < .001 

 

 

 

Summary: Objective 3 

 

 Objective 3 examined self-reported and visual attention to cues of gender and 

attractiveness in men and women, examined attentional patterns to these cues across the 

menstrual cycle in women, and assessed the relationship of self-reported and visual 

attention with sexual response.  Table 16 presents a summary of men and women’s self-

reported and visual attention patterns to cues of gender and attractiveness.  Table 17 

provides a summary of women’s self-reported and visual attention patterns to cues of 
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gender and attractiveness across the menstrual cycle. In terms of the relationship between 

attention and sexual response, gender-specificity of self-reported attention was found to 

partially mediate (i.e., reduce) the relationship between gender-specificity of genital and 

self-reported arousal in all participants, though the mediation effect was significantly 

stronger among men than among women.  No other moderated mediation models were 

found to be statistically significant. 
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Table 16. 

 

Objective 3 summary of self-reported and visual attention patterns to cues of gender and 

attractiveness. 

 Self-reported attention Visual attention 

 Outcome p2 Outcome p2 

Attractiveness      

Men  

Attractive stimuli > 

unattractive stimuli 

 

.32*** 

No main effect (likely 

due to interaction) 

.06 

Women Attractive stimuli > 

unattractive stimuli 

.16** 

Gender-specificity     

Men Gender-specific .641 Gender-specific .18* 

Women Gender-specific .591* Gender-specific .07* 

Attractiveness x Gender  

Interaction  

 

   

Men  

 

No interaction 

 

 

.03 

Attractiveness effect 

only for nonpreferred 

gender 

.23** 

Women No interaction .03 

Note. Table presents outcomes and effect sizes from ANOVAs examining self-reported 

and visual attention to cues of attractiveness and gender among gynephilic men and 

androphilic women.  *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 

1Denotes Cohen’s d. 
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Table 17. 

 

Objective 3 summary of self-reported and visual attention across the menstrual cycle. 

 Self-reported attention Visual attention 

 Outcome Effect Size Outcome Effect Size 

Testing Order x 

Cycle Phase  

 

Significant interaction 

 

Nonsignificantly greater 

attention during follicular 

than luteal when follicular 

phase first 

 

Nonsignificantly greater 

attention during luteal 

than follicular when luteal 

phase first 

 

Post-hoc test reveals 

greater reported attention 

during first testing session 

than second testing 

session for all women 

 

p2 = .18* 

 

d = 0.21 

 

 

 

 

d = 0.49 

 

 

 

 

p2 = .17* 

Trend-level interaction 

 

Nonsignificantly greater 

attention during follicular 

than luteal when follicular 

phase first 

 

Nonsignificantly greater 

attention during luteal 

than follicular when luteal 

phase first 

 

Post-hoc test reveals 

greater reported attention 

during first testing session 

than second testing 

session for all women 

 

 

p2 = .12 

 

d = 0.51 

 

 

 

 

d = 0.16 

 

 

 

  

p2 = .13* 

Testing Order x 

Attractiveness 

Significant interaction 

 

Magnitude of 

attractiveness effect larger 

when tested in follicular 

phase first  

(though also large effect 

for luteal phase). 

p2 = .16* 

 

 

 

d = 0.93 

 

d = 0.46 

No interaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p2 =.08 

 

Post-hoc Testing  

 

Interaction between 

Testing Order and 

attention to attractive 

female/unattractive male 

targets 

 

Attractive female > 

unattractive male when 

follicular phase first 

Attractive female < 

unattractive male when 

luteal phase first 

 

 

p2 = .24** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d = 0.59* 

 

 

d = 0.22 

 

Not applicable 

 

 

Note. Table presents outcomes and effect sizes from ANOVAs examining self-reported 

and visual attention to cues of attractiveness and gender across the menstrual cycle.  

 *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

The current study had three aims: (1) to examine men and women’s genital and 

self-reported arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender; (2) to examine women’s sexual 

arousal to these cues across the menstrual cycle; and (3) to examine men and women’s 

attention (an important mechanism in sexual responding; Janssen et al., 2000) to cues of 

attractiveness and gender and its relationship with sexual response.  Overall, gender and 

attractiveness cues were found to be important determinants for visual attention, self-

reported attention, self-reported arousal, and genital arousal; however, their effects on 

these sexual responses, attentional systems, and the interactions between these effects, is 

not as straightforward as we had posited.  Similarly, testing order (whether participants 

were tested in the follicular or luteal phase of their menstrual cycles first) was found to 

have an effect on women’s sexual responses to attractiveness and gender cues, though 

women’s menstrual cycle phases did not have the overall impact on sexual response that 

we had expected.  

Objective 1: Sexual responding to attractiveness and gender cues 

Attractiveness ratings. 

 Men and women in the current study rated our pre-validated “attractive” stimulus 

set as significantly more physically attractive than our “unattractive” image set, overall 

(very large effect sizes were found among men and women alike), consistent with our 

pilot study ratings of attractiveness, and supporting the construct validity of our images in 

our experimental paradigm.   Unsurprisingly, gynephilic men rated female images 

(images of their preferred gender) as significantly more attractive than male images (their 
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non-preferred gender), overall.  Such a pattern of attractiveness ratings might be expected 

among gynephilic men, given the preponderance of research literature finding high 

degrees of alignment between men’s sexual interests and sexual response patterns (e.g., 

Chivers & Bailey, 2005; Chivers, Rieger, Latty, & Bailey, 2004; Chivers et al., 2007).  

Indeed, as in Singer’s (1984) early hypothesis, one might expect that sexual arousal to a 

stimulus is due, in part, to an initial appraisal of the stimulus as “attractive.”  Thus, 

stimuli that have previously elicited strong sexual arousal in gynephilic men (i.e., female 

sexual images) would also be expected to elicit high ratings of attractiveness, as was 

found in the current study.   

Interestingly, however, a significant interaction was found for men’s 

attractiveness ratings, whereby men reported a greater difference in magnitude between 

their ratings of female (attractive vs. unattractive) images relative to their ratings of male 

(attractive vs. unattractive) stimuli.  This interaction is likely driven by the greater 

attractiveness ratings men gave attractive female images than attractive male images (as 

well as all other stimulus categories), affording more opportunity for larger differences in 

ratings among female than male images.  It is notable, however, that men’s ratings of the 

attractive male images were significantly greater than their ratings of unattractive male 

images, illustrating that the gynephilic men in our sample did perceive differences in 

attractiveness even among their non-preferred gender (i.e., there was no floor effect in 

men’s attractiveness ratings of male images).  That is, the difference in attractiveness 

among stimulus groups in our study was sufficiently well-defined, that gynephilic men 

were able to acknowledge differences in physical attractiveness among targets of their 

non-preferred gender, despite a lack of sexual interest in male targets (and perhaps in 
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spite of other experiences of negative affect, like disgust, toward sexual stimuli featuring 

men; e.g., Chivers & Timmers, 2012). 

 Androphilic women rated male images as significantly more attractive than 

female images overall, in line with their self-stated sexual interests and attractions. If we 

consider our earlier point that attractiveness is not an inherent property of a stimulus, but 

rather a subjective evaluation of a stimulus from a nervous system that has been shaped 

through sexual selection to respond preferentially to evolutionarily advantageous cues, 

then one could argue that women might be expected to rate male images as most 

physically attractive, as this stimulus type is plausibly most relevant in terms of signaling 

potential reproductive success.  Interestingly, as noted above, androphilic women’s 

genital arousal – which could be argued to be constrained by similar evolutionary 

mechanisms – has not traditionally been found to favour male stimuli (see Chivers et al., 

2017).   

Though the gender-specific pattern of attractiveness ratings found among 

androphilic women in the current study might typically be somewhat startling, given 

women’s well-replicated gender-nonspecific pattern of sexual arousal (see Chivers et al., 

2017), it is noteworthy that androphilic women’s arousal patterns were also found to be 

gender-specific in the current study (see discussion below).  Thus, the stimulus cues that 

have traditionally contributed to gender-nonspecificity among androphilic women (what 

we will posit may be due to contextual cues other than primary and secondary sex 

characteristics) could be argued to have been limited in the current study.  Of note, our 

findings also mirror those of Hahn, Fisher, DeBruine, and Jones (2016), who found that, 

in a standard key-press task, androphilic and gynephilic men and women, alike, preferred 
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physically attractive faces of their preferred- relative to their non-preferred-sex.  

Likewise, Ishai (2007), found similar gender-specificity in neural activation among 

gynephilic and androphilic men and women in response to attractive faces.  Stimuli in 

these studies were limited to faces and were, thus, also unlikely to have been appraised as 

“sexual” in nature, and may not have held sufficient “contextual cues” to garner gender-

nonspecific attractiveness ratings. 

Similar to our male sample, physical attractiveness was found to be an important 

determinant of attractiveness ratings for women in the current study, with participants 

rating our “attractive” stimulus set as significantly more physically attractive than our 

“unattractive” stimulus set.  This finding is consistent with our validation study ratings of 

attractiveness.  Together, these findings suggest that the stimuli used in the current study 

were a valid manipulation of physical attractiveness, and that, similar to men, women’s 

sexual interests affected (or were, in the very least, related to) their perceptions and 

ratings of physical attractiveness.      

Self-reported arousal. 

 Consistent with our hypothesis, cues of gender and attractiveness were found to 

be important for men’s self-reported arousal patterns.  Similar to men’s ratings of 

attractiveness, however, a significant interaction between attractiveness and gender was 

found among gynephilic men’s self-reported arousal patterns, whereby a wider spread in 

self-reported arousal was found between the female images (attractive vs. unattractive) 

than between the male images (attractive vs. unattractive).  Again, this interaction was 

likely driven by men’s significantly greater self-reported arousal to the attractive female 

images than to all other stimulus categories, which afforded more range for variability 
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between the attractive female and unattractive female images than was observed between 

the attractive and unattractive male images.  As we had posited that attractive images and 

images of one’s preferred gender would hold the greatest incentive value for men, it is 

logical that attractive images of men’s preferred gender (attractive female images) would 

garner the greatest self-reported arousal in men (as per the IMM; Toates, 2009).   

Indeed, men’s greater self-reported arousal toward female than male images is not 

a new or surprising finding, as gender-specificity among men is a well-replicated 

phenomenon (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007; Timmers & Chivers, 2018).  Interestingly, the 

magnitude of the attractiveness effect on men’s self-reported arousal patterns appears to 

have been impacted by the gender of the sexual targets, as, due to men’s gender-specific 

pattern of self-reported arousal, less variation could be observed in men’s self-reported 

arousal (and attractiveness ratings, as indicated previously) toward their non-preferred 

gender (male targets).  Indeed, men’s self-reported arousal to the unattractive male 

stimulus type was not found to significantly differ from their self-reported arousal to 

neutral household objects.  Similarly, the unattractive female images (the least physically 

attractive sexual targets of men’s preferred gender) garnered significantly more self-

reported arousal than the attractive male images (the most physically attractive sexual 

targets of men’s non-preferred gender).  Consistent with previous literature (e.g., 

Timmers & Chivers, 2018), our findings suggest that, for men, gender appears to be the 

most salient cue in determining sexual response patterns.  

 As we had hypothesized, women’s self-reported arousal was also found to vary in 

response to cues of gender and attractiveness.  A significant interaction in self-reported 

arousal to cues of gender and attractiveness emerged, such that the magnitude of 
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difference between women’s self-reported arousal to attractive and unattractive male 

images was somewhat greater than that between women’s self-reported arousal to 

attractive and unattractive female images.  This pattern of responses mirrors those found 

among gynephilic men, where greatest self-reported arousal was found to the attractive 

stimulus type of their preferred gender and less variability emerged between self-reported 

arousal to attractive and unattractive images of their non-preferred gender.  Unlike among 

men, however –  where gender-specificity is expected among self-reported arousal 

patterns (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007) – among androphilic women, self-reported sexual 

responses have not always been found to be gender-specific, with a mixture of gender-

specific (Chivers, 2005; Chivers et al., 2007) and gender-nonspecific (e.g., Chivers, 

Bouchard, & Timmers, 2015) self-reported arousal patterns reported in the literature.   

It is unclear what is contributing to varying self-reported arousal patterns among 

androphilic women in previous literature.  However, despite finding gender-specific 

patterns among the current androphilic sample of women’s self-reported responses, it is 

perhaps noteworthy that the strength of the effect size for the significant interaction 

observed among androphilic women was somewhat smaller (p2 =.24) than that observed 

for men (p2 = .44).  Interestingly, in the only other study to find gender-specificity 

among all of women’s sexual responses, wherein contextual cues in the sexual stimuli 

were limited to cues of gender and potency (i.e., images of aroused and unaroused male 

and female genitals; Spape et al., 2014), the effect size for the significant interaction 

between gender and potency was, similarly, somewhat smaller among androphilic women 

(p2 =.33) than among gynephilic men (p2 = .41).  Furthermore, in the current study, while 

men reported significantly more sexual arousal toward unattractive images of their 
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preferred gender than attractive images of their non-preferred gender, women’s self-

reported arousal patterns did not significantly discriminate between attractive non-

preferred and unattractive preferred sexual targets.  Thus, evidence suggests that, while 

women demonstrate gender-specific self-reported arousal patterns in the current study, 

gender cues may be more important determinants of self-reported arousal for gynephilic 

men than for androphilic women, or at least, the effects of gender cues on androphilic 

women’s sexual responses may be more susceptible to influence from other contextual 

cues (like physical attractiveness) than are gynephilic men’s.  Consequently, varying 

levels of contextual cues among previous literature may be contributing to the varying 

patterns of gender-specificity among androphilic women’s self-reported arousal patterns. 

Importantly, the current study’s finding that attractiveness cues are an important 

determinant for men and women’s self-reported arousal patterns adds to a growing body 

of literature that has found attractive faces to be more motivating (e.g., Levy et al., 2008) 

and rewarding (e.g., Cloutier, Heatherton, Whalen, & Kelley, 2008; O’Doherty, Winston, 

Critchley, Perrett, Burt, & Dolan, 2003).  Thus, our findings fall in line with a line of 

research that suggests that cues of attractiveness may have high incentive value (as per 

the IMM; Toates, 2009) due to evolutionary (e.g., Gallup & Frederick, 2010) and/or 

sociocultural factors (e.g., Chivers, 2017).  However, our research adds to this literature, 

as, to our knowledge, effects of attractiveness cues on sexual arousal have not previously 

been investigated directly.  Certainly, increased self-reported arousal to cues of 

attractiveness is intuitive if one considers that cues of higher incentive value are argued to 

elicit stronger sexual responses in men and women (Toates, 2009). 
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Genital arousal. 

 Similar to men’s self-reported arousal patterns, and consistent with our 

hypothesis, men’s genital arousal was found to vary by attractiveness and gender cues.  A 

significant interaction emerged whereby the attractiveness of female images was an 

important determinant for men’s genital responses, but the attractiveness of the male 

images was not.  That is, while physical attractiveness was found to hold some sway over 

men’s self-reported arousal patterns to images of their non-preferred gender (see above), 

differences in men’s genital arousal patterns to cues of attractiveness among their non-

preferred gender (i.e., male sexual targets) were not only statistically nonsignificant, but 

also had an effect size so incredibly small, it was akin to having no effect present 

whatsoever (d = 0.00; means and standard errors for the unattractive male and attractive 

male conditions were almost identical).   

Though we have already discussed the well-replicated effect of men’s gender-

specificity (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007), it is perhaps worth noting that a gender-specific 

response does not necessarily denote an absolute absence of sexual responding to one’s 

non-preferred gender, but instead, refers to a relative difference between one’s responses 

to preferred and nonpreferred genders.  Indeed, many previous studies have found some 

evidence of increased genital arousal toward nonpreferred stimuli among men (e.g., 

Adams, Wright, & Lohr, 1996; Chivers et al., 2007).  One could argue that we failed to 

find such effects in the current study, due to the low sexual intensity of our images (i.e., 

images of naked men and women), as compared to stimuli used in previous studies (that 

typically used audiovisual stimulus sets; e.g., Chivers et al., 2007).  However, we have 

previously found men to show increased genital responding to still images of erect 
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penises (relative to images of flaccid penises and neutral images of landscapes; Spape et 

al., 2014), leading us to be somewhat unclear as to the reason for men’s current lack of 

genital responding to all male sexual stimuli (i.e., a floor effect in men’s genital 

responding to all sexual images of their non-preferred gender), particularly given that we 

did find some effects of physical attractiveness among men’s self-reported arousal 

patterns. 

 Androphilic women’s sexual responses in the current study were found to vary by 

both attractiveness and gender cues.  Though we had expected women’s responses to 

vary by attractiveness, we did not expect women’s genital arousal to discriminate to cues 

of gender.  Contrarily, not only were women’s genital responses found to discriminate to 

cues of gender in the current study, but a large effect of gender was found among 

androphilic women (p2 = .64).  The current study marks only the second occasion that an 

empirical study has evidenced gender-specificity among androphilic women’s genital 

responses (i.e., significantly greater genital responding to male than female sexual 

images, congruent with androphilic women’s self-stated sexual interests).  The first 

example of gender-specificity in genital responding among androphilic women was found 

by Spape and colleagues (2014), in a paradigm wherein contextual cues (i.e., cues other 

than primary or secondary sex characteristics) were limited, and men and women were 

shown slideshows of engorged genitals (i.e., erect penises and exposed vulvas) against a 

white background.   

Similar to Spape and colleagues’ (2014) study, the current study limited the 

contextual cues present in sexual stimuli (e.g., sexual activity cues, cues of movement, 

vocal cues), displaying still images that varied by gender and attractiveness (i.e., images 
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of nude physically attractive and unattractive men and women), against a white 

background.  Thus, the current study, in tandem with Spape and colleagues’ study, 

provides strong support for our hypothesis that women’s genital arousal to cues of gender 

may have been masked (or otherwise affected) by contextual cues present in the sexual 

stimuli.  That is, when other contextual cues are limited, we may be viewing a (relatively) 

undisturbed snapshot of women’s genital responding to cues of gender.  Indeed, though 

androphilic women’s genital responses have not always been found to discriminate to 

cues of gender, they have been found to discriminate to other cues, like sexual activity 

level (even responding to sexual activity cues among non-humans; Chivers et al., 2007), 

type of sexual activity (e.g., Chivers et al., 2014), the relationship context depicted in the 

stimuli (Chivers & Timmers, 2012; Timmers & Chivers, 2012), and other contextual 

features (like clothing; Rupp & Wallen, 2007).  Moreover, when contextual cues that 

provide information that may be evolutionarily-relevant to mating strategies (i.e., 

information about economic resources, social interactions/caretaking) are experimentally 

manipulated in a priming paradigm, women’s self-reported responses are found to vary 

by priming condition more than men’s (Ponseti et al., 2018).   

Taken together, contextual cues (i.e., cues other than primary and secondary sex 

characteristics) appear to: 1) be an important determinant of sexual response in women; 

2) mask (or at least interfere with) sexual responding to cues of gender; and 3) may be 

more important for sexual responses in women than men.  Though contextual cues may 

be more important determinants of sexual response for women than men, contextual cues 

(like cues of attractiveness, as in the current study, or cues of sexual activity level and 

relationship context: Chivers et al., 2007; Timmers & Chivers, 2018) still appear to be 
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important determinants of sexual responding in men, though they may be less important 

than cues of gender, as they do not interfere with gender-specific patterns of sexual 

responding in men (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007; Timmers & Chivers, 2018).  By contrast, 

one could argue that contextual cues (e.g., attractiveness, potency level, sexual activity 

level) appear to interfere with arousal to cues of gender among androphilic women (and, 

as contextual cues are limited, gender-specificity of arousal emerges, as in the current 

study, and Spape et al., 2014). 

It is interesting that arousal to cues of attractiveness did not appear to obscure 

gender-specificity of sexual response in the current study, given that very powerful 

effects of attractiveness were found for our androphilic women (as well as our gynephilic 

men).  We had hypothesized that attractiveness would be an important determinant in 

sexual responding for men and women, given its strong potential incentive value (Toates, 

2009), that is likely related, in part, to the evolutionary salience of attractiveness cues 

(see Gallup & Frederick, 2010).  The current study is the first of our knowledge to test 

the effects of attractiveness on genital arousal directly.  Despite the large effects that cues 

of attractiveness had on genital responding in the current study (p2s = .38 and .67 for 

women and men, respectively), however, unattractive sexual targets of the preferred 

gender were still found to elicit greater genital arousal than attractive targets of the non-

preferred gender.  Indeed, among androphilic women, unattractive male images were 

found to elicit significantly greater genital arousal than attractive female images in our 

controlled paradigm.  Thus, the physical attractiveness of non-preferred sexual targets 

alone may not have accounted for women’s gender-nonspecific patterns of sexual 

responding in previous literature.  It remains probable, however, that attractiveness cues 
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may have worked in conjunction with other cues (e.g., vocal cues, body movements) to 

influence women’s sexual arousal to gender cues in paradigms where gender-

nonspecificity emerged.   

Objective 2: Menstrual cycle variations in sexual arousal 

 Contrary to our hypotheses, androphilic women did not demonstrate greatest 

genital and self-reported arousal to attractive (relative to unattractive) male sexual targets, 

during the follicular (relative to luteal) phase of their menstrual cycles.  Instead, a more 

complicated pattern of sexual response among our naturally cycling women emerged.  

Self-reported arousal. 

 Women’s self-reported arousal to cues of attractiveness and gender was not found 

to vary meaningfully by cycle phase.  Instead, across both cycles of their menstrual cycle, 

women experienced an identical pattern of self-reported arousal as reported above – 

during women’s first testing sessions (i.e., gender-specific patterns of self-reported 

arousal, greater arousal to attractive relative to unattractive targets, and a greater 

magnitude of difference in their responding to attractive and unattractive male targets 

than between attractive and unattractive female targets).  This pattern of self-reported 

arousal is discussed above (in Objective 1) and so we will not expound upon this further 

here.  Interestingly, however, a testing order effect emerged in women’s self-reported 

arousal:  Women tested in the follicular phase of their menstrual cycle first reported 

significantly greater sexual arousal to the attractive than unattractive slideshows; 

however, although women tested in their luteal phase first also reported greater arousal to 

attractive relative to unattractive sexual targets, the magnitude of this difference was less 

than for those tested first in their follicular phase, and did not reach statistical 
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significance (likely due to small sample size as a result of exclusions when cycle phase 

could not be hormonally confirmed; the effect size for this comparison was still fairly 

large: d = 2.15 for follicular phase first and d = 1.85 for luteal phase first).  Further, post-

hoc analyses revealed that the pattern of women’s self-reported arousal to unattractive 

male targets (the least attractive of their preferred gender) and attractive female targets 

(the most attractive of their nonpreferred gender) differed, depending on testing order.  

Women tested in the follicular phase first reported nonsignificantly greater arousal to 

attractive female targets than unattractive male targets (d = 0.57), while women tested in 

the luteal phase first reported a reverse pattern (nonsignificantly greater arousal to 

unattractive male than attractive female targets: d = 0.82).  

 Though testing order was not originally hypothesized to be an important 

determinant of women’s self-reported arousal (testing order was counter-balanced as part 

of the study design to be able to methodologically rule-out any potential testing-order 

effects), a similar pattern of testing order effects has been found in previous research. 

Slob and colleagues (1991, 1996) found that women who were tested first in the follicular 

phase of their menstrual cycles reported greater “subjective” reports of genital arousal (as 

well as greater “objective” genital responding – tested using labial temperature) than 

those tested in their luteal phases first.  These greater sexual responses among women 

first tested in their follicular phase were then carried forward in their second (luteal) 

session.   

Wallen and Rupp (2010) found similar menstrual cycle effects in a viewing time 

study:  Naturally-cycling women who first viewed sexual stimuli during their 

periovulatory phase (their fertile period) looked longer at sexual stimuli across all testing 
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sessions (during menstrual, periovulatory, and luteal phases) than did women who were 

first tested in their luteal phases of their menstrual cycles.  Wallen and Rupp 

hypothesized that endogenous estrogen (highest during periods of greater fertility) 

modulated responding to sexual stimuli, and that women’s hormonal states from their 

first exposure to sexual stimuli determined the emotional valence of the sexual stimuli, 

affecting subsequent interest in the stimuli.  That is, women’s hormonal states upon their 

first exposure to a sexual stimulus may have somehow altered the stimulus reward value 

(or incentive value; Toates, 2009) in a way that affected subsequent arousal to that same 

stimulus.   

Interestingly, however, Wallen and Rupp did not find any testing order or cycle 

phase effects on women’s subjective responding (only on viewing time).  Similarly, 

though Suschinsky and colleagues (2014) found a testing order effect among women’s 

genital responding (such that women tested in the follicular phase first demonstrated 

greater genital arousal to sexual stimuli featuring conceptive sex relative to non-

conceptive sex during their follicular and luteal phase testing sessions, while those tested 

in the luteal phase first did not significantly discriminate between these types of sexual 

activities during any testing sessions), they did not find any testing order or menstrual 

cycle effects among women’s self-reported arousal patterns.  Still another study (from the 

same sample of women as Suschinsky et al., 2014) found no effect of menstrual cycle on 

women’s self-reported or genital patterns of sexual arousal to sexual stimuli varying by 

gender of the sexual targets (Bossio et al., 2014). 

Though we did not find any cycle phase by testing order effects, we did find that 

women tested in their follicular phase first reported greater differences in their arousal to 
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attractive relative to unattractive sexual stimuli (across both testing sessions) than women 

tested first in their luteal phase.  This difference in responding to attractiveness cues 

occurred to such an extent that women tested first in the follicular phase reported 

nonsignificantly greater arousal to attractive targets of their non-preferred gender than 

unattractive targets of their preferred gender, while women tested in their luteal phases 

first did not (and instead reported greater arousal to unattractive images of their preferred 

gender than attractive images of their nonpreferred gender).  Thus, our results are 

somewhat consistent with those found by Slob and colleagues (1991, 1996), though no 

other study (to our knowledge) has since reported significant testing order effects for self-

reported arousal.  It is unclear what might be playing into women’s varying patterns of 

cyclic shifts in self-reported arousal patterns, across studies.  Though we often look to the 

sexual stimuli presented to help detangle complicated contradictory results, audiovisual 

stimuli were presented in studies where testing order effects did and did not emerge 

(Bossio et al., 2014; Slob et al., 1991; 1996; Suschinsky et al., 2015), and while our study 

found testing order effects using still images, Wallen and Rupp (2010) failed to find 

testing order effects among women’s subjective ratings of sexual images.  Similarly 

mixed patterns of self-reported arousal have been found among gender-specificity results, 

with a with a mixture of gender-specific (Chivers, 2005; Chivers et al., 2007) and gender-

nonspecific (e.g., Chivers, Bouchard, & Timmers, 2015) self-reported arousal patterns 

being reported.  Further research examining women’s self-reported arousal patterns 

across the menstrual cycle is required to disentangle these differing effects. 

Interestingly, though the self-reported arousal patterns among women in the 

current study did not align with our hypotheses (i.e., that women would report greatest 
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self-reported arousal to attractive male images during the follicular phase relative to the 

luteal phase of their menstrual cycles), our results do support components of the 

Ovulatory Shift hypothesis – that women will be more sexually attracted to 

characteristics signaling better gene quality during high fertile periods of their menstrual 

cycles (Gangestad & Thornhill, 1998; Gangestad, Thornhill, & Garver-Apgar, 2005).  

That is, women in the current study did show greater discrimination between attractive 

and unattractive sexual targets when they were tested first in their fertile period of the 

menstrual cycle.  It is odd that we did not see any cycle phase effects; however, it is 

possible that we are observing a phenomenon such as was described by Wallen and Rupp 

(2010), whereby women’s arousal during the first stimulus presentation altered later 

sexual responding to that same stimulus (in which case similar patterns of responding 

during first and second testing sessions would not be unexpected).  It is important to note, 

however, that our small sample sizes may have affected our results in various ways.  

Consequently, the results of the current menstrual cycle analyses must be interpreted 

carefully, and, of course, further research is recommended to further clarify this 

interesting effect. 

Genital arousal. 

  A three-way interaction between testing order, cycle phase, and physical 

attractiveness was found among women’s genital arousal patterns.  However, when this 

effect was followed up by separating by testing order, no significant cycle phase effects 

or cycle phase interactions, emerged.  Thus, it is unclear what effect may have driven this 

significant three-way interaction; a visual examination of the data (see Figure 12) seems 

to suggest that women tested in their luteal phases of their menstrual cycles first 
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demonstrated less arousal to the attractive female condition during their luteal phases of 

their menstrual cycle than women tested in the follicular phase first, however we are 

reluctant to interpret this further, given that all subsequent effect sizes involving cycle 

phase were not found to be significant.  Interestingly, when we examine the resulting 

significant attractiveness effects, our results resemble those found among women’s self-

reported arousal patterns.  That is, the magnitude of the difference in women’s 

responding to attractive relative to unattractive sexual images is greater among women 

tested first in their follicular phase (relative to their luteal phase) of their menstrual 

cycles. 

 As discussed previously, ours is not the first study to find testing order effects 

among genital response patterns.  Slob and colleagues (1991; 1996) found greater genital 

responding among women tested first in their follicular (rather than their luteal) phases of 

their menstrual cycle and Suschinsky and colleagues (2014) found greater genital arousal 

to sexual stimuli featuring conceptive sex relative to non-conceptive sex during follicular 

and luteal testing sessions among women tested during their follicular phase of their 

menstrual cycle first (and did not find significant differences in genital arousal to these 

types of sexual activities during any testing sessions among women tested first in their 

luteal phase of their menstrual cycles).  Again, this pattern of results appears to suggest 

that when women are tested in their fertile phase first, stimuli that are evolutionarily 

relevant (like physical attractiveness cues) may have a higher incentive value (i.e., than 

unattractive sexual targets), leading to a greater discrimination in responses among 

stimulus types (i.e., greater magnitude of difference in genital arousal to attractive 

relative to unattractive stimuli); this discrimination between the reward value of varying 
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stimulus types may then be sustained through their next, less fertile, testing session 

(Wallen & Rupp, 2010).  Again, however, we remind readers that this effect must be 

interpreted with caution, given our small sample sizes.  Further research examining the 

genital response patterns of women to cues of attractiveness across the menstrual cycle is 

therefore required to elucidate this effect. 

Objective 3: Self-reported and visual attention patterns of men and women 

Self-reported attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

 Consistent with our hypotheses, men and women’s self-reported attentional 

patterns were found to vary by gender and attractiveness type.  As expected, men and 

women reported significantly greater attractiveness to slideshows featuring male and 

female sexual targets that were pre-rated as physically attractive, relative to physically 

unattractive male and female sexual targets.  This finding is consistent with evolutionary 

theories of attractiveness (e.g., Gallup & Frederick, 2010), that argue that preferential 

responding will occur to cues that communicate important reproductive information and 

confer evolutionary advantages to one’s offspring (like attractiveness cues) as a result of 

sexual selection.  Individuals who selectively attend to attractive (relative to unattractive) 

sexual partners may have been more likely to select attractive mates, and, consequently, 

be met with reproductive success, either through improved fertility (e.g., Jasienska et al., 

2004; Marlowe & Wetsman, 2001) or through possible genetic advantages (such as 

improved immune functioning; Roberts et al., 2005) for one’s offspring. 

In terms of gender, men reported paying more attention to female slideshows than 

male slideshows, at a level that approached statistical significance, and women reported 

paying more attention to male slideshows than female slideshows.  Men and women’s 
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self-reported attention patterns were, therefore, gender-specific in nature, consistent with 

their patterns of self-reported and genital arousal.  Interestingly, men’s gender-specificity 

of self-reported attention approached, but did not reach, statistical significance.  A similar 

pattern of self-reported attention was found by Huberman and colleagues (2015), 

whereby men reported gender-specific patterns of self-reported attention at a level that 

approached statistical significance.  It is likely that this failure to find statistical 

significance is related to men’s high levels of self-reported attention, overall.  That is, 

effect sizes for men’s self-reported attention are generally smaller than for self-reported 

or genital arousal, as men reported paying fairly strong attention to the stimuli, whether 

they were looking at their preferred, non-preferred, or neutral household items (men’s 

lowest average attention rating was 6.45 out of 9). 

 It is interesting that we found gender-specific patterns of self-reported attention 

among the women in the current study, given that Huberman and colleagues (2015) found 

gender-nonspecific patterns of self-reported attention among androphilic women.  It is 

worth noting, however, that Huberman and colleagues (2015) found this gender-

nonspecific pattern of self-reported attention in response to audiovisual stimuli that have 

been found in previous studies to elicit gender-nonspecific patterns of sexual arousal 

among gynephilic women (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007; Bossio et al., 2014).  Thus, it is 

possible that, in previous research, self-reported attention was garnered by films of 

participants’ non-preferred and preferred genders, alike, in response to contextual cues 

other than primary and secondary sex characteristics (like sexual activity cues; Huberman 

et al., 2015) present in the films.  As per the Information Processing Model, this 

maintenance of attention toward the sexual stimuli would have been expected to 
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subsequently increase their sexual response patterns (Janssen et al., 2000).  By contrast, 

in the current study, where such attention-eliciting contextual cues were limited, 

women’s self-reported attention may have been preferentially drawn toward images of 

their preferred gender, leading to increased sexual arousal to preferred (relative to non-

preferred) gendered stimuli.   

Visual attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

 Similar to self-reported attention and consistent with our hypotheses, cues of 

gender and attractiveness were found to be important determinants of men and women’s 

visual attention patterns.  Unsurprisingly, men’s visual attention patterns were found to 

be gender-specific (men fixated longer on female than male sexual targets).  This finding 

replicates previous literature that has found that gynephilic men orient quicker to and 

look longer at female than male images (e.g., Dawson & Chivers, 2016; Fromberger et 

al., 2012; Nummenmaa et al., 2012).  Unexpectedly, however, among gynephilic men, 

gender was found to modulate men’s visual attention to cues of attractiveness: Men 

viewed attractive male images longer than unattractive male images, and no significant 

difference was observed between men’s visual attention to attractive and unattractive 

female targets.   

It is remarkable that men significantly discriminated between attractive and 

unattractive male targets, but not female targets.  Indeed, previous literature has found 

increases in men’s viewing times and visual attention, in response to more attractive 

female sexual targets (e.g., Dawson & Chivers, 2015; Lippa et al., 2010; Lippa, 2012; 

Suschinsky et al., 2007).  We suggest that, perhaps, men’s lack of discrimination in visual 

attention to attractive and unattractive female targets is due to a ceiling effect in men’s 
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visual attention to their preferred stimulus type:  Men’s average fixation duration toward 

attractive and unattractive female targets was approximately 80 seconds (of the 96 second 

stimulus presentations).  Given that some time must have been spent visually scanning 

for the next sexual target (as we rotated the position of each sexual target, to ensure 

active visual attention was measured by our fixation duration, rather than passive staring), 

and some data may have been lost due to testing error, this 80 seconds likely reflects a 

very strong visual adherence to our sexual stimuli, such that men may have rarely (if 

ever) looked away from the female images.  Such a pattern of responding is consistent 

with the genital and self-reported patterns of gender-specificity among gynephilic men in 

previous literature (e.g., Chivers et al., 2007) and in the current study.   

It is somewhat surprising that men’s patterns of self-reported attention (as well as 

their patterns of genital and self-reported arousal) discriminated to cues of attractiveness 

among the female targets, even though men’s visual attention did not:  As a reminder, 

men and women’s self-reported attention was stronger to attractive than unattractive 

images, overall, and this discrimination of attention to attractiveness cues was not found 

to be modulated by the gender of the sexual targets.  Thus, though men were fixating on 

attractive and unattractive female images for similar durations, they self-reported that 

they were attending to the attractive images significantly more than to the unattractive 

images, suggesting that men’s cognitive attention to cues of attractiveness may have 

differed (either adhering more, or more perhaps more likely, actively attending less) to 

cues they were still viewing.  That is, while men were actively looking at the unattractive 

female stimuli, they may not have consistently been consciously attending to them as 

much as they had to the attractive female stimuli.  Conversely, it is also possible that 
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men’s self-reported attention patterns were susceptible to self-report biases (as self-

reported arousal patterns have been found to be; e.g., Huberman, Suschinsky, Lalumière, 

& Chivers, 2013), leading men to report greater attention to the attractive female stimuli, 

despite having attended similarly to attractive and unattractive female stimulus types.  

Indeed, explicit processes (like self-reported attention) may be more susceptible to 

demand characteristics like impression management than eye movements (Richardson & 

Spivey, 2000).  Further research examining the relationship between self-reported and 

visual attention patterns is required.  

Women were found to visually attend to attractive targets longer than unattractive 

targets, overall; unlike the men in our study, women’s visual attention patterns to cues of 

attractiveness were not found to be modulated by gender cues.  Women, similar to men, 

however, demonstrated a gender-specific pattern of visual attention (greater visual 

attention to male than female sexual targets).  We expected attractiveness to be an 

important determinant of visual attention for women, given previous literature that has 

found attractiveness effects on gaze and viewing time (e.g., Anderson et al., 2010; Fink et 

al., 2008; Lippa et al., 2010; Maner et al., 2007; Maner et al., 2008; Sui & Liu, 2009).  

We did not anticipate gender-specific patterns of visual attention, however, given that 

women have been found to have fairly gender-nonspecific patterns of initial/early 

(Dawson & Chivers, 2016) and controlled attention (e.g., Lykins et al., 2008; 

Nummenmaa et al., 2012) –  or at the very least, view the bodies of non-preferred targets 

longer than men do (e.g., Rupp & Wallen, 2007).   

It is likely that women’s gender-specific pattern of visual attention reflects the 

limited number of contextual cues in the current study.  That is, similar to genital and 
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self-reported arousal patterns, women’s attention to cues of gender may have been 

masked or otherwise affected by contextual cues (cues other than primary and secondary 

sex characteristics) present in the sexual stimuli in previous literature.  Indeed, Dawson 

and Chivers (2018) recently found that women’s total fixation duration becomes 

somewhat more gender-nonspecific when dynamic stimuli (i.e., videos of sexual activity) 

are used in the experimental paradigm, as opposed to still images of nudes.  Thus, 

contextual cues may have a similarly important role on women’s attentional patterns as 

on their self-reported and genital responses.  Such an argument is intuitive, when one 

considers models (like the information processing model; Janssen, 2000) that highlight 

the importance of attentional mechanisms in the development and maintenance of sexual 

responding.  Indeed, the consistent pattern of gender-specific self-reported attention, 

visual attention, self-reported arousal, and genital arousal in the current study suggests 

that these mechanisms are, in some ways, inter-related (we discuss the relationship 

between attention and sexual response in further detail, below). 

Menstrual cycle variations in women’s attention to cues of attractiveness and gender 

Self-reported attention. 

 Contrary to our hypotheses, women did not demonstrate greater self-reported 

attention to attractive male sexual targets in the follicular (than luteal) phase.  Instead, an 

interaction between testing order and cycle phase emerged.  Interestingly, self-reported 

attention to stimuli did not significantly differ between the follicular and luteal phases, 

regardless of women’s testing order.  The significant interaction appeared to be driven by 

the inverse relationship of these statistically nonsignificant comparisons:  Among women 

tested first in their follicular phase, self-reported attention was generally greater in the 
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follicular phase than in the luteal phase, whereas for women tested in the luteal phase of 

their menstrual cycles first, self-reported attention was generally greater in the luteal 

phase than in the follicular phase.  That is, women’s self-reported attention patterns were 

greater during their first testing sessions, relative to their second testing sessions (post-

hoc analyses confirmed a significant effect of testing session on self-reported attention 

patterns).  This finding is somewhat unsurprising, given that women’s second testing 

sessions were identical in almost every way to their first testing session (save for the 

phase of their menstrual cycle).  As such, it is possible that women’s attention to the 

stimuli decreased slightly during the second session, perhaps due to a small loss of 

interest (as the stimuli are no longer novel).  Indeed, previous studies have reported on a 

loss of self-reported attention to stimuli that are presented repeatedly to participants (e.g., 

Dawson, Suschinsky, & Lalumière, 2013).  Perhaps what is more remarkable is that the 

differences between testing sessions were not larger, given the relative simplicity of our 

images.  Importantly for our paradigm, self-reported attention to our sexual cues was 

always greater than to the nonsexual cues, regardless of testing session.  Thus, even when 

participants viewed the same sexual images for a second time, they still pulled greater 

sexual interest and attention than nonsexual household items. 

 Notably, a second interaction was found between testing order and attractiveness, 

similar to that observed for genital and self-reported arousal patterns:  Greater 

differentiation was observed between self-reported attention to cues of attractiveness 

when women were tested in the follicular phase first, than when women were tested in 

the luteal phase first.  It is important to note, again, that the differences between attention 

to attractive and unattractive sexual targets was not significant among either group of 
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women (those tested first in the luteal or follicular phases), so this finding should be 

interpreted with some caution.  However, a post-hoc analysis revealed a similar pattern to 

self-reported arousal, whereby women tested in the follicular phase differentiated to cues 

of attractiveness to such an extent that they reported significantly greater attention to 

attractive female than unattractive male images (whereas women tested in the luteal 

phase first did not, and instead reported nonsignificantly greater attention to unattractive 

male relative to attractive female images).  It is quite remarkable that such convergence 

was observed between women’s self-reported arousal, genital, and self-reported attention 

patterns.  The consistency of this testing order effect across dependent measures provides 

support for Wallen and Rupp’s (2010) assertion (described previously) that women’s 

hormonal state from her first exposure to a sexual stimulus may alter subsequent 

responses to the same stimuli. 

Visual attention. 

Contrary to our predictions, and similar to women’s self-reported attention 

patterns, we did not find greatest visual attention to attractive male sexual targets in the 

follicular (relative to the luteal) phase of women’s menstrual cycles.  Instead, similar to 

women’s self-reported attention patterns, a (trend level) testing order and cycle phase 

effect emerged.  No significant differences between visual attention during the follicular 

and luteal phases of women’s menstrual cycles were observed (in either testing order).  

Instead, the trend-level effect appeared to, again, be driven by the inverse relationship of 

these statistically nonsignificant comparisons.  That is, women tested in the follicular 

phase of their menstrual cycle first demonstrated nonsignificantly greater visual attention 

during the follicular than the luteal phase of their menstrual cycles, while women tested 
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first in their luteal phases had nonsignificantly greater visual attention to stimuli during 

their luteal phase, relative to their follicular phase.  Put another way, women tended to 

demonstrate greater visual attention during their first testing session (relative to their 

second testing session; post-hoc analyses confirmed these significant testing session 

effects).  Consistent with our self-reported attentional patterns, this effect likely reflects 

some loss of interest during the second testing session, that resulted in somewhat lower 

visual attention to our stimuli.  Again, visual attention to our sexual stimuli continued to 

be greater than to our neutral stimuli in all testing conditions, indicating that our sexual 

stimuli were still interesting to our participants, even at second exposure.  Similarly, 

fixation durations tended to be quite high (to sexual and neutral images, alike), indicating 

strong visual attention to our stimuli, overall. 

Unlike women’s self-reported arousal, genital arousal, and self-reported attention 

patterns, we did not find a testing order by attractiveness interaction among women’s 

visual attention patterns.  Instead, a main effect of attractiveness (whereby women 

observed attractive sexual targets longer than unattractive sexual targets) and a main 

effect of gender (whereby women fixated longer on male sexual targets than female 

sexual targets) emerged.  These main effects are identical to those found for women’s 

first testing sessions (reported above) and so we will not discuss this further here.  

Women’s lack of discrimination in terms of visual attention across the menstrual cycle 

contrasts not only with other dependent measures in the current study, but also with 

previous literature that has found cycle phase (or testing order) effects on women’s 

viewing time and visual attention toward sexual targets (e.g., Anderson et al., 2010; 

Garza et al., 2017; Rupp & Wallen, 2007; Wallen & Rupp, 2010; Xu et al., 2019).  
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However, this finding joins a growing body of literature that has failed to find significant 

cycle phase effects on women’s mate preferences (e.g., Jones et al., 2019).  

While the lack of discrimination in women’s visual attention patterns across the 

menstrual cycle could reflect a true lack of effect for cycle phase effects on women’s 

visual fixation patterns, it is also possible that: a) we did not have a large enough sample 

size to detect true effects; and/or b) women’s visual attention patterns did not experience 

sufficient variability in the current study to detect true cycle phase effects.  That is, 

women in the current study were instructed to look at the screen during the slideshow 

presentations.  Therefore, if women were uninterested in the sexual targets, but wanted to 

remain compliant with the experimenter’s request, the only option that remained was 

looking at the white background instead of the sexual target; this is unlikely to have been 

appealing, unless the participants were actively attempting to avoid looking at the sexual 

target (which may have occasionally been possible – for instance, in the case of some 

unattractive sexual targets).  Indeed, this active avoidance of nonpreferred stimulus 

categories and unattractive sexual targets may be what has accounted for our significant 

main effects of attractiveness and gender (though we note that overall total fixation 

durations for all stimulus categories were quite high; further research is required to 

understand the motivation behind women’s visual attention patterns in the current study). 

If we had included some form of nonsexual visual images to our sexual slides (i.e., 

included some visual alternative to our sexual stimulus, besides a white screen), this may 

have allowed for participants to remain compliant with the experimenter’s request to look 

at the screen, while still allowing for more variability in visual attention patterns.  Future 
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research is required to better understand women’s patterns of visual attention across the 

menstrual cycle, as well as the motivations behind women’s visual attention patterns. 

Relationship between sexual arousal and attention to cues of gender 

Self-reported attention as a mediator between genital and self-reported arousal. 

 Consistent with our hypothesis, and replicating previous research (Huberman et 

al., 2015), gender-specificity of self-reported attention was found to partially mediate 

(i.e., reduce) the relationship between gender-specificity of genital and self-reported 

arousal.  In other words, the current study indicates that gender-specificity of self-

reported attention accounted for a significant portion of the variance in the association 

between gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal.  This finding is consistent 

with the Information Processing Model (Janssen, 2000) that posits that attentional 

mechanisms are important to genital and self-reported sexual response.  That is, 

participants’ genital arousal to cues of gender may have directed attention toward these 

cues (for instance, through seeking out state-congruent stimuli; e.g., Becker & Leinenger, 

2011), leading to increases in self-reported sexual arousal (Janssen, 2000).  In this way, 

self-reported attention to cues of gender mediated the relationship between genital and 

self-reported arousal to gender cues. 

Though Huberman and colleagues (2015) found a mediation effect in men, but 

not women, we found effects in all participants in the current study – though the 

mediation effect was significantly stronger among men than among women.  It is possible 

that the current study found a mediation effect among women (while Huberman and 

colleagues did not), as women in the current study demonstrated strongly gender-specific 

patterns of self-reported arousal, attention, and genital arousal, alike (whereas this was 
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not the case among the women in Huberman and colleagues’ study), which may have 

affected (i.e., strengthened) relationships between these variables for women in the 

current study.  Indeed, Huberman and colleagues found that, for both men and women, 

the relationship between the gender-specificity of genital response and the gender-

specificity of self-reported arousal was positive and statistically significant, though the 

relationship was significantly stronger for men than for women.  In the current study, the 

relationship between the gender-specificity of genital response and the gender-specificity 

of self-reported arousal was not significantly different for men and for women. 

Visual attention as a mediator between genital and self-reported arousal. 

Given that self-reported attention may be more susceptible to self-report biases 

than less explicit measures of attention (e.g., Huberman et al., 2013; Richardson & 

Spivey, 2000), we attempted to replicate Huberman and colleagues’ (2015) mediation 

effect using visual attention (in place of self-reported attention).  Contrary to our 

hypothesis, gender-specificity of visual attention was not found to significantly mediate 

the relationship between gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal for men or 

women.  It is unclear why Huberman and colleagues’ effect failed to replicate, with 

visual attention as a mediator.  It is possible that the current study’s failure to find a 

mediation effect represents a true lack of an effect, though we feel future research on the 

role of visual attention in sexual responding is important, as it remains possible that low 

levels of variance in women’s visual attention patterns (due to participants’ high 

compliance with the request that they look at the screen; please refer to our earlier 

comments) may have blunted our ability to observe visual attention effects. 

Relationship between sexual arousal and attention to cues of attractiveness 
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Contrary to our hypotheses, neither self-reported attention to cues of 

attractiveness, nor visual attention to cues of attractiveness were found to significantly 

mediate the relationship between genital arousal to cues of attractiveness and self-

reported arousal to cues of attractiveness in either men or women.  Our failure to detect a 

significant mediation effect using men and women’s visual attention to cues of 

attractiveness as a mediator was, perhaps, unsurprising, given that gender-specificity of 

visual attention was also found to be unable to account for a significant portion of the 

variance in the relationship between gender-specificity of genital and self-reported 

arousal.  It is surprising, however, that self-reported attention patterns did not 

significantly mediate the relationship between genital and self-reported arousal to cues of 

attractiveness, given that previous research (Huberman et al., 2015) and the current study 

have both found gender-specificity of self-reported attention to be an important mediator 

for gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal.   

Interestingly, conditional direct effects did emerge: Significant relationships were 

found between genital arousal to cues of attractiveness and self-reported arousal to cues 

of attractiveness, and this relationship was significantly stronger among men than among 

women.  Stronger concordance between genital and self-reported arousal among men 

than among women is not a new or surprising finding (e.g., Chivers et al., 2010).  As 

previously reported, the more surprising lack of gender differences in the relationship 

between gender-specificity of genital and self-reported arousal may have been partially 

attributable to the strong gender-specific patterns of genital and self-reported arousal in 

both men and women.  Indeed, women’s gender-nonspecific pattern of genital response 

(e.g., Chivers et al., 2007) and relatively mixed pattern of gender-specificity in self-
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reported arousal (e.g., Chivers, 2005; Chivers et al., 2015) may have contributed 

somewhat to lower concordance rates traditionally seen in gendered sexual stimuli.  

Indeed, women’s concordance levels have been found to vary by stimulus gender and 

sexual orientation grouping in previous research (e.g., Suschinsky, Dawson, & Chivers, 

2017).  Given that men and women were both found to have significant attractiveness 

effects in self-reported genital and self-reported arousal patterns, however, it is unclear 

why the relationship between the two was found to be stronger for men than for women.  

Future research may be interested in examining the differential effects of concordance, by 

stimulus attractiveness. 

Limitations 

 A common concern among studies of sexual psychophysiology is volunteer bias.  

Indeed, volunteers for studies of sexual psychophysiology have been found to differ from 

non-volunteers in various ways (e.g., Wolchik, Braver, & Jensen, 1985), including more 

frequent masturbation, greater noncoital sexual experience (e.g., oral sex), less sex guilt, 

and a greater number of sexual partners (Strassberg & Lowe, 1995; Morokoff, 1986).  

These differences, however, do not necessarily indicate that volunteers in sexual 

psychophysiology research are not representative of the general population in terms of 

patterns of sexual arousal.  By contrast, Chivers and colleagues (2004) found that many 

factors that differentiate volunteers from non-volunteers (e.g., number of male sexual 

partners) were not significantly associated to specificity of genital or subjective arousal 

with respect to gender.  Similarly, a more recent study of volunteer bias found that 

individuals willing to participate in sexual psychophysiology studies tended to have more 

sexual experience and erotophilic sexual attitudes than those who were unwilling to 
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participate in these studies, though other sexuality characteristics (e.g., sexual 

functioning, sexual desire) were not found to be predictive of willingness to volunteer 

(Dawson et al., 2019).  Further, the proportions of individuals willing to participate in 

studies of sexual psychophysiology were much larger in this recent study than in previous 

literature (Dawson et al., 2019). 

Research examining menstrual cycle effects are often imperfectly designed (see 

Gildersleeve et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2019); the current study, unfortunately, is no 

exception.  Firstly, we would have preferred to have a larger sample of women to test our 

menstrual cycle effects: Data exclusions due to (among other reasons) an inability to 

confirm cycle phase, led menstrual cycle analyses to be underpowered.  Similarly, had we 

not been constrained by practical considerations (such as lab space and participants’ busy 

schedules), we would have preferred an experimental design whereby participants could 

be tested within twelve to twenty-four hours after their LH surge was detected (Lobmaier 

& Bachofner, 2018), to ensure that we captured peak fertility.  Likewise, some studies 

have found that menstrual cycle phase effects are largely affected by the relationship 

status of participants (i.e., cycle effects may only emerge for those in long-term 

relationships; e.g., Jünger, Kordsmeyer, Gerlach, & Penke, 2018).  The current study did 

have a mixture of women who were and were not in current romantic relationships.  

However, we did not have enough statistical power to analyze these groups separately for 

menstrual cycle phase effects.  Future researchers may also want to expand on the current 

study design by including hormonal analyses (including estrogen and progesterone, 

which are thought to play an important role in menstrual cycle changes in women’s 

responding – see Jones et al., 2018; 2019).  
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The current study measured self-reported and genital arousal, self-reported 

attention, and visual attention to cues of gender and attractiveness concurrently.  Though 

this concurrent measurement allowed for analyses across different measures of sexual 

response and interest (to better understand sexual response patterns and processes), a 

consequence of the number of dependent variables in the current dissertation is a greater 

number statistical tests, which increases the likelihood of Type I error.  The majority of 

our analyses were determined a priori, and we did see remarkable consistency in men and 

women’s responses across dependent measures; however, we must be aware of the 

possibility of spurious effects (particularly with the small sample sizes in many of our 

menstrual cycle analyses).  Additionally, the order of presentation for participants’ pre- 

and post-slideshow rating questions (of self-reported attention, arousal, and attractiveness 

of sexual targets) was not randomized between participants or across trials, meaning that 

participants’ responses to later self-reported items might have been less thoughtful than 

earlier ratings (as participants may have become fatigued of the experimental paradigm).  

Our blocked and randomized stimulus presentation, however, would likely account for 

any differences across paradigm, and the consistency of participants’ responses across 

dependent measures leads us to believe that this limitation is unlikely to have had a 

significant effect on our data. 

Future Directions 

 The current study is the first to provide empirical support for the importance of 

attractiveness cues on sexual arousal patterns.  As this was the first study to test the 

importance of attractiveness on sexual response patterns, we manipulated stimuli into 

(perhaps, somewhat crude) “physically attractive” versus “physically unattractive” 
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categories, based on a sample of men and women’s ratings of overall attractiveness.  Now 

that we have ascertained that attractiveness is an important determinant of sexual 

responding, it would be interesting to examine specific indicators of physical 

attractiveness (e.g., masculinity, waist-to-hip ratio, symmetry) more specifically, to 

determine what cues might be driving these effects. 

 Future research would also benefit from an examination of the questions in the 

current study among participants with a broader array of sexual attractions (e.g., 

gynephilic women, androphilic men, ambiphilic men and women).  Of particular interest 

would be an examination of the gender-specificity of exclusively androphilic and 

predominantly androphilic women, in a paradigm where contextual cues are limited, 

given that important differences have been found in the gender-specificity of these two 

groups of women (despite both groups typically identifying themselves as 

“heterosexual;” Chivers et al., 2015).  Similarly, an investigation into women’s self-

reported arousal patterns among women with varying sexual attractions, to sexual stimuli 

varying by degree and type of contextual cues, would be of interest, to elucidate the 

mechanisms underlying differential patterns of self-reported arousal to cues of gender in 

previous research. 

 Given that the current study failed to find many effects of visual attention in the 

predicted directions (e.g., no significant moderated mediation models, no menstrual cycle 

phase or testing order effects, no attractiveness effect among female stimuli for men), 

possibly due to (as previously noted) ceiling effects in men and women’s visual attention, 

further examination of men and women’s visual attention to cues of gender and 

attractiveness is warranted.  Men and women in the current study were instructed to look 
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at the screen for the duration of the study and were generally found to be very compliant 

with the examiner’s request, across all stimulus categories.  We suspect that greater 

variance in men and women’s visual attention patterns may have been observed if 

participants had a choice of cues to look at, other than the sexual target or a blank white 

screen.  Importantly, additional cues would have to be relatively benign in terms of their 

ability to elicit additional affect (particularly arousal – it would be important that 

additional cues be nonsexual in nature) in order not to interfere with, and lead to 

conflation of interpretations of sexual response patterns.  Similarly, while gaze patterns 

provide strong information about visual attention to sexual cues, we must use caution 

when inferring the motivation of this visual attention.  Concurrent measurement of visual 

attention and sexual response (as was done in the current study) is one way to examine 

this issue.  However, given our suggestion that, at times, participants may have been 

looking at the sexual stimuli, but not actively attending to it, a more direct test of the 

mechanisms underlying visual attention (e.g., through additional qualitative information 

from participants) may aid in interpretation of findings. 

Summary 

 In the current study, gender and attractiveness cues have proven to be important 

determinants in men and women’s self-reported and genital arousal, self-reported 

attention, and visual attention patterns.  More specifically, across dependent measures of 

arousal and attention, both men and women were found to demonstrate greater 

responding to attractive than unattractive stimulus types.  It is remarkable that men and 

women have shown comparable patterns of responding to attractiveness, particularly 

given that men and women’s sexual responses have often differed to other cues (i.e., 
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gender: see Chivers, 2017).  The current finding is consistent, however, with the 

hypothesis that physical attractiveness is a sexual cue with high incentive value, that is 

capable of producing sexual responding in both men and women, alike (as per the IMM; 

Toates, 2009).  That is, physical attractiveness cues may have high incentive value (i.e., 

be likely to motivate and elicit sexual responding in men and women) as attractiveness 

may be more readily associated with sexual arousal, through evolutionary mechanisms 

(see Gallup & Frederick, 2010).  Similarly, socio-cultural factors (DeLamater & Hyde, 

1998), like eroticization of physical attractiveness cues in the media, may have also 

increased the incentive value of attractiveness, through learning (e.g., the repeated pairing 

of cues of physical attractiveness and arousal; Toates, 2009).  Since cues of greater 

incentive value are believed to produce stronger sexual responses, as per the IMM, the 

current study’s findings of greater responding to attractive than unattractive stimuli, are 

unsurprising (Toates, 2009).  Though attractiveness has long been hypothesized to be an 

important determinant in men and women’s sexual response patterns (e.g., Singer, 1984), 

however, this is the first study to have tested this hypothesis on men and women’s self-

reported and genital arousal, directly. 

Interestingly, men and women’s patterns of sexual responding to cues of 

attractiveness varied somewhat by dependent measure, due to significant interactions 

between attractiveness and gender that appeared inconsistently among dependent 

measures (e.g., attractiveness effects in men and women’s self-reported arousal patterns 

were strongest among sexual targets of participants’ preferred gender, while 

attractiveness effects in men and women’s self-reported attention patterns did not interact 

with gender of the sexual targets).  Some of these interactions between attractiveness and 
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gender may have been driven by participants’ strongest responses to attractive stimuli 

featuring their preferred gender (e.g., greatest responding to attractive female targets 

among gynephilic men), allowing for greater discrepancy in responding to attractive and 

unattractive stimulus types of this preferred gender.  Indeed, this finding is consistent 

with previous literature that has found attractive faces of one’s preferred gender to hold 

the greatest incentive value in a key-press task (Hahn et al., 2016).  Other interactions 

between gender and attractiveness in the current study (i.e., among men’s visual 

attention) may have been attributable to ceiling effects in responding to stimuli of 

participants’ preferred gender, leading to variation in attractiveness cues of only 

participants’ non-preferred gender.  However, it is largely unclear why discrepancies in 

gender and attractiveness interactions occurred between dependent measures.  As this is 

the first study to examine the effects of gender and attractiveness cues on men and 

women’s self-reported and genital arousal, self-reported attention, and visual attention, 

further research is required to help untangle these effects. 

Surprisingly, men and women, alike, showed preferential responding toward their 

preferred, relative to their non-preferred, genders.  Though gender-specific patterns of 

sexual response are well-replicated among gynephilic men (e.g., Chivers & Bailey, 2005; 

Chivers et al., 2004), androphilic women have traditionally been found to have gender-

nonspecific patterns of genital arousal (see Chivers, 2017).  The current study represents 

the second time that androphilic women’s genital arousal patterns have been found to be 

gender-specific.  Contextual cues (cues other than primary or secondary sex 

characteristics) present in stimuli of studies that have previously found gender-

nonspecific patterns of genital arousal among androphilic women, may have masked or 
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otherwise distorted arousal to cues of gender.  The current study (as in the previous study 

finding gender-specificity in genital arousal among androphilic women; Spape et al., 

2014) presented stimuli that were limited in contextual cues, suggesting that contextual 

cues may be a more important determinant than gender cues in women’s genital arousal 

patterns. 

 Though clear menstrual cycle effects did not emerge among women’s responses 

to cues of attractiveness and gender, women’s self-reported arousal, genital arousal, and 

self-reported attention were found to vary by testing order (if they were tested first in the 

follicular or luteal phase of their menstrual cycles), such that women tested first in their 

fertile period showed greater differentiation in their responding to attractive relative to 

unattractive sexual targets, than women tested in their luteal phase first.  Our results are 

not entirely inconsistent with the Ovulatory Shift hypothesis (that women will prefer cues 

of genetic fitness, like attractiveness, during fertile periods of their menstrual cycles: 

Gangestad & Thornhill, 1998; Gangestad et al., 2005), in that women in the current study 

demonstrated greatest discrimination between attractive and unattractive sexual targets 

when tested first in the fertile period of their menstrual cycles.  However, preferences for 

attractiveness cues did not neatly vary by fertile period (i.e., greater preference for 

attractiveness during fertile than luteal phases), and thus, do not fully support the 

Ovulatory Shift hypothesis.  Indeed, our study joins a growing body of literature that has 

failed to find consistent shifts in women’s mate preferences (e.g., to cues of 

attractiveness) across the menstrual cycle (see Jones et al., 2019).  Instead, our findings 

suggest that the hormonal conditions upon which a woman first experiences a sexual 

stimulus may alter the incentive value of the stimulus upon subsequent exposure to the 
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same stimulus (e.g., Wallen & Rupp, 2010).  Surprisingly, women’s visual attention 

patterns did not follow the same pattern as women’s self-reported attention, genital 

arousal, and self-reported arousal patterns:  Women’s visual attention was not found to 

vary meaningfully by menstrual cycle phase or testing order.  Though further research is 

required, we feel this inconsistent pattern of results among visual attention most likely 

reflects a lack of variability in our current sample’s visual attention patterns, as 

participants demonstrated strong visual attention across stimulus categories. 

 Replicating previous research, the current study found that gender-specificity of 

self-reported attention partially mediates (i.e., reduces) the relationship between gender-

specificity of genital and self-reported arousal.  These findings are consistent with the 

Information Processing Model, which posits that attentional mechanisms are important 

determinants of genital and self-reported arousal patterns.  Self-reported attention to 

attractiveness cues was not found to significantly mediate the relationship between 

genital and self-reported arousal to attractiveness cues; further research is required to 

better understand the importance of attention on sexual responding, and on the impact of 

self-reported attention on arousal to cues of attractiveness, more specifically.  Visual 

attention was not found to be a significant mediator between genital and self-reported 

arousal patterns in the current study.  The current study marks the first (of our 

knowledge) to concurrently examine men and women’s self-reported and genital arousal, 

as well as self-reported and visual attention patterns to cues of gender and attractiveness 

(and to these cues across the menstrual cycle, among androphilic women).  Future studies 

utilizing concurrent measurement of these important stimulus features would be 
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beneficial to better understand the effects these cues have on sexual response systems, 

and of the inter-relationships between response mechanisms. 
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Neutral image example 
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Landscape example 
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